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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Clrcumstellar Grains .end the Intrinsic

Polarization of Starlight

by

William John, Forrest

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, san Diego, 1974

Professor Wayne A. Stein, Chairman

Tw"enty_four Lat.ec'type variable stars exhibiting' intrinsic

variable polarization have been monitored over the range 3.5 v. to

ll,v. for several cycles. no conclusive evidence for gross 'changes

in the amount of c1rcumstellar grainS have been found. ']'hus,

circumstellar infrared emission is attributed' to the total abun-

dance of grams surrounding the star which does not change by a

large amount with time while intrinsic polarization is attributed

to more localized scattering and absorption effects or pOSSibly

to aligned grains. Spectrophotometry with AJ.../"A R:: 0.015 over the

7.5-13.5 V. wavelength 'range of several stars with different chemi_

cal ccerpos ftLon :indicate excess emission characteristic of 3

xv

types of grains: (1) "blackbody" gr-ama , (2) silicate grains and

(3) silicon carbide grains.

It is found that the Mira carbon stars and V Hya have an

energy distribution that 1s g,ualitatively different than the sesn.,

regtilar carbon stars and the oxygen-rich stars. In add1ti-on to

the spectral feature due to silicon carbide grains, which also

appears in the semi_regular carbon variables, a major fraction,

from 0.3 to 0.8, of the observed energy from the Mira carbon stars

appears as a eool component characterized by an approximately

950 vK blackbody. Thus, the ratio silicon carbide to "blackbody"

excess appears to vary greatly, among the carbon stars'. A p.Laus-lb'Le

mechanism to explain the excess over all. wave'[engtjis seen in the

carbon Miras is absorption of starlight and thermal re-redret.ton

by graphite grains in the cd.rcumst.ej.Lar envelope.

Similar Infrared observations of the varaebl.e star R Cr:B

over the period 1970-1974 have been made and discussed in terms

of a single or double star model for this cbject , on the single

star model it is found that dust made on or about JD 2,441,033

was subseqaent.jy ejected from the star nth an apparent recesetceef,

ve.locr.ty of 27 km/s. There was no visual event directly associated

with this infrared activity but if the apparent recession is

extrapolated linearly back in time, the material would have left

the stellar surface on JD ..... 2,,440,400, and about this time there

was a visual event. Spectrophotometry with'!::.J.../J... R:: 0.02 over the

3-4 IJ. and 8"A/"A:::::: 0.015 over the 8-12.5 v.. wavelength ranges show

xvi



an excess emission 'Which is completely smooth and featureless to

the accuracy obtained, in distinct contrast to the spectra of al1

the M and C stars observed in this study 'which do show features.

Models to explain the intrinsic polarization of starlight

tn terms of scattering .end absorption by circum.stellar dust grains

are discussed. It is found that the rapid variability of pokaz-L,

zatlon and the optical. depth of' the shell inferred from infrared

measurements put severe constraints on the asynmetric envelope

models and suggest small clouds, perhaps close to the star, must

be r-espons fbj.e for the .po'Lar-fza.t Lon, Alternatively, it is found

that asyinmetrlc grains in the extended circumstellar envelope

may be aligned by the ravis_Greenstein par-amagnetLc relaxation

mechanism. The time scales for alignment would be 1-3 days and

if the field is dipolar (1) a stellar sur-race field of appr-oxL,

mately-l6-l00 gauss is required, and (2) the eXpected infrared

polarization may not necessarfLybe large.

The mass loss from Late-cype stars has been re-investigated

and it is found that the observed persistence of dust grains in

the circumstellar envelope requires continuous condensation arid

ejection of grains leading to a minillium gas loss rate.::: 10-6 MJrr

necessary to- restrain the gram outflow. The grains must. be

momentum. coupled to the gas as suggested by. Gilman f'or otherwise

they would exit too rapidly. In addition, it is found that the

momentum. coupling of gas to dust and the minimum gas loss rate

consistent with the observed dust, loss rate limits the supersonic

xvii

terminal. velocity of dust grains relatlveto the gas to approxi_

mately 5-10 1mJfs. For the oxygen-rich Mira'variables the calculated

mass loss rates (using a simplified model, for the circumstellar

envelope) are "" 3-7 x 10-6 MJyr and the dust loss rate ts "" 1/300
of this in silicate grains. For _the carbon Miras the gas and,
graphite dust loss rates are swroximately twice this and, in

addition, the calculated rates agree nth the lower limit to mass

loss given by the minimum. radiation pressure exerted on the grains

(consistent with the observed inf'rared excess and conservation of

energy) and the conservation of momentum.. Thus, the idea of cehra

and Woolf and Gilman that mass loss in late.type stars may be

driven by radiation pressure on the cdr-cunatej.Lar dust grains 15

supported.

xviii



I. DiTROWCTION

This study' was stimulated by the discovery al-

1971) that there was a good correlation' (Fig. 1) between the

average intrinsic visual po],.arization and the :Infrared excess of

cool stars as measured ,by the nux where 'F). is

the eppar'ent; flux, w/cm2 1Jo, from the star at' wavelength A. 'Ibis

correlation, wasunderstanc1able on the model that infrared excesses

are' caused by re-radiation of thertlla1.ized starlight, from circumstellar

dust grains and these same grarns , through their scattering and

absorptive properties, pofar-fzed the initially unpoj.ar-Lzed starlight.

Since the pokar-Lzat.Lcn Was knmm to be time variable (Shakhovskoi

1964; serkovsjct 1966 a, b; .Eappe.La 1967), it was desirable to obtain

sinlllitaneousinfrared and :polarization measurements to see if,the

large and sometimes rapid variations in visual polarization were

eeeoctated w.ith corresponding variaticinsin the infrared flux.

In addLt.Lon, the identification of silicate mineral grains

as the radiating mat.er-tet. around cool M stars (Gillett, Low, and

Stein 1968; Woolf and Ney 1969) and the identification of a similar

material as a -couponerrt of the interstellar dust, viz. the 'emission

spectrum of the Trapezjum obtained by stern and Gillett (1969)"led

Gehrz and Woolf (1971) to consider cool stars, specifically M_type

Mira variables, as candidates for the production of this type of

dust. They concluded, from their mass loss rates and

the distribution of Mira variables in the gaJ..a.xy, that M-type Mira

variables appeared sui'ficient to supply all. of t.tds type of material

to the interste11e.r medium.. In addition, Hoyle 'and Wickramasinghe

1

2

Fig. 1.; Average polarization as a function of infrared excess

as measured by the nux ratio Fn/F3• 5 lJ. from Dyck.::! al.

(1971)
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M STARS
CARBON STARS

• 5 STARS

10

B

3

(1962) had, berore the discovery of ctrcumstellar dust shells J

suggested that carbon Miras might be the seat of production of at

least some of' the interstellar grains. They speculated on the con-

ditions necessary for the formation and subsequent ejection of

graphite grains from these cool-star atmospheres. It was .thus

potentially very interesting to try and study the detailed dynamics

and other aspects of this dust production, Le., does dust production

occur steadily or sporadically, are the dust grains (as exempli:fied

by their infrared spectra) the same f'or all. M...type stars'l Hov do

the carbon stars (C-tY1le) and S-type stars fit into this picture?

4

"Ac,
v 6

4

2 •

...
o

•

10II. 10-2 20 II. ItJ2 30 x10-2

FA(lI,u.11

40 II. ICf2

To this end, light curves (F1.. VB. time) at broad ,band illfra_

red wavelengths]..o 3.5, 4.9, 8.4, and 1.1.2 JJ. have been measured

for the approxiUlately 25 late type, variable stars and R Cr-B 111

Table 1. R Cr-B is a peculiar hydr-ogencdef'LcIerrt , carbon-e-tch ver-t-

able whose visual light curve (Loreta 1934; O'Keefe 1939) and

infrared excess (Stein et a1. 196'9) suggest; the existence of circum-

stellar dust grains. In addition, medium resoj.utr.on spectra

(f,]"/A 0.015) have been obtained for some of the stars and related

objects, mostly in the wavelength range AA 7.5-13.5 JJ. but MSO,in

a few cases, r..A 3-5 1Jo. These spectra,along with nux measurements

at longer Wid shorter 'Wavelengths may be used to interpret the broad

band energy distributions Wid light curves in terms of the model.:

star + dust.



II. TECHNIQUE

The photon flux received at earth from a celestial source

can be characterized by its four stokes parameters [intensity (flux
2Fl, W/cm linear polarization (Pl, i) and position angle (6),., 0),

and circular polarization (Q,± '%l vs . wavelength and time.

If the source is extended, which all will be to some extent, there

is ease information as to the angular distribution on the sky". In

the present study, intensity (flux) received at infrared wavelengths

vs . time for a list (Table 1) of variable stars was made. The

t.echnjque s used to do this will be briefly described below.

The infrared receiver employed for this study was designed

and bufLt at UC8D by F. C. Gillett. The 'dewar consists of a L He

ir..ner flask surrounded by a L 'N2 outer flask and encased in a room

temperature enc'l.osur-e .. - the inside- is evacuated but the. L N2 and L He

run at ambient pressure. The .detector employed for the most part

was a Hg-doped ee pbctoconduct.cr (sensitive to photons with. hv >

band gap, l ;S15 \10) run at L He temperatures' in order to (1) reduce

the number of thermal..ly excited charge carriers and. (2) reduce the

thermal. background flux an the detector. The .... fjll field of view

of the detector, appropriate for the Mt. Lemmon t.et.escope , is

defined by a i. He field lens' at the focal. plane and a L N2 baffle.

The wavelength resof.ut.Lon is provided by interference .r'n.cers in the

field of view of the detector. Fixed band pass, tAjJ.... ....

filters are used for the broad band measurements and variable band-

pass, tAjA ..... 1-2%, for the medium resolution spectra. The filters

run at L N2 temperatures to reduce the thermal background flux on

5

the detector.

A fundamental difficulty of measurements made at the wave-

lengths cor.sidered here 15 the existence of a large thermal background

(BG) due to the,.,. 300 OK terrestrial sources (namely the telescope and

the sky) in the field of vtev of the detector. At A,"" 10 IJ<, even

for the brightest -eourcee BG/sig .... 103 and for the faintest sources

BGjs'4r,'/G 5 x 104, so a reliable method of detecting the small signal

from the "star" in the presence of this large background flux must

be devreea. The p,roblem is anaJ.ogous to trying to do visual pho-

tometry during the day with a fluorescent telescope. ' The signal

from the' (discrete) star is extracted fran that of the (diffuse)

sky by "cboppdng;" An oscillating diagonal mirror near the

plane shifts the field of vtev of the detector alternately between

a beam which contains only sky end an adjacent beam which contains

star + sky. The preamplified detector signal (81) is into a

synchronous demodulator (phase sensitive detececc-) which detects

onl.y the part of the signal $ich is at the chopping frequency

(typically 5-10 HZ). This signal (82) would be directly proportional.

to the flux from .the star excep't. for (1) the offset .caused by the

warm telescope itself and (2) possible differences between the two

sky beams (I.e., even with no star in been, 82 F0). This

effect. is cancelled by "wobbling"the telescope, the star being put

alternately in one (82) and then the other (82') sky- beam, the

reference beam being alternately on one side and then the other

side of the star. The net signal, which is' proportional to the flux

6



from the star, is then 'S3 '" 82 - S2'. The signalS 82 are recorded

directly on a chart recorder and also digitized and sent into an

integrator 'Where the differencing to get 83 is performed. Wobbling

is done once every 10-30 sec, in the case of a faint source many 83
are combined. to give an average Signal, S, and standard deviation

of. the, mean, C1m•

For all the measurements described here, a 22" beam diameter

ana 30'ji' chopping-wobbling. distance, as projected on the s'ky, vas

employed. The broad band filters used bad centrel wave'Leng'tha A0

and vidths 8>" (FWHM) given' approximately- by:

7

A. Broad Band

The broad .band nux from. "standard"stars (Table 28) is

derived by this technique using the fuildamental. stardard star

rxIiyr (Sp:A a v) and the flux for zero magnitude [FA. (0 mag).::

FA (ctLyr) J given by Gillett, Merrill and Stein (1971). In addition,

the secondary-standard star' oC Mao (Sp: A IV) was used for cet.t-

brating the standards assuming FA(aGMa}/FA(a1tyr) = 3.44, cons't ,

At vave'l.engbhs other than tihcse given by Gillett a1. (1971) the

flux for zero magnitude was extrapolated using a 10,000 OK black

body appropriate for, CiIQr, aCMa, for A. > 1 i! and using the cal1_

8

2.28 \.1

0.5 IJ. 1.0j.J. 1.0 IJ.

B.4 "

0.81J.

ll.2 IJ.

2.0 IJ.

1B "

4 "

bratLon of Johnson (1965) for A. < 1 i!. '!he broad band fluxes at a

vavelength A are conveniently expressed in "magnitudes·," [Al, 'Where

Monitor (light curve) vave'Lengt.hs

And -the narrow band fll.ter wheels covered the ranges
(II-2)

AA 2.B-5.5 "

n 7.5-13.6 "

'A/A _ 2.2i

'A/> _ 1.5i
The (assumed) magnitudes for a.'Lyr, QCMa and derived magnitudes for

the other standard stars are given in Table 2a along with the assumed

The observations were made, almost exclusively, during the night

usdng the 60" metal-mirror telescope of the U. Minnesota-UGSD

Infrared Observatory on the peak. C.... 9300 ft. high) of Mt. Leemon,

Arizona. flUx measurements are made by comparing the signal Sk from

a target object at a particular -wavelength to that from a "standard"

star or stars. In the first epproxdaat.Lon , the flux will be

flux for zero magnitude. In general, the repeated measurements of

standards vere consistent with (I) the magnitudes listed and (2) no

time variability, within "" ± 5%. The absolute flux' calibration is

less certain and cotJ1.d differ by as much as ± 2cYf, froill that

Stan;iard stars were measured regtJ1.a.rly through the night at

al.1 'Wavelengths used to establish the sensitivity of the system.

FA. (object)
F>.. (standard)

S).(object) s).,(standard) (II-1) .

[i.e., S" (*)/F" (*) 1 and possible variation-s in sensitivity or

deviations from eq, (II-I) due to:



(1) Telescope focus

(2) Sky transparency va e

9

mean (Q), i.e., the probability P(Ql) 1s given by:

10

Then if !J. -:=;2 - 11 ('l.r + the average standard deviation

1s given by (cr/O.) = (1/ 2) (!J.2)1/2. The average from ..... 60 dnde.,

pendent pairs and gave for (cr(Q):

(a) tame

(b) zenith angle, a
Z

(c) azimuth angle,

(3) Detector beam

(4) Guiding errors

(5) Non-I::i.nearity of detector system

(6) other.

These measurements were comb:ined to give the adopted eenat-

Time [3.5.] [4.9.] [8.4.] [1l.2.1 [1l.2.]

-[3.5.] -[3.5.] -[3.5.] -[8.4.1

1.e., the I o systematic errors- improved from about ± 7% during

tivity'through the night was applied to the target stars

(ell. II-I) to give the observed rtuxee (magnitUdes). In general"

target stars vere obaer-ved near meridian transit so as to mini-

mize the corrections due to differing zenith angles'.

1970.8-1972.0 0.07

1972.0-1974.0 0.04

0.07 0.07

0.04

0.07

0.04

0.05

0.04

The errors to be assigned to the broad band meas urements

are difficult to assess a posteriori. In most cases the statis_

tical errors were very sniall «< ± 510) and .the true error is

the first year to ± 4% for the last two years.

B. ' Narrow Band

The primary standards for the nar-row band spectra Ah 8-13 jJ.

8.4 J.L, 11.2 jJ., and 12.5 jJ.) were also made as a cross check on

the corrected spectra. At these vavej.eng'ths the pr1IIlary etece-

were «soc and «rae, assumed to' be 4000 OK and 3500' OK black. bodies

respectively normalized to their broad band .rj.uxes (Table ae},

The standard and target stars were measured at close to the same

probably of a systematic nature. Variable sky transparency vas

most t.roubj.esom at 3.5 jJ. and, especially, 4.9 jJ. where the filter

bendpaeues overlap the wings of the atmospheric H20 absorption.

The 8.4 jJ. and, especially, 11 jJ. filters are placed in much cleaner

atmospheric vandows . A statistical analysis of the systematic

errors vas made by comparing measurements of the same bright

target star made more than once dur:ing a 101T;ek1s observing run.

We assume the star's nux did. not vary on a few days t timescale

zenith distance (within "" 0.2 sec

flux is then given by ell: (II-I).

ez) but different times, the

Broad band measurements (at

and the measurements (Q.i) are distribut,ed normally about the pher-Lc absorbers are vet.er- (A:: ,8 J.L), ozone (n 9-10 +J. peaking



at", 9.6 j.I.) and CO2 (A..> 13 u}. The ozone and CO2 absorptions

seemed to be fairly stable through a night and from night to

night but the could be highl.y variable especially on "wet"

nights. AI; a check on the procedures two spectra 8-13 IJ.

of the asteroid Ceres were obtained. The corrected Spectra

followed a"", 220 OKblack body within the statiStical

errors so it is believed there are no gross systematic err-era

being introduced by this procedure.

The errors in a gtven spectra for > 8 Il can be estimated

by:

(1) Scatter in adjacent points (we take"", 2 points per

resolution element)

(2) Statistical errors arrived at in averaging two or

more spectra together.

Method (2) 1.s to be preferred, especially when one is looking

for real features in the spectra.

11

III. THE STABS

The program stars (Table 1) are all of late spectral

type (eXCluding R 'CrB, described more ,in Chapter VI),

which implies a low effective surface temperature (T* ..... 2000-

3000 OK). The stars are all. "giaJlts" or "super'gdant.s ;" 'Which

:implies a much larger stellar radius (r* ..... 102_103 r ) and ao
much higher luminosity (t.• ..... 10 3_105 r. ) than stars of corres..o
ponddngispectrra'L tYJ;le on the main sequence. The masses of the

stars are not well knovnj for the M_type Mira variables and R erE

it is believed M* '" 1_2 MG' The structure of the stars consists

of a hot, dense core (Mcore"'" 0.5 M*) "Where the prodigious lumi-

nosities are generated by nuclear reactions; this .energy is

transported by convection to the stellar "surface" and thence

radiated to the observer. For the late type stars the "surface"

is actually an .exbended atmosphere; the atmospheric scale height

(h = 1d'/mg) is .comparable to the stellar radius (b/r,/: '" 0.05).

The chemical composition of the observed atmospheric layers is

indicated by the spectral type. The M-type stars have close

to solar abundances for most elements. The carbon stars (c,tYJ?e)

are defined by HC > there are other abundance aaceaj.tee ,

The S_type stars are notable for the relative over-abundance

of heavy metals of the fifth and sixth periods of the periodic

table zr-, Nb, Tc, 'se., and La) .. M and C stars may also

exhibit some S star characteristics in iheir spectra. R CrE

is hydrogen deficient and carbon rich. The abundance enoeet.ree

12



13

the observed atmospheric layers.

nuclear reactions must have occurred in the recent past and

there must be fairly rapid delivery of processed material to

around one year in 'Which they vary in spectral type, temperature

the main sequence. Kukarkin (1955) proposed the opposite view

of the starlight off a rad.ially expanding circUIIlStellar envelope.

The existence of eudasLon Ltnea in such cool (T* ..... 2500 OK) stars

is quite unusual and indicates some energetic, non thermal-equi-

librium processes are taking place. Some of the emtssf.on lines

(hydrogen. calcium) are believed to originate, at least in part,

from below the reversing layer .(Merrill 1960) while others

([J.m I], [Fe II)) probably originate above it (Nussbaumer and'

Swings 1972). The narrow, blueshif'ted absorption lines probably

originate in cool, circumstellar gas in our line of sight to

the star which is fiowing smoothly away from the star. This

implies there is mass 1055 occurring from these stars (redshif'ts

are never seen). The majority opinion holds that the 'Mira

variables are relatively old stars which have evolved away from

that Miraa are young, pre-aatn sequence which should tell us

and Ndchol.son 193"3; Strecker 1913). The period of vei-L,

given approximately by the free_fall time T ..... {GP*)-1/2.

The stars are also variable in luminosity to some extent

(Pettit

atdon is

Bolar-type material at some time :in the stars' past. In this

regard the existence of Tc99 in some M, S, and C stars, with

a ha'Lr-Ltre of 2 x 105 years is especiaJ..ly significant. The

(TmalTmin ..... 2500 °K/2000 oK ..... 1.25), luminosity (..... 1 mag =<

:factor of 2.5) and radius (rmax/rmin ..... 1.35).

In addition to the abundance anomalies there are various

The Hila variables (15 of the program stars) have regular periods

are believed to be the result of nuclear processing of initially

The

spectral peculiarities of which 'We mention the (1) "veiling" or

apparent weakening of the stellar absorption lines, (2) occasional

appearance of strong emission lines {hence the "e" in M6e) in the

spectrum, and (3) existence of very narrow absorption lines with

an approximately constant velocity blueshifted (i.e., to shorter

wavelengths) ..... km/s from the stellar velocity. In the

Mir8. variables the "veiling" effect is var-Labke from cycle to

cycle and could be due to (a) opacity effects (I.e., turbulence,

etc.) in the "reversing Layer-" where the lines are

formed, (b) overlying continuous emiSsion vafch reduces the

contrast seen in the underlying stellar spectrum, or (c) scattering

about the ccndft.Ions of star fOrlllation.

The stars are linearly polarized at vasual, ().). 0.35-1 I-L)

vave.Leng'ths , At least some of this polarization must be mt.rtnar.c

to the star because (1) the polarization is variable with time,

(2) many of the stars with large polarization are at high galactic

latitudes. and (3) the wavelength dependence of the polarization

is quite different than that of interstellar polarization.

polarization is variable both :1h degree and :in position angle.

The variation is, in general, quite chaotic but there is often

a tendency in the })ira variables for the maximum polarization



to occur at visual minimum or, in scme cases, on the rise to

maximum light. The degree of polarization can change (increase

or decrease) by factors of 2 or 3 on a timescale of.s 30 days

0.1 period). The angle of polarization can also -change by

,... 9)0 on these short tameacetes • The degree of polarization

generally increases toward the blue and is quite small by A. ..... 1

15

is, BROAD BAND OBSERVATIONS

Table 1 summarizes the stars observed in thiS study. In

addition to the star name, the spectral type, variability class

and period are summarized from Kukarkin et 81. (196"9). The day

of zero phase [Do(O)] in column (7) is described in Section C.

The range of viSUal variation from Kukaz-kfn et (196"9) and the

observed range in [3.5 are ahovn along 'with limits to the observed

variations in infrared colors in columns (8)-(13). In the case of

the Mira variables and R CrB the ± numbers refer to the author's

estimate of the actual range of variation from the observed light

curve, in the case of the SR variables they refer to upper lilIlita

to the amount of variation.

A. Energy D!stributions, M and S Stars

In order to interpret the observed light curves (nux va,

time) in teras of radiation from the star on the one hand and radl_

ation from its associated circumstellar dust grains on the other,

one must make an attempt at -separating these t-wo contributions to

the observed flux. Appendix A gives the model adopted here to gutlde

this interpretation: The observed fllix is the sum of attenuated

starlight plus the radiation from the circumstellar shell. The

relative bolometric excess Of '" ratio of total apparent nux from

the shell to the total observed flux is one measure of the amount

of excess. The monochromatic- excess SA [F}..(totaJ.) - F}..(continuum»)

x measures the size of an emission feature relative

16
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supergiants RW Cyg and WPer. Thus, less than -10% of the total

observed 15 radiated by dust grains and the assumption of an

optically thin shell would seem to be appropriate. This question

B. Star .X

The Mira variables are known to exhibit cyclic temperature

dependence given by the observed spectrum (Table 2a, F1g -.

Chapter V), of the Trapezium.. In addition, the color temperature

fraction 0.02 of the total. energy (i.e., Q' = 0.02) vith a spectral

To this has been added _a dust component Which radiates a' constant

stars studied by Strecker (1973) and Pettit and Nicholson (1933).

and luminosity variations (Pettit and Nicholson 1933; Strecker

temperature variation of X Cyg was .fairly typical of the M and S

(l973) for the variable X Cyg•. 'Phe phase dependence and rangeo!

ture and luminosity variation throUgh the cycle given by Strecker

from the star is Initially taken to be e. blackbody" with the teIllPera-

fluxes from possible variations .tn the amount of dust around -the

1973). In order to separate. this effect on the observed infrared

15 discussed further in Chapters VJ VII, and VIII.

exc
et, 13}. J and the color temperature of the excess Tc derived on

this model and the T* adopted appear in columns -(2)-(6) of Table 2b.

The bolometrlc excess a is found to be quite 5mall, ranging from

•vnere F" is assumed to be represented by the blackbody which fits

the shorter 'Wavelength data, continued to h > 8 fl.. The parameters

...... 0.01-0.03 for the Mll'a variables to a maximum of 0.05. for the

. ster-; a synthetic star _ Star X - has been constructed. The flux

21
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of the dust, 1Jo, 18 ",,), tracks the star's luminoSity according

to the law

24
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2400
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2200
2600
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2200

2300
2600
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expected (eq. A-lO) for dust at a fixed distance from' the illuminating

source. The observed energy is divided the 8-14 '"' reg.tons and

16-20 "" regions according to the ratio 11..0"" where

1\(T) is the Planck function. The fraction of gz-adniener-gy' occurring

in the. 16-20 iJ. window va.xied from 0.20 (T* = 2300 "K, Tc(dust) :::::

460 "K) to ..... '0.26 (T* '" 1750 "K, Tc(dust) ::::: 350 "K), so this latter

assumption is not too important. The light curve of this star is

given in Fig. 3. Plotted VB. phase are the visual magnitude

for X Cyg (AAVSO mean light curve, Campbell 1.955), the average color

temperature Tc(L04 "", 3.5 ",,) of X ere (Strecker 1973), and the
calcuj.at.ed 3.5 IJo magnitude [3.5 ",,] and colors: [4.9 1Jo} - [3.5 1Jo],

[8.4 p] - [3.5 [11 - [3.5 and [11 - [8.4 u] for Star x.

The magnitude at e. wavelength AI' ['l], is a logarithmic measure

of nux as discussed in Chapter II [eq. (II-2)}. The.color [All -

[A2 ] is a logarithmic measure of a nux ratio, L,e , using -eq, (II-2)

FAI (zero mag)

FA.2:(zero mag)

-* loa ... 11.2 Il. except tor &8 AO ... 3.5 '"

+ T* refers to the 'best "b1.a.ckbcxl,y tit" to F1* \lh1ch 111 UDell to der11t" and co1tmtna -(2)_(4)
all described in the text. llrieny, FJ,.* u"u8umed to be represellted by-the belit"bl&ekbody"
fit" to the Short ",,"""leogth data extended to longer lIlI.velengthll. Then

.. • FA.*' where is the observed.fiux

IIC>') - FfcfF).,*
a - SO'" ciVIo'" ex, and .

(11,l2) .. color temperature ot the exo:es" betveen and

'Which is zero for a hot blackbody such as a Lyr (T* ...... 10,000 "K)

and becomes iricreas1ngly negative if there is a relative' excess in

F). at A.1• Thus, a negative color - [A.21 indicates either an
excess at Al or a deficiency at A2 re.ratdve to a hot blackbody.
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Fig. 3: Characteristics of a hypothetical variable star surrounded

by circums-tellar dust (Star X) as described in the text.

The curves labelled "W" include the possible effect of

absorption at [3.5 and the solid triBngles indicate

the expected, change in -the infrared due to a 50'1> increase

in the amount of B.i11catedust.
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The visual magnitude (V sa [0.55 J.L]) follows the temperature

variation because A = 0.55 IJ. is on the exponential tail of the

an approximate blackbody continuum (T .... 2500 OK) for i.A 3.5-5.5 11-

with a "rollover" or apparent absorption A < 3.5 11- which was

blackbody; this is accentuated by the increased molecular opacities

at 0.55 lJ., at lower temperatures 1964; strecker 1973). The

(negative) [4.9 1J.1 - [3.5 IJ.] color peaks at minimum temperature

attributed to absorption in the wings of the 2.7lJ. feature.

This absorption will reduce the flux: of the star as measured by

our 3.5 11-. (AA 3.0-4.0 IJ.) filter.

because this is Just the color temperature of the blackbody assumed

for the star. The tu lJ.] - [3.5 IJ.] color on the other hand shows

In addition Frogel (1971) has measured absorption at

2.1· J.L 1.'1 the wings of the 1. 9 IJ. feature in Lece-bype MMiras and

eet tmate the possible effect' of this variation 'With phase on the

therefore 3.25 \-L) depression, and apply this to Star X. The

observed 3.5 lJ. magnitude including the effect of water absorption,

The few available spectra, an compar-Lson with Frogel's measurements

(
F3 25 (cbe) )

• F3;,25\1(cont)'

lDB.tic absorption at 3.25 IJ. and find

4" .f3 F, (observed) d)'. ""'"'c-.:o.'- - - - -u - 41Jo
J F, (cont) dA
3"

expected depr-essdcn, tJ., on the 3-4 flofl;ux: for a given 2.1 \.It (and

at 2.1 \-10. He, take this to be an equality, average all of Frogel's

2.1 IJ. absorption vs , phase data on'M-type Miras, calculate the

at a similar phase, indicate that absorption at 3.25 1-10 ebeorpta.on

to ocet ve have cbt.atnedspectra of R Cas, R Leo, and s cea which

ehov a similar "rollover" " < 3.5 \-L) we calculate the expected

reduction or the flux in the 3-4 IJ. band 11 ror a given monochro-

observed 3.5 broad band fluxes we have used the following pro-

cedure. Usmg the observed 'spectral shape AA 3-4 IJ. (in addition

finds the absorption varies with phase, reaching a maxiinum aPIJrOXi-

mat ely at visual (s..e, temperature) miniriium and vice versa. To

molecular opacities the errect of H20 abaorptifon on Star X has been

consdder-ed in a semiwempirical manner. Spectra obtained by Woolf

As a first order treatment o-r the possible effects of

a minimum at temperature minimum. This reduced contrast of dus t

to star at II lJ. is mostly due to the Lower-v t.emper-ature of the star;

for a lower star temperature relatively more of the total

flux appears in the 11. IJ. band while the change in the relative

emount o-r nux frem the dust in this bend due to changing t.empera.,

t.ure as-much smaJ.J.er. Brief'ly, decreases frem 2.0 at

T* = 2300 OK to .... 0.9'2 at T* = 1750 OK. The [11 IJ.] [8.4 111 color,
which is an indicator of the amount of silicate-type excess (Chapter

v), shows the effect of the reduced contrast more 'strongly with a

deeper minimum at teJ!!Perature minimum.

H.20 vapor as a major source of opacity for these spectral bypes ,

Spectra in the 3-14 IJ. range (Gillett!::!:. a1. 1968) of oCet showed

(1964) in the 1-3 IJ. region of the Lat.ect.ype M stars oCet and

R Leo showed strong absorption bands (centered at 1.4 IJ., 1.91-10, and

2.7 IJ.) which were attributed to the opacLty of hot water vapor.

Subsequent calculations (TsuJi 1966; Auman 1966, 1967) confirmed



{3.5 I1o]W' will be related to the un-absorbed magnitude {3.5 I1o]X by

29

Typics.ll.y the periods vary less than ...... 10'1> from the average period

30

P given in Table 1 so the approximate expression for the phase
With corresponding changes in the colors :involving the 3.5 110 magnitude.

The results are shown in Fig. 3 (W's). It should be emphasized that - N
other possible effects of molecular opacity, for instance H

20
absorption at shorter and longer -wavelengths and CO absorption :In

the 4.9 110 band, have been ignored here.

It is seen that adding water to Star X can change the

lIlay be used with the day for zero phase, Da(O), given in Table 1

to retrieve the approximate Julian dates of_ the observation. The

different cycles, N, are denoted by symbols:

with time increasing with increasing cycle number.

observed colors considerably. In particular the (ll 1101 - £3.5 IJ.]

color no longer shows a minimum at temperature lIi.1nimum but now looks

rather fiat. In addition, variations from the average absorption

as seen 'by Frogel (1971) can change this from cyc.Le to cycle for a

N:
Symbol:

-5 _4
11 •

o
X

1 2
o .6.

3
[]

4
¢

real star. The (ll IJ.] - [8.4 IJ.] color is, by assumption, Dot affected

by absorption and therefore may be So better index to watch for

possible _variations in the amount of dust.

C. Light Curves

i) M-TyIJe Miras

Light curves for selected M-type Mira. _variables are plotted

in FigS. 4-9. The ordinates of these figures. is "instantaneous

phase" where for each cycle N the day txxr zero phase, Do(N)

and period peN) has been determined from the visual observations

of the AAvSO supplied by Mayall (1973). The instantaneous phase

for day D is then

The observations plotted are, from the bottom up,· (1) visual

magnitude estimates of the AAVSO (Mayall 1973). The solid line is

the AAVSO mean light curve ...... 1920-1950 given by CaJl!pbell (1955).

·(2) [3.5 IJ.l, the. 3.5 Ii- flux expressed in magnitudes. (3) The

cokora [4.9 "J - [3.5 ul, [8.4 "J - [3.5 "J, tu "J - [3.5 "J, and
[ll - [8.4 I-L.J. The dashed curves are the author's estimate of

the mean behavior and error bars represent typical estimated ± 1 cr

errors as discussed in Chapter II. Above these photometric aeasure.,

ments are plotted linear pol;u-ization measurements in the viSual

region (U = [0.36 IJ.], B = [0.44 IJ.]' V = [0.55 1-11), USing the same

convention for cycle number and phase described above. The polari-

zatton data has been taken from the following sources:



1- Serkowski 19748

2. Dyck 1972

3. Zappala 1967

4. Vardanian 1$168

5. Dombrovskii 1970

6. Dyckl968

7. Serkowski 15/66a, b

8. Dombrovskii at a1. 1973

9. Kruszevskl etal. 1968

10. Shawl 1972-

ll. Dyck and Sanford 1971

The phase coverage of any one star La somewhat limited -by

the time it was available as a nighttime object. The infrared

measurements were made a1Jnost exclusively at night and only if the

star could be measured near meridian transit to minimize atmospheric

extinction effects. 'rncs , there is an ....... 0.25-0.50 gap in the phase

coverage and since the periods are all the order of 1 year these

gaps usua1ly tend to overlap from cycle to cycle.

Description of Light Curves

studies of the temperature, radius, and luminosity variations

of M and S type Mira variables have been made by Pettit and Nicholson

(1933) and Strecker (1913). Lockwood and Wing (1m) and Lockwood

(1972) discuss the near infrared behavior in the 1 IJo region. Frogel

(1971) has studied the 2 IJo spectra and the variations of the 2.1 IJo
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H20 absozption and 2'.3-2.5 lJ. CO 8'J = 2'absorption bands in these

etera, veracce authors (Dombrovskil 1970; Serkovski 1.971; Shavl

1972)' have measured and commented on the variable.. intrinsic linear

polarization,of these stars.

The 4 k infrared light curves presented here are typical

of all the M *'15 observed in this program. The peak 3.5 IJo nux

comes at phase v- 0.1-0.2 near the maximum stellar luminosity as

noted by, Strecker (1973). In general .the observed calor variations,

are fit fairly well by Star X J allowing for poas'Ib.Le variations in

the H20 absorptions from the everege.. Real deviations in the

observed [4.9 IJol - [3.5 1Jo] colors from those of star 'X could be due

to (1) different stellar temperatures, (2) different amounts of H2O
absorption in the 3.5 1.1. oend, (3) molecular absorptions in the

4.91.1. band as due .. for instance, to CO or (4) possible contra-

bution of dust emission in the 4.91.1. band, or (5) any combination

of the above. The [ll 1.1.] - [3.5 j.J.] should be a good indicator of

the amount of dust (solid triangles, Fig. 3) but there 15 still

uncertainty due to possibly variable absorption in the 3.5 J.lo

band.

The [11 1.1.] - [8.4 j.J.] color, which is also a good indicator

of "silicate type" excess and is possibly less affected by stellar

absorptions, shows very little variation with phase. This ,is in

contrast to the predicted behavior of Star X (Fig. 3) which has a

minimum (negative) color at = 0.5 as discussed earlier. To

improve tine phase coverage and statistical significance the (nor-

InBJ.ized) [11 IJ.] - [8.4 ·1Jo] colors of all the M stars were averaged
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VS. phase. The result con:f1rmed this impression, t ,e , the average

[11 - [8.4 color vas constant.± mag = ± 5i :from

= 0.0 to LO. This seems to imply that there is a tendency for

more dust to be present (Le., larger c) near the visual and bem-,

perature minimum. of' these stars. A 0.2 mag increase in this color

at minimum relative to Sta:t:" X corresponds to an increase in ot by

a :factor 1.5-1.8, which is a significant amount. It is believed

the principal assumptions of Star X wich would affect this result

are (1) a smooth, or at least constant with phase, continuum of the

star A.A 8-13 1-1-. This assumption draws support from the agreement

of at least some star excesses with the Trapezium flux (Chapter V)

derived using this assumption. (2) Dust grains are equally efficient

at absorbing the stellar radiation as the star temperature changes.

This requires the absorption efficiency (Appendix: A, B) Qabs (A.) of

the grains to be approximately constant for A '" L 7-L25 1-1-.

Unfortunately, optical constants for realistic silicate materials

aren't available in this region. I:f Q.abs(A.) 1 A, as for graphite,
the expected minimum in [11 IJ.] - (8.4 IJoJ would be even more

pronounced. (3) Effect of H20 on total stellar luminosity. Woolf

et al. (1964) noted that ..... 25i of the stellar nux vas absorbed
compared to the blackbody assumption adopt.ed here. If this rrect.ton

varied with phase, it could a:ffect the apparent "amount of dust."

Again, if (bolometric H20 absorption) ! T*, as found by Frogel
(1971) :for the 2.1 IJo absorption, the expected minimum 'Would be

even more pronounced. In summary it appears that the MMira light

curves imply more dust is present (I.e., larger c) at minimum, than
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maximum; this question should be, investigated further to see if this

can be def'initely established.

(a) oCet

The photometric and polarization data in the U band :for ocet,

te shown iI1 Fig. 4. Mira (the "Wonderful") is the pr-ct.ct.ype of its

variable class, discovered to be variable in modern times by David

Fabricius, August 13, 1596. In:frared observations for all the stars

in this study were made during the ..... One week per month observing runs.

When possible, more than one measurement Was made during the week to

check f'or possible systematic errors (or sudden variations). '!he points

plotted are the averages of these measurements, plotted at the

average phase (day) for the week.

The light curve of oCet seems to be adequately described

by Star X, plus possible varying amounts of absorption in the

3.5 band. It appears that the ju. I-I-J - [8.4 toL] light curve is

-rret.ter- than for Star X, which may imply more dust at minimum as

discussed earlier. There are no large Increases in this color or

the [11 IJoJ - [).5 ·as due, f'or instance, to the sudden

production of' new dust during .the observing period. There does

seem to be a significant change in the [11 IJol - [8.4 1Jo] color from

the early spectrum by Gillett et aL (1966) taken 17 October 1967

when $(_4) = 0.96 which is Lnddcat.ed as a solid diamond on the

light curve. It is estimated that this color change would indicate

an increase in 0: by a factor,... 1.8-2.3 over "the present epoch. The
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change rs also evident in the narrow band spectra discussed in

Chapter V. Thus, a secular decrease on a timescale ...... 4 years in

the amount of dust by ...... a factor of 2 seems to have occurred for

ocet.. During the current observation period, ...... late 1971 _ early

1974, no further changes in the broad band colors and only small

changes in the ner-r-oa band spectra (Chapter v) are evident.

'!he U band polarization data show the large and sometimes

rapid variation in both degree and position angle mentioned earlier.

Shawl (19T1,. 1972) has discussed the polarization extensively and

points out that there is a sudden increase in polarization near

....... 0.8-0.9, Le. vhen the vtsuar, light is rapidly increasing. The

data plotted Show this trend (at least for cycles N "" -5 to _2) but

also that polarization can be high at other phases (Pu = 3.6%,

= 0.03, Pu goes rrcn e- 0.5% to 2.6% $(-1) ..... 0.49 to 0.51,

t..e, in .... 10 days). Unfortunately most of the polarization coverage

is in the past and there is little coverage of phases 0.5 to 0.8.

'[he available infrared data in the 0.8-0.9 phase region (only cycle

3) indicate no large increase in the [11 - [3.5 or [ll _

[8.4 colors as would be expected for the injection of a large

amount of new dust. The angle of polarization usually, seems to

wobble around between 8U ,... 0"_40°, there being no large angle changes

associated with the polarization changes at 0.8-0.9. During

the -1 cycle, however, the -angle went from.Bu 100 to .... 1300 from

,... 0.43 to 0.49, i.e. a change in angj.e of at least 60° in only

20 days, and decayed back to aU ...... 500 by = 0.84, t .e, another

ll.8 of at least 800. The other raeaeureaent.a between phases 0.5 and
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0.6 also gave angles (..... 70° and ..... 90°) larger than at other phases.

The simultaneous Lnfr-ar-ed and polarization data during the

0-2 cycles indicates (1) changes in polarization by factors of 2

or 2 vs , phase dur-Ing a. given cycle and (2) similar changes in

polarization at 'phase ..... 0.25 ve , cycle number; all With no large

changes in or noticeable correlation rlth the (11 - [3.5 lJo] or

[ll 1oL] .. (8.4 infrared colors. Thus the change's in the amount

of dust during the polarization changes must be at most smalL

(b) U Ori

The vjsuej., infrared, and polarization data for U Ori is

given in Figure 5_. U Ori is a L 35 cm H20 maser and 18 em OR "mem
line" maser source (Schwartz and Barrett 197Q:l,;Wilson and Barrett

1910). 'lbe infrared light curve is again described fairly well by

Star X. The larger [11 lJo] - [3.5 loLl, [8.4 lJo] - [3.5 and

[4.9 lJo] - [3.5 lJol colors during the first (a's) cycle could be due

to depression in the 3.5 IJ. band as 'WOuld be caused by an increase

in H
20
,absorption. The ui loLl - [8.4 p ] color again shows a tendency

to be constant with phase, averaging arouild -0.75 to -0.80. The

polarization data is meager and no large "event.e" occurred during

the infrared monitor period. There was an .... 80,;.9)" 8 nip in B and U

on a short tdmesceke near .....-0.45 and a subsequent decay through

..... 80° in 8v during the next cycle ..... 0.35-0.531.
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(e) R Leo

The photometric and polarimetric data for R Leo are ehown

in Fig. 6. The spectrum of the excess in R Leo seems different than

that of the Trapezium (see Chapter V) but probably still represents

c trcumstel.Lar emission 'from s Ll.Lcat.e-Eype grains.

The 3.5 J.1 light curve peaks, at ,... 0.1_0.2 phase as for the

other !>1ira variables. The (4.9110] - [3.5 j.1] light curve is adeClliately

described by Star X but the [8.4 110] - J.1] color 1s more nearly

l1ke the star alone (..... - 0.6 to _ 0.8) than the star plus Trapezlum _

like excess of Bt.ar- X. This supports. the finding in Chapter V that

the spectral excess for R Leo has relatively less flux i\)" 8-9 110 than

the Trapezium. The [ll ).1] - [8.4 1-1] color seems approximately

constant with phase here (...... -0.75) rather than following Star X.

Coverage near ¢ IV 0.8. shows no sudden increase at this phase.

There is quite good coverage of this star.

In particular there is a polarization "event" vtit.cn occurred during

the infrared monitoring of the zeroth (xs) cycle. The poj.az-L,

zation at B andYstarted at a low value (Py ..... l.l%J PE ..... 1.8%) at

,.... 0.68 reached a maximum (py ..... 2.4%J PB ..... 3.7',(;) at ..... 0.78

and then decayed back to the original values by NO) ...... 0.9. On the

next cycj,e , the polarization reached even lower values (Pv ..... 0.3\t,

PB ..... 0.7%) at During this time the -

and ell - [3.5 colors were approximately constant __ if any-

thing the [ll - [8.4 color was actually higher at ..... 0.9.

AgainJ the infrared is not correlated with the polarization changes.
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Fig. 6: Polarization and photometric data on R Leo.
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the existing envelope, either through changes in geometry, or grain

of dust grains which moved, or was formed, on our lineaf sight to

e change occurred in the U band at ...... 0.15 between the -5 (... 's)

(+ 's) cycles.

unpolarized light by the same amount (...... 1 mag decrease) and this

ts not seen in the visual light curve. Rather the increase in

decrease) in the polarized intensity on these short, ;$ 30 days,

the observed infrared or (4) a mechanism other than scattering and

change in the "amount of dust" as measured by et, it would seem to

alignment (see Chapter VII), (a) injection of a. small- amount of new

dust grains- which are' v.ery efficient pctaa-t.eere. 0) injection of

variations. Sometimes the angle is 8 ..... 8O-10QO, sometimes e ..... 0-200 J

The position angle of polarization also shows interesting

and sometimes B ...... 1400_160", r.,e , half1;ay between. During the event

discussed above 8 started at- ..... 1450 at polarization maxi.nu.nil.
U,B

...... 0.78), decayed to ...... 1000 by teO) ...... 0.92, t ,e, li8 ...... 45<> in

.... 45 days. By the end of the next cycle [4(1) ...... 0.9] 8B V ..... 4°,,
r.,e, approximate polarization reversal (li8 ::: 900).. Another ..... r;lJu

absorption by circumstellar' grains to explain the polarization.

r-equ.Lre either (1) rapid changes in the polarizing efficiency of

the star (as discussed in Chapter VII). on this model, an mcreese

ntaeeceaee. Since the infrared measurements indicate no large

nev dust grains with low absorptivity, so they don't contribute to

of' the .direct, unpolarized starlight by a fortuitously placed cloud

polarization would seem to require an actual increase subsequent

Neither can the polarization event be explained by a sudden blockage

by a factor of tva in polarization requires a reduction of the
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(oj R Jlya

The light curve and polarization data on R Hya appears in

Fig. 7. The [4.9 - [3.5 W] color (....:0.0 to -0.1) Is less than

for Star X, even Leav-Ing out water. This corresponds to a color

temperature ..... 5000-10,000 Ox which is much too high for the spectral
type (MGe_M8e) so it be due to either excess emission in the

3·5 I.l. band or absorption in the 4.9 I.l. band. The latter 113 more

likely and could be due to the fl'J = 1 fundamental vrbret ton-rotetaon

system of CO as suggested by Solomon and Stein (1,966). The [8.4 IJ.} _

[3.5 IJ.] color (.... -0.5 to -0.6) is again lower than for Star X and

corresponds to a color temperat ure of ...... 2200-2500, 0 K. This may

indicate a spectral excess more like R Leo than oCet (Chapter V);

HackveLl, "s (1971, 1972) spectrum in the 8-13 I.l. region supports this.

Rle (11 I.l.] - [8.4 I.l.] color is fit some-what better by color = constant

than by Star X.

The polarization again shews variation in both position angle

and amount. The polarization seems to peak- at .... 0.5, i.e. minimum

light, rather than ,... 0.85 as for oCet. The "preferred" position

angle seems to be a .... 120" but there are excursions down to ..... 600

and up to 1800 , somewhat like R Leo. The quasi periodic variation

in position angle, with a period twice the visual period, has been

discussed by Serkowski (1970).

A polarization "event" occurred during the infrared mont-

toring in the zeroth (X's) cycle. The polarization started at

Pv B IT ...... ·e.2jt, 0.3%, 0.5% at He) ,... 0.3 and shot up to Py BIT ....,,. , ,

45 46

Fig. 7: polarization and photometric· data on R Hya.
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component to the excess in addition to the Trapezium...like excess

temperature and the amount of Trapezium-like "silicate" excess

approximately a factor of 2. As in the case of the polarization

(e) SerB

constraints. on models which explain the polarization in terms of

due to increased absorption in the 3.5 IJo band but the large

[8.4 1Jo] - [,3.5 jJo] color may also indicate a smooth "black body"

indicated by the [11 1Jo] _ [8.4 1Jo] color. Part of the color may be

presented in Fig•. 8. SerB is a 1.35 cm maser and 18 cm OR

"main_line" maser Source (Wilson and Barrett 1970; Schwartz and

Barrett 1970a). The infra't"ed excess for this star (and R cas

:following) is the largest of' the M and S Miras in Table 1 and larger

than. Star X. In addition, the [4.9 1Jo] - (3.5 1Jo] and especially the

[8.4 1-101 - (3.5 1Jo] colors are larger than expected for the star

scattering end absorption by circumstellar grains.

there vas no sudden increase in this color during the ...... 40 days

from ....0.5 to 0.6 when the polarization was increasing by

red change or a sudden decrease in visual light here puts severe

event in R Leo described earlier J the absence of signiflcant infra-

The polarization, infrared, and visual data for S SrB are

polarization had returned to small values agadn , though BE was

..... 80" different than 8B at ¢(O) ..... 0.3. During this time ..the

[11 IJol - [8.4. 1-'] color was alJproxima:tely -constant at ..... -0.68

except for one low measurement at 4(0) :: 0.37. In particular,

1.71>, 3</J, 4% bY' :: 0.6. By' the next cycle ..... 0.2] the

0.80.4 0.6
Phase

(.)

c

0.2

o

8

v
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indicated by its infrared flux:es (Tables 1, 2a). Another possible

indication of an extra component in the 8.4 II band is the tendency

for the [8.4 1Jo] - [3.5 IJ.] to reach a minimum at ..... 0.5, contrary

to star X with or without H20 abacrp't.Lon, This is an intrigUing

posSibility but better spectral coverage and resolution (to es'tab-

Lfsh the stellar "continuum" at shorter vaveIengtihs and the Shape

of the resulting excess) or spatial resolution (to separate the

f'Luxes from the star and circumstellar shell at A ..... 8 would be

needed to definitelyestabl15h it.

The behavior of the [11 flo] - [8.4 IJoI color ve , phase seems

to follow the "Star X" cQrVe, indicating an approximately constant

amount of dust, rather than the approxiJnately constant color of

other stars, though the scatter is large. There is an indication

of larger amoungs of dust than average oncyc1e 1 (O's) end stnaller

than .average on cycle 3 (D's) during 0.1-0.3.

The polarization shows the typical Mira star chaos.

Polarization can apparently be high anywhere between $ ..... 0.0 and
0.6. There seems to be a "preferred angle" of polarization a .... 60_80°

but during the wI and zeroth cyclesav went from TCP dovn to 0°

and back up to ..... 70°, the latter transition taking place in

O.ll ..... 40 days. In addition at '" 0.1, av ..... 150° vhich is

..... 80° the other way· from the "preferred angle." Again we see the

large and sometimes rapid position angle fluctuations, of the order

51

for R Leo and R Hya,. seem to represent an actual increase in the

polarized nux since there 1Sn't any corresponding depression in
visual light at this time.

(f) R Cas

The photometric data for R Cas is given in Fig. 9; no

polarization measurements could be located but this star 'Was

included because of the fairly good phase coverage, the large

excess, and the extensive series of AA 8-13 spectra (Chapter v)

which have been obtained. R Cas is an 18 em OH "main line" maser

source (Nguyen-Quang-Rieu et 1971). The [3.5 light curve

shows the characteristic peaking at 0.1-0.2-. The [4.9 _

[3.5 IJol, [8.4 1Jo] - [3.5 IJ.]' and [11 IJ.] [3.5 color curves are

fairly well explained by Star X (nth a little more Trapezium excess)

affected by varying amounts of absorption in the 3.5 IJo band. In

particular there is no extra emtas tcn in the 8.4 band evident.

The [ll 1Jo] - [8.4 u l color curve seems to be fit slightly better
by color ..... wO.9, constant than by Star X (0' constant); this is also

seen in the series of spectra (Chapter V) taken at different phases.

There is no evidence for any large changes (c- '0.2 mag) in thi.s color

over the monitoring period•
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9')0, Which Mira variables can exhibit (though in this case 'When (g) other M-Type Miras

the polarization is very high the position angle is at the "preferred"

angle). The polarization "event" in PB at ..... .0.46 vcuta, as

Light curves of the remaining (R Cnc, R LMi, and

U Her) are not presented but they cont.tnue the trends round above.
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R Cnc has the smallest infrared excess of all the M stars studied

here, "With [11 iJ.] - [8.4. iJ.J =:: -0.5 approximately constant ....0.8

to 1.3. There is no evidence for any large increase in this color

after $ .... 0.8. From 'the. beginning to the end of the zeroth cycle,

the position angle ev went from 0° to .... r;tY' while the amount of

polarization didn't change (FV 0.5%).

R LMi is a (weak) 18 em OR "main line" maser source (Fillit

et e.L, 1972). The phase coverage is t .... 0.78 to L32 and the infra-

red color cur-vee are fairly well represented by Star X. Again, the

tendency is for the (11 iJ.J [8.4 iJ.] color to be approximately

constant at .... -0.75 and there are no large excursions from this

during the observing period or near phase ..... 0.8 to .0.9. no po1ari-

zation measurements could be found.

U Her is an 18 cm OR "main line" maser _and 1.35 -cm maser

source (Schwartz and Barrett 1970a; Wilson and Barr'ett 1970). The

infrared coverage is $ 0.17 to 0.55 and the polarization coverage

(in the past) is from 0.6 to L05, Le. orthogonal coverage.

The Infrared color curves are explained fairly well by Star X. The

" %

ii) Semiregular M Stars

CO"n!Pared with the J-1ira variables, the semiregular variables

are nearly constant, I1V;S 1 mag, 11[3.5 iJ.] ;$ 0.3 mag. The stellar

temperatures are, therefore, very nearly constant and we may inspect

the colors directly (without resort to Star X) to look for possible

changes in Lumdncs Lty, stellar opacity (absorptions), and/or in the

"amount of dust. ,1 The spectral excesses of the semi-regular vari-

ables (Chapter V) seem very similar to the Trapezium so the [11].1] -

[3.5 and [11 ].1] _[8.4 ].1J colors should be a direct measure of

the "amount of dust," at least in the silicate component.

(a) V CVn

The infrared, visual, and polarization light curves for

V CVn are given in Fig. The variation in V (.... 1 mag) apparent

in the earlier (JD ....2,440,200) data had damped down by the time

(JD ;..., 2,441,000) the infrared monitoring began. Consequently,

there is no well de.fined "phase" and the data is plotted vs , time

e .... 0°. During the -2 cycle from = 0.81 to 0.88 (i.e. N 30

days) FB went froIllL5i to 3.0% .mile eB went from +700 to -100,

r ,e, an Boo

occurs, but there is an indication that the color is even larger

(..... near minimum, Le. opposite to Star X and indicative of

more dust (larger 0') near minimum.. The -polarization can be high

anywhere from. ¢ ...... 0.6 toLD. The "preferred angle" is e ...... 7(yJ
but there are occasional excursions up to a .... 130 0 and down to

tendency for the [11 ul [8.4 iJ.] color to remain constant (at .... -0.8)
(JD). It is .eeen that the ini'ra:red magnitudes and colors can-all

be fairly Yell. represented by everything constant. The dotted lines

in Fig. 10 are the average of all the measurements JD 2,440,980-

2,441,845. The standard devaatt.one of the measurements from the mean

(Table 1) are only .slightly larger than those expected due to eye-

tematic errors alone (Chapter II) so the true variation during this

time must be at most the order o:f ± 5%-7% in the infrared magnitudes

and colors. A change :in the (ll ].1) -' [8.4 ].1] color of' ...... D.l mag 'Would
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cor-respond to a change by a factor of......1.25 in Q:' and a change in

the [ll IJ.] - {3.5 1Jo] color of 0.1 mag, would correspond to a change

in a of a factor of ..... L12. Inspection of the light curves shows

that the changes in Q:' ( ..... "amount of dust" Appendix A) are at most

..... 10%-2O';i during the monitoring period. In addition, the colors

found here agree with the earlier meeaur-ementis of Gillett et a1.

(1971) •

The energy distribution (Tables' 1, 2a) indicate an ..... 0.2

mag excess in the, 8.4 IJ. band in addition to the excess expected for

a Trapezium-like excess with the observed [ll 1Jo] - [8.4 t4] ..... -1.07

color. As for S CrB this may indicate a second, "blackbody" like

component to the excess emission, but more observations would be

needed to establish this. Interestingly, Shawl (1972) in fitting

the observed polarization 'With circumstellar grain scattering

models found it impossible to fit V CVn with sma.l.l. silicate grains,

because of the relatively nat wavelength dependence of the amount

of polarization, but he could get fits using iron or graphite

grains. These grains could give a blackbody type excess.

The1arge variations 10 polarization for V CVn have been

discussed by Kruszewski (1968), Dombrovskii (1970), and

8l:'"awl (1971, 1972). Unfortunately, almost, no polarization data

simultaneous with the present infrared data could -be found. Shawl

(1972) notes some similB.r1ties of the polarization of V CVn with

the extreme infrared star VY CMa., r ,e, a polariza'tion minimum at

1.65 I-l. rising to 2.2 j.J. arid an ..... 90° 8 change from ...... 1 to 2.2
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(b) RWCyg

The infrared and visual light curves of RW Cyg are presented

in Fig. 11. No polarization measurements could be found but, this

star 'Was included because it has the largest {ll _ [8.4 1Jo] and

- (3.5 colors and largest Of of the Mstars studied

here. The energy- distribution te given in Fig. 2 and the 8-13 l.l.

spectrum is discussed in Chap-ter V. No large variations are evident

in the AAVSO visual. (V) est:i.mates and, as for V CVIl, 'the infrared

light curves appear to be constant. A 0.1 mag change in the [11. 1Jo] _

[3.5 IJol color corresponds apprOXimately- to a 10,% change in Q:' here

so that over the 1080 days of monft.or-Ing this star, the "amount of

dust," as reflected 'by Ct, has changed at most ...... '± 10-15'%. In

addition. the colors here ar-e in agreement with the earlier measure-

ments of Gillett et aL (1911). Thus, even in the absence of

temperature and luminosity variations (V,.[3.5 IJoJ ..... constant) this

star has managed to maiUtain a large' and stable dust shelL

(c) Other SR M Stars

The remaining SR variable M stars continue the trends noted

ecove (t ,e. nearly constant) and are not plotted. W' Per has an

excess approximately as large as RW cs«. There are small variations

in V (..... 1 mag) and £3.5 IJ.] mag) during the monitoring

period (JD +825 to +1675). The "amount of dust", as ilidicated by

{ll 1Jo] -£3.5 v.] and [ll j.J.] - (8.4 v.] colors, has changed ,$10-20%

during this period. Polarization measurements on JD +910 and 955

60
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give _FE ..... Pv ..... 3;7;' 'Which is high but its position near the galactic
p:ane (brr "" _20) make inconclusiVe regarding intrinsic

polarization. TV Gem is like 1-1 Fer but with a smaller excess (small.

variations itt V and [3.5 IJoL Act/ct ;S 10-20%). Idkevfae X Her and

Z Eri, 'though there may be a small secular decrease in ct of ..... 20-40;'

from JD +9J(l to, +2000 forZ Er1. Z Eri has a smaller [8.4 jJ.] _

[3.5 IJ.J color and a larger [12.5 IJ.] - [11.2 IJ.J color (Table 2a) than

would be expected from the amount of excess observed at [11.2 IJ.],

similar to BLeo, but higher resolution spectra would be needed to

determine the source of these anomalies.

iii) S-T,ype Miras

(a) X 'Cyg

The infrared, ViSuB.1, and polarization data for X,Cyg is

given in Fig. 12. The energy distribution (Tables 1, ae, b), spectral
excess (Chapter V) and temperature and lwn:lnosity variations

(Strecker 1973) for at least some S Miras are simUar to the M

Miras so a comparison with Star X (Fi8:. 3) regarding possible
changes in the amount of dust is valid. Sp Izu-ad et !£:.. (1966) and
Fr-oge'l, (1971) find that Sand MS type Miras (inClllding' X'Cyg) have

less absorption relative to the pure M-types so the eppropz-tet.e

curves would be those Without the Inc.Lus Lon of water (X·s). The

[3.5 fl.] flux peaks at $ ..... 0.2, to the other Mira variables
in this The apparent hump or flat area on the r-LsIng branch

of the [3.5 light curve between ..... 0.7 and ..... 0.85 was

64

Fig. 12: Polarization and photometric data on' X. Cyg,.
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could indicate a relative increase in the "amount of dust" of

the visual light curve •

The [4.9 - [3.5 color is less negative than expected

for Star X and also doesn't show the peak at ..... 0.5 as expected __

this could be due to the effects of stellar opacity (absorption)

1s undoub'tedj.y real. It corresponds to a less pr-onounced hunrp in

fundamental bands could be one source. The 0.2 to 0.4 mag vec-te;

represent a deficiency in the A < 9 j.l. spectrum of the excess similar

to that observed in R Leo and T Cas (Chapter V). The variations

in color coul.d be due to a combination of the change in stellar

-0.8 color expected for a star without silicate "excess and could

discovered by Strecker (lgf3) vith much better phase coverage and

tions in the - -[3.5 IJol and {ll IJ.] - [3.5 IJ.J colors are

at $ ..... 0.85. The [8.4 iJ.] - (3.5 IJ.l color is more like the -0.6 to

temperature and opacity (absorption) in the 3.5 band. The

approximate constancy of the [11 j.l.] _ [8.4j.l.] color With phase

probably, real-miniIilum colors coming at ..... 0.2 and maXimum color

in the broad band 4.9 j.l. filter -- the 2.3 IJ. CO txv == 2 bands are

known to be strong in X Cyg. (Frogel so the 4.6 IJ. t:.v = I,CO
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approximately a factor 1.5-2 near minimum or could be due .t.o changes

in stellar opacity in the 6-13.j.l. region with phase.

The polarization data shows the large and sometimes rapid

variations in both amount and position angle of polarization, which

are typical' of the Mira variables in this study. Of particular

interest are the positibn angle changes. during the -lee) eyuLe ,

From ..... 0.24 to ..... 0.76 the position angle went from



eB .... +125
0 to eB""'200 J t.,e • deB .... +75". Then .from ...... 0.86

to $(-1) ""'1.03 (...... 60 days) eB went from .... +300 back to ....130°,

Le . ll.eB ...... -aoo. All the while, during this cycj.e, the degree of

polarization changed very little, 'PB .... The slow and

steady increase in polarization and rotation of position angle

during the zeroth, (X) cycle were not acccxnpanied by any large

increase in the [11 - [3.5 1Jo] or ell 1Jo] - [8.4 1Jo) colors, indi-

cating the change in amount of dus.t was at most quite small

during this cycle.

(b) R Gem

The rnrrared, visual, and polarization data for R Gemare

given in Fig. 13. R Gem is, the only "pure" S star in this study.

It is similar in spectral type (S3,ge) visual range (lJ.V = 6.4 mag)

and in the [3.5 I-L) light curve over the phase covered to, the S star

R Cyg studied by Strecker (1973). R eyg had the 'largest [3.5 j.L]

(....1.2 mag) and balometric (.... 1.4 mag) ranges of the etere studied

by strecker; the large variation in [3.5 jJ.] observed here for R Gem,

.... 1 mag, is probably correct and would probably be even larger if

observat.Lcns at earlier phases were made. The (4.91-10] - [3.5-IJo]

is approximately cons-cant with phase and is probably consistent to

the small changes expected due to changes in the stellar temperature.

R Gem is the faintest star in'this study at infrared vave-

lengths so the errors in the 8.4 jJ. and II IJo measurements are larger

than for the other stars. The [8.4,lJ.l - [3.5 j.L] color isapproxi-

mately constant with phase at ..... -0.9 but the (ll lJo] - [3.5 1Jo] color'

67 68

Fig. 13: Polarization and photometric data on R Gem.
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in amount and position angle '\11th time. During the -3 cycle (.)

the polarization decayed from PB """ 4-5% at ...... 0.8 to PB """ Ii
by ¢(-3) """ 0.9, L.e, a factor of 4 decrease over approximately 37

The polarization shows' large and sometimes rapid changes

but does seem at least to indicate an increase in the color from.

[8.4 IJoJ color, which is subject to larger statistical errors,

doesn't shov the apparent spectral variation '\lith phase as 'clearly,

widespread.

possible phase and/or secular in spectral excess are

gra.inSas seen in the S star R.And (Chapter V). The [ll 1Jo] -

S stars ehouj.d be monitored at these wavelengths to see if these

ratio of "blackbody" grains as seen in the S star WAql to "silicate"

relatively constant amount of b'l.ackbody grains present. More pure

understood 1n terms of production of more afj.fcate grains with a

to variations in the stellar continuum or could be due to a va.ry1ng

unknown at present; there appears to be a small amount of dust

Gillett et al. (1971) (..... -O.lBmag) to the measurements 1n later

cyc'le s (..... -0.4 mag). This slower timescale variation could be

the zeroth cycle (...... -0.1 mag) and the earlier measurements of

for the stellar continuum, then there .ta an approximately eg,ual

The origin of this apparent spectral variation of the excess is

excess (...... 0.4 mag) in the [8.4!J.] and [11 !J.l filters at ..... 0.35

but a considerably larger excess .(.... 0.75 mag) at [11 110] at == 0.85.

present at aJ.1 phases but the spectrum changes. -This could be due

appears to increase from':'" -1.05 a.t == 0.35 to -1.4 at == 0.85.

If a blackbody through the A. -c 8 I.l. points (Table 2a) 1s adopted
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days; wile the position angle was constant at a
B

...... uo-, During

this time there was no corresponding increase of visual flux as

would occur- if the star were can:I;ng out from behind an obscuring

cloud and, contributing relatively more unpolarized direct starlight.

'These rapid decreases in polarization are quite difficult to under-;

stand on the eeezmetc-tc shell model (Chapter VII) as they seem to

require either (1) a rapid change in the initially aligned shell

or (2) rapid dissipation through evaporation of dust grains. 'The

polarization during the zeroth cycle (X) also showed interesting

and rapid variations in polarization. PBwnt from ....0.9'/0, down
to ...... and up to .... 2.4% in the space of ...... 0.15 cycle .... 55 days

and returned to ..... 0.1% by cycle (5 end. a
B
made a rapid transition

from ..... 500 to ,.J.500 and then returned to ..... 50° by cycle's end.

Unfortunately, the infrared data during this time .is rather meager

but at least there dcean It seem to be any large increase in the

[11 1-/0] - [3.5 IL] color which should accompany the injection of new

dust.

D. Energy Distributions .,._ Carbon Stars

'!he infrared magnitudes taken at a'particular tfD:le for the

carbon stars in this study are given in Table za, Broad band energy

distributions for selected carbon stars are plotted in Figs. 2, 14,

and 15. The energy distributions of the semi-regular variables

UU Aur and ·Y Tau are similar to the M-type stars in that they can

be fit by a blackbody of typical. stellar temperatures, T* ..... 2000-2.500 OK

71 72

Fig. 14: Energy distribution of the carbon stars V Ria, R Lep and

Y Tau. The data is from Table 280 and the format is the

same as Fig. 2.
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of the same atom and derives a t.ecperatiure sequence vs , carbon

to which is added a. small amount of' "excess" at A > 8 1-1.

from "dust" in the ccserved flux. Deviations from the stell.ar

blackbody are evident at A < 8 Ilo due to the wavelength dependent;

The apparent "amount of excess" as measured by cr is very small

stellar opacities, but the overall shape and level seems ,fairly

well defined. The 'bemper-at uz-es assigned here agree fairly well

with temperatures assigned by other means. FUjita (1966)

subtype (xeenen-aorgaa system). He finds C
5
,.... M

3;
T*:::: 2750 OK to

Ca "" Mg; T*::: 2350 OK. Thus the carbon star sequence would be

roughly comparable to the 2\. sequence in terms of photospheric

temperature. studies of the slope of the continuum

the relative strengths of atomic lines arising from different levels

stars studied here) and found "continuum" color temperatures ran-

the M stars and there is no large excess at 20 IJ. as for M stars.

(a ..... 0.2% UU Aur, Of ..... 0.44% Y Tau) using this separation of "star"

(i.e, flux lev:el between strong absorption features) indicate

Ai.. 8-13 IJ. spectrum of the excess (see Chapter V) is different than

similar temperatures. Fay et a1. (1973) made scanner observations

between 0.51 IJ. and 0.69 IJ. of carbon stars (including 6 of the 7

gdng from ....2200 OK for the Mira variables V Cyg, T Dra, R Iep,

and V CrB and the semi-regular variable V Hya (06 to ca) to ..... 3000 OK

for UU AUI' (C
5)-.

Baumert (1972), using narrow band filters in the

range A "" 0.71 IJ. to- 1.10 IJ., found similar "contInuua" color tempera-

tures for 'these stars T .... 2l00-2;X:>0 OK.

50

v Cyg
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For the Mira carbon stars and V Hya., the situation is

diff'erent. There the observed energy distributions (Figs. 14 and

15) are broader than a single blackbody. This broadness is not a

function of spectral -type , r..e , compare V Cyg C7,4e 'With Y Tau_C74e,

but rather of variable type. The Mira variables (and V Hya) have

the broader energy distribution while the semi-regular variables

do not. The extreme examples in this st udy are V Cyg and T Dra.
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a spectral. f'eature in the- U 10-12:5 I.L region which is discussed

in Chapter v. In addition, this cool excess represents most of the

observed nux, L,e, here a ..... 0.80. This means the shell is going

opticaJ.iy thick, 1.e. 1 - e-(TabS) ...... Q' »> ('fabs ) ...... 1. 7. The

problem of' interpreting the observed fluxes is now qUite difficult

because the observed stellar nux will now be modified by (Appendix A)
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If a blackbody of temperature corresponding to their spectral type,

say T ..... 2000 OK, is .run through any wavelength, there will be an

Fobs
A

epperent, excess longwardand an apparent deficiency enor-tvard of'

that wavelength. We therefore propose that the observ-ed energy

d:!.stribution is actually the sum of the nux of the star, possibly
modif'ied by circumstellar attenuation, plus the- nux from a cf rcum-,

stellar shell. For the star we propose to adopt a blackbody vith

temperature given by the spectral type and the near mfrared

(U 0.6-1.1 measurements mentioned above, t .e , ..... 2000_2500 OK.

This will be normalized at near infrared wavelengths (A ...... 1-1.5 IJ.)

taking into account the departures from a blackboCl;y shown by real

carbon stars of approximately the same spectral type (L.e , -UU Aur,

Y Tau here). The amount of' excess nux at longer wavelengths will
then be attributed to radiation f'romthe circumstellar envelope.

Only in the case of V Cyg and T Dra (Fig. 15) does this procedure

result in a vell-def'med separation of star from dust. For these

stars the star blackbody -which fits the short wavelength fluxes

faJJ.s far short of explaining the energy observed at A> 2 The

nux: left over (excess) can be-fit by an "'"'1000 OKblackbody plus

and nOW' 'TA! the errect.tve attenuation of' starlight -by- the dust shell,

is net small· and -will be a complicated f'unction of cloud geOIIietry-

and graiil opacities vhoae solution is _given only by- a _complete

radiation transfer treatment which will not be attempted here. We

shall try and derive some Simple consequences of the observations.

(1) The broad band energy distribution of the excess is represented

fairly well by a T 1000 OK blackbody. If this is an actual 'ten-
. 2

pe:attu-e of the emitting region, then RsheU/r* z (T.jTshell) ...... 4.

The most· plausible emission mechanism to explain this is radiation

from circumstellardust -grains. The dual energy distribution might

indicate a binary systen but the inf'rared varies with the same

period as the visual (see light-curves) so it appears the dust

grains derive their energy from the stellar radiation field.

(2) Radiation from the dust begins to be a significant

f'raction of the observ-ed nux at 'Wavelengths as short as }. = 2 1.10

f'or V Cyg and T Dra, This means that the stellar absorpt.Lon features

should appear weakened ("velled") relative to a star with no dust



excess. This effect has been observed by Froge1 and Hyland (1972)

who found the 2.3 1-1. bands of CO in carbon stars vere weaker in the

Mira variables relative to the semi-regular variables of the same

spectral class. This was correlated to the redness of

the infrared colors, Le., the Mira variables (and V Hya) had

redder [3.5 1-1.] -, [1.25 1-1.] and [11 - [3.5 colors than the semi_

regular variables. The authors concluded this might be due to the

result of ove r-Lying radiation from a circumstellar shell. The extreme

exampj.e of the stars they studied vas V Cyg, for which the CO bands

were just barely visible. 'I.his agrees vith the interpretation of

the observed energy distributions proposed here, i.e. for V Cyg (and

T Dra) circumstellar radiation represents 2/3 of theobserv-ed

radiation at [2.3 j.1] (132• 3IJ. = 2), so we 'WOuld expect stellar features

to be ..... 1/3 as strong.

An extreme exa.m;p1e of this effect is the infrared star

IRC +10216. The star has very red colors (..... 600 OK blackbody_2_5 1-1.,

excess at longer and shorter A's) and the 1.5 I-l. - 2.5 1-10. spectra

(BeckIin 19'59) show no discernible stellar absorption features.

Spectra in the 1 j.1 region (Miller 1970; Herbig and Zapalla 1970)

show characteristic carbon eter- absorption features and resu'tt in

its being classi:fied as a late-type carbon star (.... like v· c-s), The

supposition that circumstellar emission ts responsible for the
"veiling" at longer 'Wavelengths was confirmed by lunar occultation

measurements of the source (T,?ombs et a1. 1972) which showed the

2-5 iJ. radiation came rrom e ..... 0.4'" disk with brightness temperature

..... 600 OK ..... color temperature, t ,e, an op.tically thick source much
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larger than a 2000 OK star (9* ..... 0.057.) would be. For IRC +10216

a. separation of "star" from "shell" as done for V Cyg results in

..... 10 and a, ..... 0.995.

With this proposed interpretation of the energy distribution

of carbon stars the situation regarding separating star from dust

and possible time variations in a becomes quite, di;fficult. The

[3.5 1-1.] - [1.04 1-10] color no longer measures T* (as 'for M stars) and

the 3.5 flux is no longer directly related to the total. apparent

fllLX from the star :J1!- 2 J; F,,* dA, as there is a. contribution at
3.5 j.1 due to the circUClStellar envelope (dust grains). In addition

0' « I no longer holds so (Tabs) «I and the assumption of an

optically thin envelope (Appendix A) is not valid. This means the

observable parameter Q' "" a:dust / + :i*) is DO longer a linear

measure of the amount of dust {eq, 15-19 Appendix. A). For instance

for V Cyg, Q' ..... 0.82 = > ('TabS) ..... 1.8 and a. 50% Lncr-eaae in (Tabs)

as due, for instance, to the injection of a large amount of new dust

woul.d only increase 0' to ..... 0.93. The colors in the infrared might

change even less. In this case7 the shorter, 'Wavelengths become a

better measure of the amount of dust, at least along our line of

sight to the- star, due to the exponential atrtenaataon w e-'l). {eq, A_l

Appendh A) of the starlight. If the grain opacity is a decreasing

,function of vaveLengbh, aa. for small graphite grains .(Appendix B),

then an increase 'by 50,% in ('Tabs) '"" '1'1.5\1 for V Cyg would result

in a decrease by more than a factor of 2.5 (i.e. > 'i mag) in'the
visual (A "" 0.55 \1) flux from the ster-, r..ssuming- the shell is

spherically symmetr:ic.

80



The additionaJ.. POSSib:Uity that the circumstellar shell be

non-apherica.11.y_symmetric, as -well as optically thick, makes the

interpretation of observed 'fluxes in terms of "amounts of dust"

more difficult. It is' easy to imagine situations in 'Which the

observed total f'Lux, :i0bs = ;;dust +:r* is less than the total

apparent flux from a star alone "*(T = 0) (w:i.thout dust cloud),

e s g , a single small, optically thick occulting cloud r* < r
c10ud

«
Rcloud_*' It is even possible to imagine a shell which will give

aobS > 3* (7 = 0) for an observer in a preferred direction (thermal.

focussing). Energy conservation 01' course z-equfree J :Jobs D2an =

J <fit (7 = 0) D
2an = l*, vner-e l* = luminosity of the star and D =

distance star-earth, but :JObS, adust need not be spherically symmet_
ric for optically thick shells.

In summary, the semi-regular variable carbon stars UU Aur

and Y Tau have energy distributions which are similar to the M stars

studied here with the star dominating the energy distribution for

" < 8 fl. and a small excess at longer wavelengths (a < 0.05). The

tttra carbon stars (and V Hya) on the other hand, appear quite

different J with excess "hl.ackbody" like radiation at A > 2 I! which

represents a considerable fraction (I)' 0.3) of the observed energy,

If the excess is attributed to circumstellar grains, then the early

near infrared measurements of V Cyg-by Pettit and Nicholson (1933)

.mich indicated an extremely low temperature 1350 OK) should

probably be considered the first (unknowing) detectucn of an infrared

excess due to circumstellar grains. De1'init1ve tests of this model

might be (1) high spatial resolution measurements J as for IRe +10216,
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to determine the size of the emitting/scattering regions ee various

vavelengths; (2) high spectral. resolution measurements frOOI. 1 !J. to

5 lJ.. On this model one expects increased weakening ("velling") of

the stellar absorption features as ss (or a,,) increases. The "veiling"

should increase with 'Wavelength and be much stronger in the Mira

variables and V Hya (large Of, than the semt-c-eguj.er- variables.

E. Light Curves __ Carbon Stars

Besides the eff'ect of optical depth discussed earlier, the

telll]Jerature and luminosity variations of' the Mira variables will

affect the shape of the light curves. The luminosity variations

are clear from the infrared light curves (Figs. 16_20) and tempera-

ture variations are indicated by the,... 2 to 3 magnitude variations

in visual. light. An estimate of the stellar temperature and

luminosity variations 'Was made using the [1.04 fl.] "cont-Inuum"

measurements of Baumert (1972) and the ·v magnitude given by the

AAVSO "(Mayall 1973). The 1.04- fl. flux is thought to be re1B.tively

near the "contanuum" at these wavelengths ts mag depress ton)

and is a short enough wavelength so that emission from the,.., 1000 OK

excess can be ignored. The V = [0.55 Vo] magnitude is blanketed but

includes the "continuum" region at A> 0.57 fl. (Fay et a1. 1973).

A color tel!!Perature vas ca1cuJ.ated. for the available data and plotted

va. phase. The color temperature for V Cyg, With the best phase

coverage tracked ..... 50-100 OK below the assumed temperature at' Star X

(Fig. 3). The color temperatures of R Lep and VerB. tracked at
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,... 100-150 oK above that of Star X. Thus it seems that the carbon
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luminosity fluctuation from those due to changes in Ct. a model star

has been constructed. The star -is assumed to be a blackbody of

and the star is assumed to be neutrally extinguished. The results

mag variation in luminosity similar to the Mstars.

For R Lep , V CrE, and V'Hya Ct,... 0.3 and an increase to

To try and separate the effects of the temperature and

Miraa studied here are s1mi1.ar to the M-Miras in their temperature

fluctuations, Tmax at :: 0, Tmin at "'"0.5-0.6, and TIIla../Tmin "'"

1.3. V Cyg andT Dra have coLor-t tiemper-at.ur-aa r-unnIng "'" 250 "x

below V CrB and R Lep , The apparent stellar luminosity variations,

derived from T 1 and [1.04 lJoJ were less well behaved but seemedcc or

consistent with maximum stellar luminosity at' __0.1-0.2 and .... I

T :: T* to which is added a blackbody excess which represents a

fraction a of the total luminosity at a temperature T
BB

:: ! T*.
T* and Ct are nov varied. The total luminosity is assumed to go as
4

T* , i.e. _ignoring radius changes which vou.Ld affect the observed

colors (flux ratios) only in the second order through TEE. For

different rt:: 1 _ e-(Tabs), the total luminosity 'is held constant

are given in Table 3.

Ct .... 0.5 (Tabs) = 0.36 to 0.69) as due to a factor of ....1.9 increase

in the "amount of dust" results in only an -0.13 mag increase in

[3.5 tJo] and .... -0.21 mag increase in the [8.4 tJo] .. [3.5 IJ.] color.

The color changes would be hard to distinguish from a change due

...
o

c,

'"o

o
ov
o

to a temperature change. For V Cyg and TDra. Ct .... 0.8 and the

color changes for a given change in (Tabs) will be even smaller.



Thus for the Mira carbon stars (and V HyaL changes in the "amount

of dust" will be harder to detect than for M stars. This is due

to:

(1) None of the infrared monitor vevej.engthe used here

measures radiation purely from the star; the ...... 1000 oK blackbody

excess can contribute to the measured flux at 3.5 11.

(2) The excess is broad and smooth in nature in contrast to

the well-defined "silicate bump" in the M stars. There is a

sharp feature in the excess n 10-12.5 11 (see Chapter V) which is

monitored by the [llll] filter but the adjacent [8.4 1Jo] filter

monitors a continuum 'Which is also part of the excess. Thus an
equal increase in both component-s of the excess may change the

tu - [8.4 color very little.

(3) 'ilie optical depths for the circl.lJllStellar shells deduced

from the observed energy distributions «TabS> ...... 0.36-104 for Hira

variables) are no longer « 1 so the Simple_minded model star

presented here may be misleading.

i) Hira Variables

(a) R Lep

The light curve and polarization data for R Iep are given

in Fig. 16, the format te identical to that of the M stars. As for

the M and S type Miraa, the 3.5 )i flux peaks scnevnat after viSual

maximum at "'"0.1. The small changes in colors during the cycle

are consistent with temperature changes in the excess, maximum

85 86

Fig. 16, Polarization and photometric data on R Lep ,
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here the period of angle variation vuuld be twice the vtsuet, period.

visual region. As for many of the·M and S Miras, there seems to

of polarization is capable of being high (or low) during a:ny part

of the cycle. There may be some enhanced activity around ..... 0.5

and 4 ...... 0.8 in the blue region, but this is not apparent in the

The pOlarization, on the other hand, shows chaotic behavior

affect the existence of changes in the polarization. The degree

color ta B.EProximately constant at -0.66 which is consistent with

s1m1J.ar to that of the M and. S type Miras. A suspected constant

interstellar component to the polarization (P ::< Ii a = 35°) has been

subtracted as suggested by Serkowski 0-974b) J but this will not

down: to a ....1000 • The behavior of BE wi.th time is partiCularly

intriguing. During the -3 cycfe (.) 9B "'" 200, beginning with the

_2 cycle (A) BE .... 20° but around .... 0.5 apparently transited to

BE 100°, beginning the -1 cycle ee) BE .... toos but by .... 0.3

BB 20° again. Then beginning the zeroth cycj,e (X) aB "".20° -tran-,

siting perhaps at e ,.... 0.5 to reach eB "" 100
0 by end.

Continuing into the +1 cycle (0) eB ...... 1000 transiting at perhaps

$ ...... 0.5 to ei "" 0° by "" 0.8. This cyclic behavior aB is
reminiscent of the RV 'Tauri star U Mon studied by Serkovski 0.971),

be a "preferred angle" a ..... 20° with occasional large excursions

to "blackbody" excess ,

a constant amount of "silicon carbide" excess (Chapter V) relative

temperature coming at .... 0.1, Le , balometric maximUlll and minimum

temperature at ..... 0.6, bolometric minimum. The [11.2 '1Jo] -
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noted by Serkowski (1970) for the Mira variables oCet and R Hya,

The polarization activity in the blue near ..... 0.5 and

the aforementioned angle variations during the zeroth (X) and

first (0) cycles in B end V are not accompanied by any large

deviations in the infrared colors and magnitudes from the mean

behavior (dotted lines in Fig. 16). In par-t Icul.er-, there is no

evidence for the production of a large amount of new dust near

..... 0.5. to account for the posat.ton angle variations.

(b) VerB

The infrared, visual, and polarization data for V CrB is

given in Fig. 17. The increase in infrared colors toward min:iJ'num

is again probably cocatst.ent with the changes expected due to Lumf-,

nosity and t.emper-ature changes ;;ith a constant average "amount of

dust" present. The range of variation at 3.5 I.lo 1.5 larger for

V CrB than R Iep (..... 0.9 mag va ..... 0.55 mag), so one might expect

the larger color variations which are observed. The [1.1 l1o] _ [8.4

coj.cc- is approximately constant at .... -0.65 except for one high

measurement at ..... 0.22 and one low measurement at (2) .... 0.85,

again consistent with an approximately constant amount of "silicon

carbIde" excess relative to "blackbody"· excess. One interesting

and unfque (among the Mira variables studied here) feature. of the

V CrB light curve is'the apparent decrease of ..... 1.5-2 mag in the

level -of the visuaJ. light curv-e from the "mean light· curve" given

by Campbell (1955). The mean light curve is the average of AAVSO

visual. observations over the period ..... 1$120-1950 and so should be

90

Fig. 17, Polarization· and photometric data on V CrB.
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comparable to the current visual estimates; for all the other M, S

and C ,Mira variables the current eye estimates tend. to cl.uster

around the mean light curves given by Campbell (1955)., This

decrease in V could be due to (1) A change in the magnitude sequence

assigned to the stars around V CrB or in the AAVSQ observers.

However. other red stars, such as R tell, V Cyg , don1t show such an

effect. In addftzlon , photoelectric measurements by Mendoza (1957).

Serkowski (1,9600), Dyck (1968) and Dombrovsk1i et (1973) also

I-

-1.4 1-
[84}'-]- [3.5}'-]

-1.0 ....

-

-

indicate a decrease in the visual flux from the -7 cycle to the -3

through »L cycles, though this result depends mostly on the early

measurements by Mendoza (1967) J vhfch were, close to the "mean light

curve" level.

(2) A change in the actual luminosity or temperature of
the star. This should be not iceable in the spectral type of the

star.

(3) The appearance of or increase in the optical depth of

a dust shell around VerB. The current infrared energy distribution

v

0.8

1.2

sr-
I- e

10

0.2 0.4 0.6
Phase

0.8

(Table 2a) indicates (Tab.le 2b) a shell which radiates a fraction

(Y ....... 0.4 of the total energy of the system. Thus .... o.s and
if we aESUlOO the opacity of small graphite grains, ,.0.551L ..... 2.5.

Thus, if in the past, the shell vas much thinner, "O.551Jo ;5.1, the

apparent visual nux would be increased by 'the irequf.r-ed amount

(..... 1.5 mag)•• Unfortunately, there are no earlier measurements of

the infrared energy distribution to test this hypothesis. The time-

scale for this ..... factor of two incre6.se in the amount of dust would

be, using the photoelectric visual data, on the order of 3-4 years,



a,e, similar to the timescale for secular decrease in the amount

of dust which WS possibly observed in ocet ,

Y CrE shows a quite high degree of polarization, up to

.... 5'1> at V and perhaps even 10;, at B. There does not seem to be a

preferred phase for high polarization. The "preferred angle" fa!'

polarization appears to be 8y .... 9B "" 140° • The series of measure-

ments during the -3 (8) cycle for which 9
V

,.... 4d' are all due to

Dyck (1968) and ma.y- be in error because neasureaenta by Shawl (1972)

during this time gave8y "" 140°• Thus, Y Cz-B wxy be one of the

rev stars in this study vntcn does not show Large changes in position

angle of polarization. The decrease in polarization dur-Ing the +1.

cycle (0); FE from,.... 4% to < O.7%,Pv from"" 2.7% to 0.9,t; was not

accompanied by any noticeable increase or decrease in the infrared

magnitudes from the mean behavior. Neither was there a large

difference in the visual magnitude for this cycle. Again apparent

changes in the polarized f'Lux are not accompanied by large changes

in the infrared.

(e) T Dra

The inf'rared, visual, and polarization data for T Dra is

given rn Fig. aa. The AAVSQ- visual observ-ations were rev and
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Fig. 18: Polarization and photometric data. on T Dra,

scattered so the phase was not veIl def'ined. The 3.5 light

curve ts unique for this study in that it peaks before the adopted

zero visual phase -- this probably means the phase is wrong and

ahoukd be shifted"" +0.1 to +0.2. This -would probably not disagree

with the available AAVSO visual estimates. The [B.4 - [3.5



-2.0

-2.4
61,u.] - [3.5,u.]

'W1.th phase similar to V CrB; they are probably consistent nth an

approximately constant "amount of dust." The (ll 1Jo] - [8.4 1Jo]

color re approximately constant at -0.63, indicating no large

"blackbody" excess.

apparent change in the amount of "silicon carbide" relative to

and Ell jJ.] - [3.5' jJ.} colors show sma.1.1 but probably real variation

The polarization data is meager but does show (1) large

visual polarization, up to Pv· ..... 3.5%, consistent with the large

excess for this- star (large [11 j.1] _ [3.5 1Jo] color,Ci ..... 0.8).

(2) Large changes in the degree of polarization, and in one case

on a short (..... 50 days) timescale. (3) A large change in the

position angle of polarization from 8v ..... 1300 to ..... in,... 15 da.y1;

during the -2(4.) cycle ending up at Bv"" 50° in the, _1 '(.) cycle;

L,e , a change of at least 80" in position angle through one cycle.
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Mira variables the 3.5 t-' flux peaks at ..., 0.1-0.2. The ya.riation

in flux ratios 11 11, 8.4 IJ., 4.911: 3.5 IJo are s:imi1.ar to the other

carbon Miras, the minimum. ratios coming approximately at 3.5 IJ.

(..... bolometric). maximum and the maximum ratios at 3.5 IJo (.....bolometric)

minimum. These variations are probably consistent 'With a constant

average amount of dust excess, the changes being due to variations

in- the temperature and luminosities of the star and dust, -with the
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Fig. 19: Photometr1.c data on V Cyg.
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relative luminosity in dust, Of, approximately constant. Again,

the tri - [8.4 color is approximately, constant at -0.60, :which-

is consistent with a constant ratio of "SiC" excess to "blackbody"

excess.

v Cyg and T Drs. have very s:lmi1.a.r energy distributions (Fig.

15) and spectre: in the AA 8-13 region (Chapter V). Cur-Ious.Iy

enough, these two stars have almost identical periods, differing

by only 0.4 days. The energy distribution 0.55-20 characterized

by an '" 950 OK blackbody, a small emission feature H 10-12.5 1-1.

attributed to emission from SiC gradns as discussed in Chapter V,

and an excess at shorter wavelengths (A 2,1-1.) which can be charac-

terized by an '" 2000 OK bj.ackbody, As discussed earlier, one

possible explanation 01' the extremely cool 'energy distribution is

re-radiation of absorbed starlight by circumstellar grams. The

excess radiation at shorter .wave'Ieng-ths would represent transmitted

starlight which is attenuated and pOSSibly also reddened by the

circumstellar shell. If this interPretation is true' and the

99

over this range the ,....950 OK dust blackbody- increases by approxi-

me.te1y a rector of 2 'Whiie the .... 2000 OK stellar blackbody fa.ll.s

(ignoring possible reddening effects) by 'aPlJroxiEately·a factor

of 2. Assuming this to be the case, the 3.5-11 IJ. measurements

shouJ.,d give_ information directly about the tieurper-at.ure and

luminosity of the circumstellar shell va , phase. The [1l1Jo] _

[8.4 1-1.] color ise.pproxi.mi.>.tely constant for these stars, indicating

the strength of the "SiC" feature (discussed in Chapter V) relative

to blackbody continuum is appr-oxfmatiej.y. constant with phase. We

have used the mean [8.4 - [3.5 IJ.J light curves to define the

ccilortemperature Tc(3.5IJ.,8.4\-1) of the excess vs , phase g'Ivenjln

Fig. 20. Further, assuming the energy distribution of the excess

is actually described by a blackbody of this color. temperature, as

indicated by Fig. 15, 'We have derived the apparent angular Size,

0a' and the apparent. bolometric luminosity, of the excess

va , phase, efsc shown in Fig. 20. The apparent angular size is

defined by

100

separation of star and dust as given in Fig. 15 is adopted, then

the fractional amount of apparent energy radiated by the cLrcum-,
,

stellar shell is -ct "" 0.8 for these two stars, 'Which is the largest

value f'or Of of' the stars in thiS study. One consequence of this

is that all the infrared monitor wavelengths measured here, 3.5 iJo -

II u, refer now more or less to radiation from the duat; directly;

if the weakening- of the stellar. 2.3 1-1. CO bands found by Frogel and

Hyland ,(1972) for V Cyg is due to overlying emission from: the dust,

then by 3.5 I-L the dust willproba.bly completely eomtnete because _

vnere A '" 3.5 \.L or 8.4 j.L. 0a is the angular size a blackbody of

temperature Tc wou1.d have to give the observed flux. The total.

integrated flux is then given by

and, is related to the bolometr1c magnitude by
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when 2.52 x·lO-12 W/cm2 is the total. apparent flux for

zero bot.oeet.r-tc magnitude (Allen 1963). In the optically thin

case, where Tc referred to an actual temperature, 0a would be

related to the total mass of dust Md radiating (see Chapter VIII)

by

103 104

ii) Semi_Regular Carbon Stars

(a) V Hya

Tile i:,frared, visual, and polarization data for Y Hya are

given in Fig. 21. V Bya has the small Visual variation, lJ.V ;S 1 mag

during the observing period, of the senrl-o-eguj.ar- variables and an

energy distribution, Fig. 14, similar to the Mira variables R Lep

and V CrE. On the c trccmst.eIj.ar- dust shell model, ,the excess radi_

, cr
"'grains abs

D2
ation Longvar-d of A ..... 2 IJo is attributed to re-radiation of absorbed

starlight and represents a fractional amount of the total fj.ux from

where is the (constant) mass absorption coefficient of the

grains and D is the (constant) s tar-ear-th distance. In an actual

cLr-cumabeLl.ar- shell, 0a will be a function or the run of density,
temperature, and opt.Leak depth through the shell.

The color temperature shows only small variation with phase,

TC(max)/Tc(min) ..... 1.15 60 the bolometric magnitude essentially

tracks the [3.5 l-L] magnitude, with a range of ..... 0.8 magnitudes,

similar to the range' of bolometric magnitude .found by Strecker

(1973) for M and S Mira variables. The variation in 0a'

0a(rnax)/Oa(min) ...... 1.31, 1.68 for V Cyg andT,Dra

with minimum 0a comtng approximately at bolometric minimum could

be due to a relatively smaller effective amount of dust radiating

at minimum as due for instance to .pr-oduct fon of "dtist near star

with a larger relative absorption optical depth than the same amount

of dust after it· has moved further from the star.

V Hya of 0: ..... 0.4. The [3.5 l-LJ flux has appr-oxfmateLy equal cont r-L,

butions from the star and the shell, t.e , ..... 1.6§ and the

longer wavelengths have increasingly ecre relative flux from the

shell, t ,e • T:cO.5 1Jo, 8.4l-L) ..... 9X) OK. Thus, the colors [A] _

[3.5 1Jo] convey potential information about the amount of dust excess

-ee, time.

The in [3.5 1Jo] are probably- reef., L,e. a['3.5 1Jo) .....

0.4 mag, with the 3.5 IJo flux approximately in phase with the visual

flux. All the colors [A] - [3.5 l-L] and tu 1Jo] - [8.4 1Jo] are etet.rs-

tically consistent With essentially no variation over, the ..... 800 day

observation period. Thus, there is no evidence for variation in

the amount of dust., in either the blackbody component on the nSiC"

component, over this' observat.Lon period. Now the timescale for

variation in flux due to a given mass of dust would be t ..... 'Tabs/TabS
1 . . ,
Hd/Rd, which for the parameters given- in Chapter VIII

and Vd = Rd = 20 kmj-s give t ..... 5 years. The lack of any variation
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over the ..... 2 1/2 year observation time and the agreement of the

present measurements with earlier measurements of Gillett, Merrill

and Stein (1971) indicate that mer this time, dust production must

neve been taking place, for o'thervt.se ve would see a decrease in

the infrared fluxes and an increase in the visual flux. Thus, the

large in temperature, luminosity, and diameter of the

Mira variable stars do not seem to be a necessary condition for the

production of dust in carbon stars __ V Bya menagea quite weT], with

considerably smaller oscillations.

The polarization of V Hya-does not show the large and rapid

changes in degree and position angle of the Mira variables. There

has been a slow decay of about a factor of 2 in amount of polari-

zation from the earliest measurements but there are no concurrent

infrared measurements to test if this is correlated with amount of

dust. The position angle of polarization is remarkably stable at

9V ,.. 9B ..... 1800 ; the polarization data would be consistent vith an

asymetric shell of approximately constant geometry or loI1.th aligned

grains with approximately constant net alignment.

(b) UUA""

The infrared, visual, and polarization date for UU Aur- is

given in Fig. 22. The variations in the 3.5 IJ. flux though small,

M3.5 IJ.] ;S 0.2 mag, are probably real because they are correlated

vith the small variations in vis-ua.l flux. The colors [A] - £3.5 I!J
and [11 1.1] - [8.41.1] are-essentially constant loI1.thin the ..... 51-

systematic errors €JSPected. The energy distribution of UU Aur

lOT 108

Fig. 22: Polarization and photometric data on UU Aur.
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(Fig. 2) is more like the M and S· stars than the carbon Miras and

is radiated in the 10-12.5 IJo emission feature (Chapter V) -which can

v Hya -- most of the energy is represented by tine r- 2400 oK stellar

blackbody and only a very small fraction of the energy CO' "'" 0.002)

be attributed to circumstellar SiC grains. There could be an

,,,,
00180'-

160
21------<---+---+----+----+---1
I - DO

e 0
V

(0)
-0.6

-0.4

additional smooth, blackbody excess of Of .;: 0.05 which could escape

our notice, given the uncertainty in the true stellar continuum.

Still, it seems that the ratio of flux radiated by SiC is larger

(.... _0.42) and its approximate agreement with the earlier measurement

greater for UU Aur. The constancy of the [11 .. [8.4 color

relative to the blackbody excess for this star, a(SlC)/a(blackbody)

0.04, than for. say V eva vith a(SiC)/ct(blackbody) "'"0.02, though
this could be partly an optical depth. effect and doesn't necessarily

prove the relative abundance of SiC grains to blackbody grains is

of (1970) again indicates continuous dust production

with the (even smaller) variations ·of this star.

The slllall amount of polarization (Pv .... 0.5%) is consistent

with the smal.l amount of duSt excess observed here.
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(c) Y Tau

The data for Y Tau was similar to that of UU Aur and is not

displayed. The variations in .3.5 nux for Y Tau was M3.5 ....

0.3 mag. The [4.9 - [3.5 color, was approximately constant

but there be a significant variation of ..... 0.2 mag.in the [8.4 fl.] -

[3.5 and [11 - [3.5 colors while the [11 - [8.4 color

vas approximately constant at -0.67. The energy distribution (Fig. 14)



is very similar to UUAur except the emission feature at (11 IJoJ is

relatively larger and there may be a small excess of" "" 0.5 mag at

[20 1-10]. Interestingly, the ratio of observed flux to continuum in

the lL2 I0Io broad band filter is (USing the [11 I0Io] _ (8.4 1Jo] color

excess) e(llf1] ..... 0.7 which is the largest vej.ue for the carbon

stars in this ebudy, V CrB has about the. same reretave bump with

a[lllJo] "" 0.7 and for the other stars it is smaller, t ,e , l3[lllJol ....

0.45 'for Y ,Cyg and eflllJo J .... 0.35 for UU Al:U'. A blackbody continuum,

if it exists, must be small e(b.Lackbcdy} .:: 0.05 so the ratios

a(SiC)/a(blackbody) .2:: 0;08 \/bich again is larger than for the Mira

variables and Y Hya.

The polarization for Y Tim, Py .... 1%, is approximately twice

as large as for UU Aur, consistent with the approximately twice as

large II j.1 bump. It is ease as large as for the present level of

polarization of Y Hya (Fig. 21), whose energy distribution indicates

a shell vith cona.lder-ab'Iy larger absorption optical depth. Hovever-,

since variations in the polarization of Y 'Tau haven't been observed

over the"" 100 days of polarization data, some' of the polarization

could be interstellar.

III

V. SPECTRA.

Higher resolution spectra in the infrared are important to

the interpretation of' the broad ener-gy diStributions discussed in

Chapter IV. If the long wavelength excesses in stars are due to

thermal radiation from circumstellar dust grains, the detailed

spectrra.Lcahape will have information as to the identity of the

radiating materiaL The spectrum is necessary for a comparison of

the dust grains around stars studied here with (1) the expected

eutse rvrtaes (Appendix B) of known materials measured :in the labora-

tory and (2) the dust grains in other celestial. objects, such as

H II regions, highly extinguished objects, comets, planetary

nebulae, the: Galactic center, and extragalactic objects. The 'Work

presented here is essentially a continuation and extension of the

earlier medium resolution (t.A/A "" 1.5%) spectra by Gillett et al.

(1968) and Hac-kwell (1971, 1972) and high resolution (11"A/)" .-

spectra by Gammon et (1972), Treffers and Cohen (1974), and

Treffers (1973) of similar stars.

In this chapter we present medium resolution (11"Aj"A .- 0.015).

spectra :in 'the "A"A 7.5-13.5. IJ. region of some of the stars known to

exhibit intrinsic polarization and related objects.

A. M Stars

i) Observed Excesses

The energy distributions of the M stars (Fig. 2; Table 2a)

in this study are described. moderately well by an .- 2000-3000 OK

112



blackbody ('With absorptions at some wavelengths) plus apparent; excess

at A .::: The hot blackbody is undoubtedly due to the star; as

a working hypobhesLs we assume this is so W1d also that the stellar

corrt Inuum F,,*at" > 8 is represented by the continuation of the

113 114

blackbody which fits the " < 6 I! data Then the excess

radiation due , to thermal radiation from dust grains

is given by

ihe excesses derived in this manner for M-type Mira variables is

given in Fig. 23. The parameter 1\ e _ measures

the amount of excess relative to continuum. For oCet, R Cas, U Her,

and U Oz-L the excess is seen to rise rapid1.y, by a factor .... 3,;.,4,

from 8 IJ. to the peak at .... 9.75 IJ., fall slowly to ..... 11 IJ. and then

fa.1J. more rapidly, by a factor ..... 2.5, to For RL M1 and

expecially R Leo, the rise to maximum seems to be more rapid and

exc; exc 4the fall thereafter less pr-onounced] the ratio F
9. 7

1J. F
l 3

1J. ..... 1.

for R Leo and,.., 3.1 for the first four stars. In addition there

ma.y be a small, .... 15%, .... 7 IJ. wide dip in the spectrum of R Leo

centered at 11.8 IJ..

The excesses of the semi-regular variable stars X Her (giant).

and RW Cyg (supergiant) are compared in Fig. 24 with the total flux

from the Trapezium region of the Orion nebula. The Trapezium was

measured with a 221l'aperture in December 1971 __ there is essentiaJ..ly

no contribution from the hot Trapezium stars or a free-free continuum

at these wavelengths (see Fig. 2), so no subtraction has been

Fig. 23: Spectral energy distribution of excess emission from

several. MMira stars as described in the text.
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have recently been -formed and are possibly still forming. Other

either be part of the interstellar material "Which has condensed to

characteristic excess emission so the emitting dust grains must

performed. The average error for all the points in this spectrum

hot field stars surveyed by Ney at al. (1973) don't show this

The slightly steeper rise to maximum at 9.7 and slower

type M stars. The Trapezium Is part of a galactic nebula 'Where stars

(adjacent points have been averaged) was cr/s ,.,. ± 5'1> and error bars

are. shown if alS .:: ± 101>. This spectrum essentially confirms the

finding of Stein -and Gillett (1969), t .e , the spectrum of the

alia'\{_ the. formation of stars here or possibly the dust is a by_

Trapezium is quf-te simUar to the excess flux.es observed in late

fall. thereafter for the 'I'r-apezLum conrparedto the first four Mira

variables in Fig. 23 can be attributed, at least in part, to the

lower temperatUre of the TrapeZiUlJl dust __ the ll-18 1..1. color

temperature of the 'I'z-apezLum is ,... aoo OK 'While for the star excesses

of the semi-regular stars are also similar to the Trapezium, showii1g

product of star formation .

it 1s ..... 400-600 OK (Table 2b). Otherwise the spectra are, to

the ...... 5'/J measurement errors, essentially identicaL The spectra

the peak at ...... 9.7 1..1. but a possibly steeper fall_off to either side.
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- The subtraction procedure- adopted should be most nearly valid for

_ RW Cyg, it bas the largest excess ..... 5.6) of' the M stars

considered in this study so the true shape of the stellar continuum

_ is much less important, especially for A > 10 1..1.. '!'he .steeper spectrUlll
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). > 10 may, as be1'ore, be due to hotter dust. The steeper spectrum

). < 10 is less certain as the assumed stellar continuum is becoming

more important here. It is significant., though, that before subtrae-,

tion, the total. f'lux of' RW Cyg was approximately as steep as the

Trapezium; i1' there is stellar continuum it will be even steeper

on subtraction. 11' real., the 8-10 steepness could not be due to

the temperature effect (wrong sense) but could be due to (1) a

slightly diff'erent material radiating (2) .an additional smooth com-

ponent to the radiation f'rom the Trapezium becoming important at

the shorter wavelengths. The near identity of the spectra A> 10 jJ.

argues for the second explanation. The smooth component could be,

f'or instance, due to "hLackbody" grains such as graphite as discussed

in a later section. The data here (one spectrum of' RW Cyg) is

insufficieht to establish this rather subtle but possibly important

point. What is needed is a highly accurate determination 01' the

stellar continuum at ). < 8 jJ., using spectra i1' POssible, stmultaneous

with Spectral measurements in the 8-13 jJ. region. Stars with large

10 IJo spectral 1'eatures but otherwise normal energy distributions would

be the best cases, we IJo Cep end RW Cyg in the nor the rn neen-

Sphere as being the best and brightest for this. High spatial

resolution measurements at ). 8-13 jJ. to separate the star from the

dust would be more direct but the necessaryres01ution, ..... 0.05""', has

only been achieved to date by lunar occultation measurements 01' the

brightest stars.

The suggestion, that the excess emission in M stars found by

Gillett et aL (1968) _was due to small silicate mineral grains 'was

119

made by Woolf and Ney (1969). Silicates are a common terrestrial

mineral composed of the anion Sian' n > 2, with metallic cation

Fe, Mg, Ca, etc., in a crystal structure. There are many different

types of silicates, eaCh with its own Characteristic spectrum, but

they all. show a resonance in the 10 IJ. region due to the stretching

frequency 01' the 8i-0 bond and a resonance in the 20 IJ. region

due to the bending frequency of the O-Si-O bonds. The identification

wi th silicates was thus strengthened by the discovery by Low and

Krishna S\,;amy (1970) that 0: Ori, an M supergiant with typical

"silicate" excess at 10 IJ., had such a second feature at '" 20 IJ.. The

second resonance is clearly shown for the Trapezium (Fig. 2, Ney et

a1.1973), where there is no possibility of confusion with a stellar

continuum. This identification with silicates is strengthened by the

w-ark of Gi1n:lan (1969) on the likely condensates in the circumstellar

environment. He found that in an oxygen-rich atmosphere [Lce , NO > He

as for M stars) the most likely mineral condensate was just thissili-

cate material. The silicate which makes best use of the least

abundant species, silicon, is (Mg,Fe)2si04 (olivene) f'or which the

mass f'raction f'or solar abundances if f' 1/300. OUtside the earth,

silicates are an important constituent of stony meteorites and are

also found on the Moon (Perry et a1. 1972). The silicate identifi-

cation thus seems at least qUalitatively reasonable; a positive

identification would probably result if a sample 01' comet dust could

be obtained -- some comets [Comet Bennett 19691: Maas et (1970),

Hackwell (197l-b), Wey (1973); Comet Kohoutek -1973f: Forrest and

Merrill (1974), NeY(1974), Merrill (1974)J show 10 IJ. and 20

]20



emission features which are quite similar to those seen around M

stars and in the Trapezium.

l2J.

F d .
A := ,

. "d
F ')., = n2 (v-4)

ii) Expected ·Emission from Dust Grains

The flux at earth from a dust grain of radius a
i
at a

temperature Ti will be given by (Appendix A)

where Md = I Mi is the total mass of dust radiating and (J)..iB/(Ti »
B}.(Ti)Mi)/Md is the average over the cloud. We see, that the

physical parameters which will be important in determining the shape

of the observed emission will be (1) the optical constants e ot' the

F ix
c i
abs ("-2- B1 T.)
D '

(V-l)

grain material(s), (2) the grain sizes and shapes, (3) the run of

temperature through the cloud and (4) the optical depth of the cloud.

The 11 -20 color temperatures of "Silicate typelt excesses of the

where D := distance, grain-earth, B).(Ti) is the .Planck function

(W/cm
2

11- ster) and Q. bi(l) is the grain absorptivity (; emissivity)as

at wavelength L In Appendix B the opacities of grains as a runctacn

of c -= m2 := the complex dielectric constant, grain size and shape is

considered and it is shown that

stars in this study (Table 2b) are in the range 400-700 OK. Since

the emissivity at 20 !J. is less than at 11 !J. for most silicate

materials (Ney and Stein 1974, Chapter VIII), this implies grain

temperatures in the range ..... 250-500 OK. It is seen from the black-

body curves shown in Fig. 25 that Planck functions of these

c i
ebs (V-2)

temperatures tend to be flat in the range 8-13 IJ.; if there is a

distribution of grain temperatures, the average will be even

Clatter. Therefore, the temperature is of Secondary illlportance in

wher-e K),. = mass absorption coefficient (crl/gm) Mi '" mass of the

grain, and the Lj are shape paramet-ers of the grain, L
j
= 1/3 for

spheres. Further, for small grains, 2ooi/). « 1, K)., is independent

of grain size. Combing (V-I) and (V-2) we have

determining the shape ot' the observed emission, at most it can apply

a tilt to the 'approximate relationship

(V-5)

F ix (V-3)
which will be used in the following sections.

For an ensemble of grains in an optically thin cloud, the
d itotal flux t'rom dust grains Fl.' will be the sum of the F)., , Le.



iii) Silicates

In Fig. 25 are given the expected absorptivities (o. emissiti-

ties) of and meteoritic silicates and the selected blackbody.

functions dfscusseu above. Curve A is the K).. for a lunar silica.te
(Moon Rock no. 14321) calculated for a '" 0.2 IJo sphere by Knacke and

Thomson (1973) from the optical constants measured by Perry!! al.

(1972). Knacke and Thom.son found this particular lunar sample to give

the best fit to the observed emission from the TrapeZium. The fit

to our spectra (Fig. 23 and 24) is seen to fairly good except for

(1) minor bumps and wiggles -which don "t show up in the cbaer-ved

spectra [even at the higher resolution 61../)" '" 0.2%) e.l!lployed by

Gammon et (1972), Tref'fers and Cohen (1974), and Treffers (1973)],

and (2) a too rapid fall off longward of '" II IJ.. These two deficiencies

are ac tually quite general properties of most Lunar- and terres trial

silicates which have been measured. Hackwell (1971) studied the

absorption of various ground-up ·silicate materials and found that

same meteoritic silicates 'seemed to have, (1) a smoother spectrum and

(2) more opacity at longer wavelengths, than the terrestrial silicates

he measured. Shown in are his data for material from the

Cold Bokkve1d meteorite [(Curve B, type II carbonaceous chondrite,

mostly elivene and "modified" olivene (Du Fresne and Anders 1962)]

and from the GOalpara meteorite (Curve C; "ureilite," - 9Ofo silicate
(Urey and Craig 1953)] •

The Cold Bokkve1d :tDaterial gdves the best sirigle mat.er-LaL

fit, with no additional assumptions, to the observed spectra. It
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Fig. 25: Mass absorption coefficients of Lunaz- and meteoritic

silicate mineraJ.s and. sej.ected blackbody functions as

described in the text. Curve A: Moon rock no. 14321

(Knacke and Thomson 1973; Perry a1. 1972); Curve B:

Cold Bokk.ve1d meteorite (Hackwell 1971); Curv-e C:

Goalpara meteorite (Hackwell 1971); MIX 1: (Mix 1)

[",,(A) + ",,(e)]/2.
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fits the spectra of X Her and RW Cyg (Fig. 24) quite well, but is

somewhat too peaked to fit the Trapezium and the first i'our M stars

in Fig. 23 a fit lODgward of 11 J.l. and shortward of' 9-5 J.l. can be

made but then there is too much emissivity in between. The effect

of a mixture of minerals is also given in Fig. 25 -- the expected

emissivity of equal parts of Moon rock no. 14321 spheres and the

Goalpara mineral is shown (Mix 1). The addition of Goalpara ureilite

boosts the emissivity at longer wavelengths and gives a better fit

to the observed spectra.

Another effect which may be important in' determining the

observed spectra of silicate grains is their possibly .non-spherical

shapes. The observation o:f linear polarization of the Beckjdn-.

Neugebauer object in the Orion Nebula {nyck et a1. 1973) which was

correlated with the 10 absorption .reature attributed to cold

silicate grains (Gillett and Forrest 1973) can most easily be

under-s-tood in terms of absorption by aligned, non-spherical gretna

in our line of sight. Non-spherical silicate grains are also indi-

cated by the work of Arrhenius and Asunaaa (19'73) on the structure

of the carbonaceous chondrite meteorite Allende. They found that

the low density "matri;lc" or "ground mass" structure was actually

made up of silicate'flakes, - 'x 0.1 x loosely

adhering to each other. Again, samples of cometary dust might shed

light on the likely .shapas of circumstellar silicate condensates.

The importance of shape effects.on grain opacities has been

emphasLzed by Gilra (1972a). The effect of different shapes on the

opacity is discussed in Appendix B; a' general ellipsoidal particle



will have different polarizability and hence opacity depending on the

orientation of the electric vector with respect to the grain axes.

For small grains, the mass opacity "x(Lj) simplifies to eq. 8,
AIJPendix B, where &1' £:2 are the optical constants of the material

and the Lj'S are the (three) shape parameters of the grain, L
j

1/3

for a sphere. Using the optical constant data for Moon rock no. l4}21

from Perry et 801. (1972) we have calculated the expected opacities

as a function of the shape parameter Lj, the results for some shapes

are given in Fig. 26. It is seen that since 0 for this

mate:rial, there are no strong sharp resonances. The effect of a.

lower Lj is to (1)- increase the overall emissivity and (2) push the

peak emissivity to longer wavelengths. The first eff'ect is easy to

understand as small Lj cor-r-es'pcnds to the electric vector along one

of' the longer axes of' an asymmetric grain end hence higher po.Laz-Lza-

bility and opacity. The second ef'f'ect is dUe to the increasing

.lmpor-t.ance of' £:2' which peaks at 1 :: II IJ., in detennining the shape

of the resonance (eq., 8, Appendix B). The existence of some

asymmetric grains, with Lj < 1/3 will thus (1) tend to smooth out

the emissivity structure and (2) boost the emiSSivity_at longer

wavelengths. A s-impj.e nfxture of one part sphere [L :: (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)}

plus three parts of asymmetric spheroid [L (0.1, 0.35, 0.55)]

denoted "lUx 2" is shown in Fig. 26. The resulting emissivity is

aJ..:most identical in shape to "Mi.x 1" considered earlier, without the

objectional bump at '" 10.5 -It gives a closer representation,

though not exact, of' the observed spectra than spheres e.Lona;

The grain size wIll also ai'fect the emissivity; for large

grains calculations. are only tractable (Appendix B)f'or spheres, so
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Effects of particle Shape and size on the absorption

coefficient of a lunar silicate. L
j
is the ahape

parameter, Mix 2 is the absorption coefficient f'or

a mixture of shapes, and Mix 3 is the absorption

coefficient for a mixture of equal, masses of a s 0.2 tJ.

and a=:2 IJ. grains as described in the text.
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we will only consider large spheres here. The opacity for Moon rock

no. 14321 in the- 10 IJ. region is nearly that of small epceree for a,

the grain radius, < llJo. For a 2: 1 IJo the opacity at A:::::. 8 IJ. is

unchanged, the peak opacity is decreased, and -the opacity at longer

wavelengths is increased; i.e. the 10 IJ. feature is flattened out.

The result for a '" llJo (L;e , 2rra/1. ::: 0.63) is Dearly identical to

the Curve "Mb:: 1" in Fig. 25. The result for a '" 4 IJ. is shown in

Fig. 27 in comparison to the spectrum of R Leo. The result for a

mixture of equal masses of'a:5. 0.2 IJo grains and a '" 2 J.l. .gredne

(",''Mix 3") is given in Fig. 26; it provides the best fit to the

observed silicate features of the mixes considered here. The

question of the existence of some larger grains is uncer-t.ai.nj the

interstellar grain mcdaLs (Aaneet.ad and Purcell 1973) and circum-

stellar polarization models (Sha;wll972) indicate a;:£ 0.1\.1, Le.

small grains. However, an admixture of larger grains, which would

have relatively less opacity/mass and give nearly neutral extinction

at visual wave.Leng ths does not appear to be ruled -out. The problem

of growing such, larger grains in the circumstellar environment may

be more difficult.

In summary, by, considering only a few reasonable Ifu.ysical

effects, chemical composition, grain size and shape, a fairly good

fit to the observed emission spectra in some M stars and the

Trapezium can be obtained from the available data on lunar and/or

meteoritic silicates. We consider this as supportive of the silicate

hypothesis. It should be pointed out that "Whatever mechanism is

invoked, it must be fairly ubiquitous, many stars showing nearly
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identical spectra which are in turn nearly identical to the emission

spectrum of the Trapezium which in turn provides a good fi t to the

10 IJ. a.bsorption features found in highly extinguished cojecte all

over the galaxy (Gillett a.nd Forrest 1973; Gillett et aL 1974;

Aitken and Jones 1973; Merrill and Soifer 1974) and at the galactic

center (Woolf 1972). Again.. of comet 'dust, could help

answer some of these ques-t Ions , In addition, further information

about the optical constants of meteoritic Silicates, such as the

silicate fiakes described by Arrhenius and Asunmara (1973), or OD

other amorphous silicate material.. would aid in the interpretation

of the observed spect.ra,

Iv) R Leo

The excess emission from R Leo (Fig. 23) seems to be signifi-

canUy different than some other M-Miras and the TrapeZium in that

there is relatively less -flux )..< 9 IJ. and more flux }., > II IJ. than for

these other objects. These peculiarities have been noted by Ha.ckwell

(1971,1972) and Treffers and Cohen (1974); the difference can't

entirely be due to the nonnalization of the stellar continuum which

is subtracted because the spectrum of R Leo is different than, say,

oCet even before subtraction. To improve the statistical significance..

excesses .rr-cm the three available spectra of R Leo (taken in January,

14a.rch.. and May of1972) have been derived by subtraction as described

above, normalized and averaged together; the result is shown. in Fig.

27 with error bars plotted if a /S ± 10% plus some typical error

lJl 132

Fig. 27: Spectral energy distribution of' the average excess

emission f'rcm R Leo compared- to the absorption coerxfct.ent

of' large lunar silicate spheres and the possible er'rect

of' optical depth on the TrapeZium specta-um as d.escribed.

in the text.
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bars in the range 9-13 jJ.. The t'eaturesnoted above are evident and

the ...... 15% "dip" centered at ...... 11.8 f.J. mentioned earlier is still

a=4fL Moon rockl4321 present. The lIaip," if' real, could be due to a grain material. of

say, ccet. and the Trapezium. Then the grain temperature, size and

temperatures in the range", 300-400 OK. Further, this calor tem-

shape of' the grains, and the optical depth of the shell may affect

spurious. We will consider possible physical effects which might

the observed spectrum.

Trapezium or the Trapezium-like excesses, or, alternatively, an

First consider grain temperature: to give the observed

different chemical composition, as there is no such dip in the

First, assume the grain material is the same for R Leo as for,

explain the different spectrum of R Leo.

deficiency for A < 9 and enhancement for). > II a grain tem-

perature < 200 OK (see Fig'. 25) would be required. However, the

color temperature of the excess in R Leo is (Table 2b )

'" 500 OK, and this implies, as discussed earlier, probable grain

.... 15$ dip in the stellar continuum. The "dip" is not seen in the

perature is typical of other M stars and much higher than for the

Trapezium; therefore, independent of the emissirity ratio ell!

a much lower grain temperature for the dust around R Leo relative to

(albeit noisier) spectrum of Hackwell (1971, 1972) so it may be

T 10fL
«I
1.1

_____ 2.2
3.3

( I-e-T\ ) F},.(Trap)
T},.

... _y......-".IJ.,eo,... .
• - e. :r.. ••e. .r·••• eo •.!

T"l 1
:. ave excess, R Leo

TI
T"Jl"11""1

Q)
>-c

I
::L.
'l'e 10
o
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other M stars and the Trapezium is ruled out if the grain material.

8 9 10 II
),.(j-L)

12 13
'Ls the same. Thus, grain temperature alone is insufficient to

explain the observed spectrum.
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The 10 I! emission from the I'r-apez.i.ura is known to be optically

( -4TlOj.L '" 10 ) Ney et 1973). If the optical. depth is

increased, the emission peak will tend to be flattened out. As a

first epprcxtmetaon, neglecting the radiation transfer problem in an

optically thick cloud, we consider the radiation from the Trapezium

to be given by

where -rA- 1, 'abeam is the angular size of the observing diaphragm

and is the average Planck f'unction for the beam used. Then, if'

'" const II 8-13 \1-, 1'1 '" and the effect of increasing the

optical depth will be, neglecting temperature structure in the

given by

FA(T) (1 - e-1'l.
) abeam ('\)

"J. _ e-'Il FTra:P (T = 0)TA A

The resulting spectra, _with TA '" observed), for different

values Of'1'10 is shown in Fig. 27. The curve for T « 1
" 1"»

corresponds to the observed Trapezium spectrum. It is seen that

'" 2-3 is required to give the necessary enhancement at_ longer

wavelengths. In this case the simple subtraction of stellar con-

tinuum is no longer valid w_ the continuum will be modified by the

opacity of the envelope. The possibility of optical depth as the

sale explanation of the long wave excess appears to be ruled out

by (1) lack of corresponding increase a.t }. < 9 IJo in the observed
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spectra and (2) the fact that R Leo has, if anything, less bo1emetric

excess than the average Mira variable; if the shell were going

optically thick at 10 IJo we vouj.d expect an increased optical depth

at 1.5 !J. and therefore more absorption and re-emission of starlight

by the shell (L;e . larger a). This is not observed (Tables 2a.. b).

Grain size and shape will affect _the emissivity. Using Moon

rock no. 14321 as an example, we see (Fig. 26) that ,shape alone is

insufficient to explain the emission longward of 11 IJ.. The calcUlated

emissivity for a == 4!J. grains of Moon rock no. 14321 is shown in

Fig. 27; the flatter spectrum with emission at longer,wavelengths is

just what is needed to explain the R Leo excess. However, the more

rapid fall off}. <;9!J. is not reproduced, but this f'eature is senst-

tive to the level of the assumed continuum of the star for R Leo.

This requires very large grains, more than 10 times the size

normally thought to exist in circumstellar and interstellar space.

In, the intrinsic polarization of R Leo doesn't suggest

such large grains (Shawl 1972) . Large grains appear to be one

possibility for explaining the observed spectrum, but questions such

as other observable consequences of large grains and the problem of

growing such, grains around stars would have to considered also.

The chemical composition of grains will certaiIily ai'fect the

specta-um. However, it is not trivial to find a silicate material,

which appear to be the most likely cf.r-cumst.aLl.ar- condensates, which

give as much eDission A > 11 as seen ,in R Leo. In addition, if

large grains eild/ora different chemical- composition az-e . invoked, one

has to explain how they occur in R Leo, which is believed to be a
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perlectly normal M-type Mira, and not, SlLYj ccet or R Cas. Further,

the mechanism can't be too prevalent because there is little if any

of this material present in the pr-esumahLy inters.tellar dust grains

of the Trapezh1Ill. A larger grain albedo 1-5 j.I is a possible alternative.

The final possibility which will be considered is deviation

of the stellar contanuum from the assumed r- 2500 OK blackbody. Since

the peculiar R Leo type spectrum only occurs in stars with small

excess (i.e. $ 1), this Seems entirely possible. In stars

with a large excess, Le. 2.5 as for R Cas, RW cse, u cep.. the
derived excess is seen to be quite similar to the TrapeziUIC. There

are, however, some M stars with small excess, a.». oCet, f3 10 j.l '" 1.25,

whose derived excess isn't noticeably peculiar -- one now has to

explain why only some stars have peculiar continua. On the other

hand, it is significant that the "excess" as derived by subtraction

is,always positive, > 0; whereas an apparently negative "excess"

would be possible for a Sufficiently depressed stellar continuUIC;

This question could be resolved by high spatial resolution measure-

ments to separate the stellar and circumstellar contributions to

the observed flux.

We conclude that large grains, ·a different chemical compo-

st tdon of the grains, or a non-blackbody stellar continuum may be

the cause(s) of the anomalous spectral excess of R Leo.

E. S Stars

The exceeses of the "pure" S star RAnd (ap:s6,6e), the

SCM) star X Cyg (8];I:S7,1e) and the M(S) star T Cas (sP:M6e J S star
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characteristics noted by Spfrrrad and Newburn 1965) derived as for

the M stars is shown in Fig. 28 .. along with the total observed

flux from the "pure" S star W Aql (8p:83,ge). For W Aq1 the

energy distribution could be described by an 1500 OK blackbody

plus an excess described- by an 550 OK blackbody at longer wave-

lengths. Ii' the cool blackbody is ascribed to circumstellar

emission from dust, the fractional amount of energy from dust is

a(550 OK) 0.66 and so contribution from the star is

negligible here. The spectrum of WAql is seen to be quite smooth.

A "silicate" emission feature, if present, is :;; lC1fo of the continuum.

The other S stars have excesses which are similar to the M

stars considered earlier. For X. Cyg and especially T Cas the peak

at 10 is less pronounced and there is relatively more excess at

longer wavelengths; the same considerations which apply to R Leo will.

apply here.

In summary, for some S stars the excess is quite similar to

that observed for M stars; an explanation in terms" of silicate grains

is indicated. For W Aql, the excess is smooth and blackbody-like,

similar to the spectrum of R-CrR (Chapter VI). In addition, the

bul.ometc-Lc excess, "a "'" 0 .66, is much larger than the other M and S

stars considered here and is more like that seen in the carbon

Miras and R CrB. An explanation in terms of silicate grains in- an

optically thick cloud is possible but the optical depth (Fig. 27)

necessary to suppress the 10 "silicate feature" is on the order

-t > 3. Alternatively, a different, "b.Lackbody" grain materiallOj.\- .....
could be present as is seen in R CrE and the carbon Miras.



1s plotted as discussed in the text.
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C. Carbon stars

i) Observed Emission

The spectra. of the carbon stars -in the 8-13 IJ. region consists

of a smooth continuum on which is superimposed an emission feature

in the range II 10-12.5 IJ.. In the case of" the Mira variables and

V Hya it is believed (Pig. 14, 15, Chapter IV) the continuum ts in

excess of that expected from the star alone and is ascribed to

radiation from ctrcums te.Ll.ar grains with opacity at all wavelengths

obs er-ved , Such "hLackbody" grains also would explain the broad,

sncotn spectr-e seen in WAql and R CrB. The additional emission

feature U. 10-12.5 IJ. has been observed by Hackwell (1971, 1972) and

Treffers and Cohen (1974) and attributed by Treff'ers and Cohen (1974)

and Gilra (1972a,b) to radiation from small silicon carbide (SiC)

grains.

The total observed spectrum for V Cyg is ebcsn at the top

of Fig. 29. It is seen to consist of the aforementioned smooth

continuum, with a possible dOwnturn A <·8 IJ., plus the emission

feature. The continuum ).. < 10 IJ. and )..> 12.5 IJ.for the carbon stars

has been fit' with a single blackbody function, as shown in the

figure f'or V Cyg. The continuum is then SUbtracted, the resUltant

excess emission features are also shown in Fig. 29. The ]?8.rameter

f3'). sa [F1{observed} - F).(continuum)] F).-l(continuum) measures the

strength of the emission feature relative to the contanuum, aU
• •

reaches a maximum of '" 0.75 for V Cyg and T Dra and a minimum of

0.23 f'or the extreme infrared carbon star IRC +10216. In addition,
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Fig. 29: Spectral energy distribution of the emission feature of

carbon stars and the total nux from V Cyg. The average

of the normalized excesses of V ere, T Dra, R Lep , and

V Hya is plotted with error bars if cr/s :<': ± 6%.
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the normalized excesses of V Cyg, T Dra, R Lep , and V Rya have been

averaged and are shown, in Fig. 29 with error bats if o-/s 2: ± 6%.
The emission features are all contained between, 10 l.J. and

..... 12.5 "". The composite aver-age encss a smooth "bump" with abroad

peak at 11. - 11 1-11 a possible "st-ep" at }.. ..... 10.3 JJ. before the steep

.44

The main f'eatures are described in terms of' a strong funda-

mental lattice absorption band at 12.6 flo. For smaJ.l grains, the peak

ii) hIJected Emission

depreseton'' in late-tYlle carbon stars could be due to absorption by

rise to maximum, and a relatively slower rollof'f' l.ongward of maximwn.

of Gilman (1969) that SiC would, along with graphite, be the most

The higher resolution 'PAIl. ..... a .2%) employed by Treffers and Cohen

(1974) revealed no further structure in this feature. 'the identifi-

Measuz-emerrta of' the optical constants of pure SiC by Spitzer

of the emission discussed in Section ii)(a) below; (2) the prediction

cation with silicon carbide comes from (1) the well-defined extent

likely .condensace f'or stars with NC > NO' Lce , carbon stars. In

addition, Gil.ra ,(1972b) has suggested that the well-known "violet

Ca) SiC

SiC,grains; the absorption edge of' SiC occurs at )..'-

al. show that its opt.Leal, propertieslongward of the

intrinsic absorption edge at}.. '" 0.43 flo are particularly simple.

,emissivity (Appendix B) will depend on the 'shape. ::Parameter Lj and

will rang-e from 1. (L. = 0) = 12.6 1.1. = At 'Where e., the, max J ransverSe "-
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For

imaginary part of the dielectric constent, peaks to 1 (L. =-1) =max J

10·3 IJ. = 110ngitudinal where e1 '" O. Thus one main feature of the

observed emission feature, its limited extent, is explained.

Further, Spitzer at a1. (1959a)show there are no ether strong

resonances for A > 12.6 IJ.- so the lack of features at 20 j.1 is ease

understood.

The mass absorption coefficient for a sphere, L
j
'" 1/3, is

shown in Fig. 30. The emissivity is in the form of a shar-p resonance,

of approximately Lorentzian line shape,

centered at Ao = lO.TlJo and with a:f"uJ.l width half maximum given by

& "" 0.06 I-l.. For a general ellipsoidal "grain with three shape

parameters, there will be 3 resonances, each with its own-set of

For 1 > L. > 0 the A lie between. ,... J - 0

-:s 1 0 :s l t r ans, the xmax l"iebetween 2 x 104 c:J1J2Jgro :::: xmax :s
8.5 x 105 cm2Jgm,and the 6:1.. lie_ between 0.05 IJ. S a: :s 0.08 1-1'

non-ellipsoidal grains or a mixture of shapes these strong resonances

will tend to be washed out. The results for two particular shape

mixtures taken from Treffers and Cohen (1974) is shown in Fig. 30.

It is seen that a smooth distribution in absorptivity between

10·3 IJ. :::: 1 :::: 12.6 iJ. can be explained by a smooth distribution of

shapes; it seems reasonable that by consideration of' shape effects

alone, a fair representation of the observed spectra (Fig. 29) may

be attained.
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Fig. 30, Mass absorption_coefficients for small silicon carbide

grains and graphite spheres. AL, refer to the longi-

tudinal. and transverse resonance wavelengths of silicon

carbide described in the text and the shape mixtures

("All shapes," "Prolate shapes") are from Treff'ers and

Cohen (1974).



Si C
Other physical effects which may be important in deter1!lining

the observed spectra are temperature, optical depth, grain size,

and crystal impurities and/or Imperf'ect.Lcna , The temperature of the
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SiC grains is completely unknown -- there is no color tempera.ture as

for silicate grains and we only know .!priori' that 0:::: Tgr ain :5 Tvapor'
where Tvapor is the vaporization temperature for SiC, 1700 OK

(Gillman 1969). Because the wavelength range is small a temperature

can only apply a tilt to the spectrum, such a.tilt is seen between

the composite average spectrum and that of IRe +1.0216 in Fig. 29.

This is expected because the blackbody temperature needed to fit the

"blackbody" excess in IRe +10216 is lower (T '" 600 OK) than that

needed to fit the ''blackbody'' excess in the other carbon Miras here

(T "" 1000 OK)•

Optical depth will tend to flatten a peeked spectrum (see

Fig. 27). It will be hard to distinguish between the effects of

optical depth and the effects of different distributions of shapes,

or possibly non-ej.Lfpsoddaj, shapes. If the optical depth is con-

siderab1e, Til > 1, then the method adopted here to derive the.- .
excess emission is not correct; the "contdnuum" will be modified

in the 10-12.5 region by the absorption of SiC in the shell.

Since the peak strength of the absorption feature of SiC

grains is very large, "max "" 105 cm2fgm., grain size effects will be
impot'tant even for moderate grain sizes as the indivfdual grain

becomes optically thick. Treffers (19'73) has reported the work of

Gilra which shows that for a "" 1 spheres, there will be, in

addition to the primary resonance 'at"" 10.7 a second absorption

8 9 10 "
A (fL)
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peak which is even larger at '" 13.1 1Jo. No such excess A > 13 IJo is

observed so the SiC gxafne around carbon must be smaller than

We conclude that small silicon carbide grains are probably

responsible for the lllO-12.5 lJ. emission featur-e observed in late-

type carbon stars. The smooth nature of the peak implies that non-

spherical grains must be present; a smooth distribution of shapes

be tv..een Lj '" 0 and 1 or possibly non-elli'psoidal grains are required

to explain this feature.

(b) Graphite

The smooth "hl.ackbody" excess seen in carbon stars (Fig. 14..

15, 29) requires a grain material with opacity at all wavelengths.

The most likely material, both i'rom the standpoint of abundance

[f(C) 1/300J in the carbon star atmosPhere and likelihood of con-

hexagone.L E , has been measured by Tart and Philipp (1965).
J.

Additional work on the anisotropy and dependence on surface structure

and temperature or the optdcaj, 'properties has- been done by Autio

and Scala (1966). Calculations (Appendix B) of the ebsorptdon

coefficient for graphite using the data of Taft and Philipp have

been made; the calculations apply to the (two) directions 'parallel

to, the hexagonal pl<mes, the (one) direction perpendicular to the

plane will probably have a much smaller absorption coefficient, at

least for 2rra/l < 1.

For small grains, the data of Taft and Ihillip imply ror

x ;c. 3 1Jo, Lj > 0 (Appendix B)

L.e , the absor.ptivity (emissivity) goes as '" 1/)..2. The exact result
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densation in the circumstellar environment around carbon stars

(Hoyle and Wickramasinghel96,2; Gilman 1969) is solid carbon. Solid

for E
J.

Over a

in small spheres (L. -=: 1/3) for II 7-14lJ.
J

short wave.Leng'th interval:' small grains at

is given in Fig. 30.

a single temperature

carbon comes in many forms and it is unknown which will occur; we

will assume here that the condenses as graphite.

Graphite grows in a hexagonal lattice with the DC conduc-

tivity paraJ.J.el to the "ell axis (L.e, perpendieu1ar to the hexagonal
3 .

planes) all 3 x 10 small.er than the conductivity :perpendiculi.r aJ,'

This means the cptf.caf pr-oper-tdea will be anisotro.pic, acting like

a conductor for EJ, and a dielectric for Ell. The optical constants

for E-field perpendicular to the "c" axis (g-vectcr in the "basal" =

may mimic a blackbody spectrum. Over a larger wavelength interval,

however, the emission will (1) be narrower than a blackbody, (2) fall

off more rapidly (F).. '" 1/).6) at long wavelengths than a blackbody
. (!).."" II)..4). The observed", blackbody shape, Le. even out to 20 ..

the longest wavelength observed.. the i'lux doesn't fall. as fast as

1/>..6, could be due to (1) a distribution of bemjereturee in the

envelope [Ls e , such that '" 1).. (TBB) Ceq. V-4)}, (2) o.ptical

depth; an isothennal.. optically thick shell of' angular size Oshell

would give a flux
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shell ( -T'F = 1 - e A) 0 R (T )x sheD. -Jo.. shell
more information about the radiating material. In addition" the

which is characteristic of the interstellar extinction curve and has

something about the grain material or the conditions in the circum-

stellar envelope wher-e the grains reside. A positive identification

In the case otmaterial" in comets could be primordia1.

To supplement the light' curves (broad band fluxes vs . time)

D. Spectra Vs. Time

taining free carbon (Urey and Craig 1.953).

date (Gaustad et aJ.. 1969; Johnson and Mendez 1970; Gillett and

Forrest 1974; Merrill 1974b), Lnc.Iuddng some with energy distri-

presented in Chapter IV" vs . time for oCet" ,R cee and Cep

but.Lens which indicate large excess even at 3 may indicate

wi th graphite would probably result if the 2200 Rabsorption feature

[Comet Bennett 1969i: Maas et a1. (1970), Ney (197J); Comet

Kohoutek 1973f: Forrest and Merrill (1974L Ney (lgr4), Merrill

(1974)]. In the oxygen-z-Lch (NO> HC) solar nebula" solid

carbon is not 1ikely to condense but some of the solid

features at 10 ilo and 20 ilo there is also an '" ,blackbody continuum

vation very difficult if not impossible. Samples of comet dust

the aforementioned Violet deficiency which would make this obaer-.

been attributed to small graphite grains (Aanestad and Purcell 1973)

narrow 3.1 absorption feature seen in all. carbon stars observed to

meteorites" the "carbonaceous chondrite" type are notable for con-

were observed. However, these stars are cool and" in addition" have

might shed some light on this; in addition to the silicate emission

U) Grain size. Larger grains will have an opacity given by 'It).

cons t for 2:rra/).. > J. and 'It l '" 1/)...2 rOT 2na/). < 1. The long wave

opacity is enhanced over the small sphere value for 2rra/A :s 1.
This will have two effects: (e) grains a.t a single temperature

will give a blackbody spectrum for 1 < 2na but eventually will fall

off rapidly thereafter. To explain a blackbody out to 1 '" 10 J..l.

requires a 1.5 IJ. grains. To eJqllain a. blackbody out to A "" 20 J..l.

requires a ..., 3 J..l. grains. These are larger than the grains thought

to exist in interstellar and circumstellar space (a %0.1 J..l.)

(b) The larger grains wil.l come to a lower temperature due to their

reduced ratio (£vi/ 'rR) as described in Appendix A. This will.

enhance their contribution relative to small grains at ,longer wave-

lengths but will increase the relative mass of large grains Ceq. V-4)
required. (4) A combination of (l)-O).

In summary, it -appears that graphite grains are good candidates

for the source of the: "hl.ackbody" excesses seenan carbon stars (also

R CrE and, possibly, WAql). The abundance is -large, condensation

is expected, the emissivity is broad and smooth as desired" and the

observed blackbody shape may result from the reasonable physical

effects discussed above. The identification here is necessarily not

definite because there are no characterist.ic features "Which

graphite in tbis wavelength range. If the downturn A < seen in

some carbon stars is real (see Fig. 29, V Cyg)" then it could give



are presented in Fig. 31· The total. observed flux, with -arbitrary

-vertical normaliz.ation, is plotted vs , wavelength with time increasing

downward. The blackbody curves are typical stellar continua,

referring to the spectrum just above, -which would be subtracted to

derive the excesses discussed in the earlier section. The spectra

of R Cas (late MMira), covering the time November 1969 - September

1973 and phases 0.14-0.86, show no large change Ln-trie strength of

the "silicate feature" centered at 1 - 9.7,iJ. relative to continuum

with time. Likewise the earlier spectrum ,of IJ. Cap (early M super-

giant) -taken by Gillett et 2:!.:. (1968) on 17 October 1967 ill agree
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Fig. -31: Spectral energy distribution as a f'unction of time from

oCet, R Cas and Cep, The dates of observation and

visual. phases for the various spectra areas follows:

well wi'th the spectrum obtained here in June 1973. In addition,

broad band observations at intermediate times indicate only srIialJ.

variations in actual flux for this star -- Cep is another semi-

regular vli'riab1e which has maintained a stable dust shell over the

- 6 years of observation.

The spectra of oCet, on the other hand, indicate a decrease

in the strength of the silicate feature with time between the earlier

(17 October 1967 ur) observations of Gillett .:':! al. (1968) and the

present series (December 1971 - December 1973). The present series

are probably consistent with a constant spectral shape" the main

differences being in the 9-10 j.L region where the atmospheric ozone

absorption can affect the corrected spectrum as described in Chapter

II. Th'e dif'fexence between the earlier spectrum and the present

series is believed to be -s-ignificant; ,if the spectra' are normakfzed

at 1 - 8 there will be excess at aU. wavelengths}. > 8 lJ.. In

addition, the early spectrum of ocet was taken on the same night with

oCet R Cas J.I. Cep
Date (UT) Phase (N) Date (UT) Phase (N) Date (UT) Phase

a 17 Oct 67 0.96(- 4) 22 Nov 69 0.86(- i.) 17 Oct 67

b 13 Dec n, 0.45(1) 13 Nov 70 0.71(0) 17 June 73

c 10 Jan 72 0.54(1) 17 Dec 71 0.64(1)

• Ii- Nov 72 0.41(2) 4 Nov 72 0.39(2)

e 4 Dec 72 0.50(2) 21 Sep 73 0.14(3)

t 18 Dec 73 0.64(3)
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Taking Rir* 4 as

20 km/s typical for

so a decrease over the

Further, it is believed that the difference in phase {Lve , stellar

temperature, luminosity) between the early observation and,the present

series is alone insufficient to explain the spectral difference3

01' gas and dust indicated by mass loss (Chapter VIII) will be, in the
. 1 .

absence of production of new dust, t '" 'rabs/'Tabs '" 2" Ra/Rd3 where
Tabs'" Kabs(Mi4rrRd2)3 Rd is (average) distance 01' dust 1'rom the star

other hand, the time scale for "decrease of dust" due to the departure

(unobserved) four year period would seem possible, even with a

of cep, which in turn agrees with the current spectrum of Cep

the same equipment and atmosIheric correction as the early spectrum

of about a factor of 2 in the amount of dust around oeet. On the

the spectra indicate a secular decrease3 on a time scale of 4 years,

moderate rate of production of new dust.

and Rd is the recessional velocity of the dust.

indicated by the data on mass loss and Vd =. Rd
M stars (Chapter VIII), we have l.5 years,

witness R Cas measured at different phases. 'l'herefore3 we conclude

using the current equipnent and atmospheric correction techniques.
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VI. R c-s

A. Characteristics of R CrE Stars

Observations in the Visual Region

The R CrB variable stars comprise an extremely rare ("" 30

known in our Galaxy) group of carcon-r-tcn, hydrogen-poor stars of

high luminosity. The characteristic temporal behavior consists of:

(a) A fairly constant brightness at maximum which may

persist for months or years but is eventually

interrupted by

(b) A sudden decrease, on time scales;:; 10 days, in the

apparent visual brightness by considerable amounts

(..... 1-9 mag, ..... factor 2.5-4000). The faint state may

last anywhere from tens of days to several years but

eventually ends with

(c) A rise back to maximum. The rise to maximum tends to

take longer (order of months) and be somewhat irregular

following an extended minimum period but can be nearly

as rapf.d (t "" 20 days) as the decrease following a

short, sharp minimum.

The drops _in brightness take place at irregular drrter-ve.Le j Sterne

(1934) has shown statistically that for R Cr-B itself the times of

minima were completely random over the period 1852-1933_ Quoting

Sterne: "Most of the lmown variable stars are periodic, probably

with errors of period that vary from star to star; but such stars
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can still be termed "per-Lodj.c , I R Coronae Borealis is not at all

periodic, and the causes of such widely different 'types of

variation must differ. So far as causes are concerned, then,

variable stars of the idea.lly irregular tYIJe must be of a different

nature from all others _11

The visual light at maximum is nearly constant but aupe rc

imposed on this can be smaj.L oscillations. For R OrB itself the

oscillations have a range tN ...., 0.2 mag with a per-Lod >, 44 days,

and, there may also be radial velocity variations of ...., 5 km./s (Fernie

a1. 1972). For RY Sgr the oscillations have been extensively

studied by Alexander et al. (1972). The period is 38.6 days,

t:.V '" 0.5 mag, and the radial velocity variation is ,... 30 km/s.

This seems to definitely establish that at least some R CrB stars

are also (small amplitude) pulsating variables. Alexander et al.

(1972) also found that the regular oscillations in BY Sgr continued

unabat.ed even "When the star was ...., 5 mag below maximum light. Taking

M "" 1 M S. "" 104 :'0' T "" 6000 OK (i.e. r .. "" 100 r " then the free* * . *
fall time 'T = (Gp*)-1/2 = 38 days, thus it seems likely that the basic
mechanism of pulsation is s:lmiJ.a.r to that operating in the Mira vara.,

ab'Lee , The existence of pulSation is at least qualitatively ccnajatent

with the York of. Tr1mllle (1972) on the :iJlBtabilities of. heUum stars.

The spectra. (of the ...... 15 -actually observed) at maximum are

distinguished by evident high luminosity (i.e. law surface gravity),

high carbon abundance (including bands of 02 and cn) , and the

almost complete absence of hydrogen (lines of hydrogen are only

just seen at high dispersion, there is no evidence for the CR

l58



molecule). 'Ihe spectral classes range from", early E (T* 15,000 OK)

through F (R CrE ,..., F8, T* '" 6000 OK) to late C (T*,..., 2500 OK). The

peculiar abundances are thought to result from nuclear processing

earlier in the star's life plus the possible ejection of a hydrogen-

rich envelope (Warner 1967; Wallerstein 1973). The existence of

helium in the stars' atmospheres has not been definitely established

by direct observation but is believed to exist in order to (1) con-

serve the mass of the originally hydrogen-rich material (Wallerstein

1973) and (2) provide some of the continuous opacity in the stellar

atmosphere (Warner 1)67).

The spectra during a minimum exhibit many peculiarities of

which we mention:

(1) As the star fades in light, the normal photospheric

absorption spectrum appears unchanged except that as the star

approaches minimum the lines become "veiled" or apparently weakened.

In the case of BY Sgr the veiling has been attributed to overlying

continuum emission due to the electron attacbment spectrum of CN

by Alexander et a1. (1972). Another source of continuum emtsetcn

at visual wavelengths might be the .rree-xree radiation from a low

temperature (T"'" 3000 OK) c trcumst.ejj.er plasma discussed by Milkey

and Dyck (1973). Alternatively, the "line weakening" could be

caused by scattering off an expanding circwnstellar dust envelope

as suggested by Woolf (1970); this possibility is discussed further

in Section VITI-G.

(2) In add.ition to the extinguished stellar spectrum, a

large number of low-excitat.ion blue-shifted emission lines appear
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near the beginning of a minimum and then gradually disappear (time

ecete >, 50 days). Emission from He I may be present [;i. 3888:

Herbig (1949), Alexander et a1. 0..972); ;i. 10830: Wing et a1. (19'72)]

but has hydrogen been observed in emission. This is . in

distinct contrast to the Me, Se, and Ce variables which show

prominent hydrogen emission during certain phases. Herbig (1949)

also made the im,portant observation that the intens.ity of the

emission lines could not be expla.ined merely by the weakening of

the stellar continuum, i.e. their appearance and strength must be

somehow linked to the mechanism which causes the reduction in

vtsuer, l.ight.

(3) There appear narrow, blue diSplaced (,..., 30_.200 km/s)

absorption lines which may be due to an expanding shell. There are

also broad (....... 200-300 kmjs vtce) emission and absorption lines which

may indicate an expanding shell.

(4) After the emission lines disappear, a nearly normal

stellar spectrum is recovered even when the visual light is several

magnitudes cet.o« maximum. Thus, the spectroscopically determined

luminosity and -teepe.rat.ur-e of the star would be the same as at

maximum but the observed apparent luminosity is considerably less.

:8. Single Star Hypothesis --

Observations in the Infrared

These peculiar properties of the light and spectroscopic

variat.ions have led to speculat.ion that the sudden decreases of

visual light are due to occultation of the star by a cloud of
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solid grains interposed between us and the star. Loretta (1934)

and O'Keefe (1939) proposed that the occulting clouds originate in

the star itself) with matter er-upt Lng from the surface of the star

and condensing into small grains which are very efficient attenuators

of visual light. O'Keefe (1939) considered the physics of graphite

formation in a cloud of stellar matter as it recedes from the star

and found sufficient number-s of graphite grains could condense when

R.:z: 8 r* on tiJlle scales of....., 40 days (for a grain radius of 1

The discovery by Stein et al. (1969) of excess emission from

R CrB over the wavelength range All. 3.5-11.5 \.l. appeared to confirm

the obecurat ton hypothesis as the amount of flux missing at visual

wavelengths was approximately equal to the excess flux observed at

ini'rared wavelengths. The infrared nux was fit well by an ..... 900 OK

blackbody. A similar conclusion was reached by Lee and Feast (1569)

in the case of RY Sgr, an R CrE variable quite similar spect.rosccp,

ically to R CrE itself. ']hey also found that the flux missing at

visual wavelengths was approximately accounted for "by the infrared

excess, which again was fit by an "" 900 OK blackbody. These

observations were thus suggestive of a star of constant luminosity

which is inibedded in an approximately spherically symmetric shell

of dust grains which are responsible for the attenuation of visual

light and thereafter re_radiate the absorbed portion in the infrared.

Further observation of R CrE in the infrared by Forrest

a1. (1971, 1972) showed that this siUW1e model for the otrcumstej.Lar

envelope could not be true. A light curve for R CrE, showing the

visual magnitude from the MVSO (Mayall 1973), the 2.3-11 !Jo

l62

Fig. 32: Polarization and photometric data on R CrB.
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(VI-I)

vat.Lons might be consistent w:i.th a "discrete cloud" model for the

to be ruled out. Forrest et al. (1972) concluded that the obser-

and a spherically symmetric model for the obscuring shell appears

Q( ..... 0.3. The infrared and visual light are thus not ent.Lcccc-rejat.en

(a factor of ,.... 250) while the infrared remained nearly constant at

apparent visual luminosity decreased by at least 6 magnitUdes

During the March_JLU1e 1972 short, sharp minimum (Fig. 32) the

JD +1033 "When the infrared flux was the maximum. A high f'Lux level

the infrared f'Lux was rw the minimum observed to date, to rw 0.7 on

sarily accompanf.ed by corresponding increases in the infrared.

total excess infrared nux to the total 11.ux from the V ::::: 6.0,

conversely, large decreases in visual light are not neces_

normal maximum of V rw 6.0. If we define Q' as the ratio of the

is confirmed by the infrared measurements of Hackwell (1972).

T* c: 6009 OK star, assumed to be constant, Le.:

Then 0' increased from rw 0.2 on 3D +666 ('" 3D 2,440,000+666) when

early 1970 to early 1971 the inf'rared muxes increased dramatically

while the visual flux remained ap:proxiInately constant at near its

magnitudes of this study, the 20 magnitudes of this study,

Morrison and Simon (1973) and Simon (1973), and the visual poj.ar-L,

zation measurements of Serkowski and Kruszewski (1969) and Coyne

and Shawl (1973), is presented in Fig. 32. It is seen that from
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discrete, optically thick individual clouds interspersed with

relatively clear areas. The apparent visual flux is determined

by whether our line of sight happens to intersect a cloud or

clouds or passes through the relatively clear areas between. The

infrared measurements are more democratic, they sample the whole

cloud complex and thus monitor the average cloud cover at any

particular time. This model vas supported by the fact that the

average cloud cover, as monitored by the visual flux from 1852-1972,

was approxilIlately equal to the average cloud cover inferred from

the infrared observations 1968-1972, (cc) r-o 0.3-0.4 (Forrest et al.

(l972) .

Additional. evidence for circumstellar material comes from

visual polarization measurements. For RY Sgr, Serkowski and

Kruszewski (1969) found the polarization increased rr-om >; 0.5%

when the star was near maximum to at least ,.... L 3% during a minimum

(/w .<: 3 mag). In addition, they found the position angle to change

.rrom >- 10° to ,.... 150° and noted that the polarization increased

toward shorter wavelengths, similar to the red variables (Chapter VII).

For R CrB the authors found (see Fig. 32) a quite small polarization,

,.... 0.2%, in March 1968 when V ,.... 6.6, i.e. ,..., 0.6 mag below maximum.

This is approxilnately 180 days before Stein et al. (1969) measured

R CrB in the infrared and found cc,.... 0.4, Lse , on the otrcums'tejj.ar

shell model there was extensive cloud cover at this time. Dur-Ing

the March_June 1972 cunrmum of R CrB, Coyne and Shawl (1913) found

the polarization to increase to more than 3% :men V ,.... 12 mag (Le.

!J.V ,.... 6 mag). In addition, the position angle vas e ,.... 25°, an

approximately 85° change from the earlier measurements of Serkowski

and Kruszewski (1969). The authors interpreted the observed wave-

length dependence of polarization as due to scattering off of small

(a,.... 0.05 11. - 0.10 11.) spherical graphite grains in an asyumetric

optically thin {r .:: 0.2) envelope.

C. Double Star HyJlothesis

An alternative mechanism to explain the infrared excess of

R OrB has been proposed by HlUlJIlhreys and Ney (1974). These authors

noted that a number of high-latitude aupez-gdarrt , hot stars had an

apparent dual energy- distribution with a fraction of the energy

appearing as an ,..., OK blackbody and a fraction characterized

by a much cocaec >- 600_1200 OK temperature. The relative enount.s

of energy in each region were of the same order of magnitude. They

pointed out that such a dual energy distribution could be due to

a cool, binary oompemon Eo the hot star and suggested the ccmpanfon

might be one of the well_knmm infrared stars which radiate the

major fraction of their energy- at vavekenguhs longer than "" 2 I-L and can

be relatively quite taint visuaJ.ly. In the case of R c-s the authors

suggested the companion JlIaY be like the late-tYlle carbon star em.
The extremely red energy distributions of some late-ty:pe carbon

stars are, in turn, :probably due to cool dust surrounding and

obscuring a relatively hot star (T*?: 2000 OK) as discussed in

Chapter IV. The relative apparent luminosity of the dust compared

to the star is in turn determined by the optical depth of the

l66
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circumstellar shell. 'rhus, in the double star model, the infrared

excess is also due to -thermaf, radiation from dust grains but, in

this case, the grams are surrounding the proposed second star;

changes in the infrared would then be due to changes in the lumi-

nosity of the second star and the optical depth and geometry of its

circumstellar envelope. The sudden decreases in the apparent visual

luminosity would presumably be due to a component of this c trcuc,

stellar envelope appearing in our line of Sight to the hot primary

star. The authors found support for this model in the fact that

the variations in the 3.5 j.1 flux from R OrB appears to have some

of the characteristics of the variations m Mira variables. From

the minimum in early 1970 (Fig. 32), the nux increased relatively

rapidly to the maximum observed in early 1971, and then decayed more

slowly to a second minimum in early 1973 and is now increasing again.

The period, if it ts periodic, would therefore be '" 3 years. If

this periodicity is confirmed by further measurements in the infra-

red over several cycles, it would appear to be strong evidence for

the binary star hypothesis as the variations of visual light from

R erB shows no such periodicity.

D. Further Characteristics of R CrB Cloud Cover

Optical Depth, Reddening, Time Dependence

In either model, the modulations of visual light are

attributed primarily to condensed matter (L.e , dust grains) tnter-

vening in our line of sight to the hot star and thus convey potential
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information about the structure, time dependence, and optical

depth versus wavelength of the cloud cover on the line of sight.

An immediate conclusion which can be reached, as discussed earlier,

is that much of the cloud cover consists of componerrba opticaJ.J.y

very thick (TV'» 1) at visual wavelengths interspersed with

relatively clear areas, TV «L The clouds appear- to be optically

thick at all wavelengths observed; Forrest et !!.:.. interpreted

the .... 15% dip in the 3.5 lJ. light curve during the March_June 1972

min:imum (Fig. 32) as due to extinction of the underlying star, on

this model T
3• 5

j.1 > 1 during this minimum. The usually rapid onset

and sometimes rapid departure of a minimum implies, as discussed

in Section VI_F, either clouds 'With sharp edges and large veneer-

ties perpend:icuJ..ar to the line of sight or a rapid formation!

dissipation mechanism for clouds.

With regards to the wavelength dependence of optical depth,

Le , reddening, there is evidence that there is a difference in

reddening between the onset of a minimum and the rise back to

maximum. The extinction during onset tends to be nearly neutral,

with approximately equal extinction at aJ..1 wavelengths, wile during

the recovery from minimum there :1.s reddening, rlth relatively more

extinction at shorter -save.Leng'the , This behavior is illustrated

by the March-June 1972 min:imum of R CrB. One must be careful in

interpreting the broad band flux measurements because of the wll-

known appearance of emission lines during a minimum. However,

Herbig (1949) noted the emission lines only beca:me prominent after

V had dropped by more than 4 magnitudes, though this of course may
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not be true for every nuntmcm. For the 1972 mdnamum, the initial

drop from V ,.... 6 to V ,.... 9.2 was accompanfed by essentially no change

in the B-V and U-B colors (Dfir-beck 1972a) and only a slight change

in the colors Longvar-d of V (Wing et a1. 1972). Thus, the ratio

r 0 (Im/M/t.V/1>[0.T2 oJ/I>[l.04 OJ) vas r _ (0.9T/1.0/l.0/l.08/0.CJ2)

for /J.V ,.... 3.2 mag on JD +1396, L,e , nearly neutral. Five days later

on JD +1402!J.V,.... 5.7 and r,.... (0.91/1.02/1.0/0.gJ/o.67), t..e, there

was apparent blueing at U, probably due to the appearance of

emission lines (Pasachot'f , 1972), apparently neutral extinction B

to V and some reddening mowing up at 0. 72 and 1.04 u, Reddening

gradually increased at U and B as the minimum progressed (Coyne and

Shaw11973) and by JD +1455, when !J.V ,.... 3.6 on the return to maximum

the ratio of extinctions was r,.... (1.22/1.13/1.0/0.83/0.71). By

JD +1477, /J.V ,..... 2.6, there was a slight amount of further reddening at

U and B (Dtlrbeck 19T2b), I.e. r"" (1.3/1.16/1.0/?/?). For inter_

stellar extinction (I.e. Van de Hulst curve no. 15, .Iohnson 1968)

or small (a "" 0.06 1-1) graphite spheres (Krishna Swamy 1972)} these

ratios would be r,..... (1.55/1.32/1.0/0.74/0.32). It would seem

unreasonable to expect the appear-ance of emission lines to give the

appearance of nearly neutral extinction, with no blueing, at the

onset of minilll.um over the entire wavelength range AA ,... 0.36-1. 04 1-1.

Herbig (1949) also noted this effect (i.e. neutral colors)

on the initial decline of R Cr-B to the 1949 minimum before emission

lines had appeared. Fernie et al. (1972) also found nearly neutral

extinction at UEV on the ini.tial decline of the shor-tcahar-p 1966

minimum. Interestingly, this sharp minimum was super-Imposed on the

slow return from a prolonged (1962-1968) mmtmcm for 'snf.ch they

found there was reddening of about r,.... (1.65/1.28/1.0), Le.

-r ,.... (1/;.,)1.2, which is quite similar to interstellar extinction.

Also, Alexa.nder et (1972) found reddening on the return of

RY Sgr from its 1967-1970 minimum, after the emission lines had

faded, of about r"" (1.53/1.22/1.0), r.,e, 1" "" (1/;.,)1.0 imich again

is similar to interstellar.

A lrypot.heeLs which agrees with the observations to date on

R CrE stars is that the of minimum can be accompan.led by

nearly neutral extinction 'While later, on the rise back to minimum,

there is reddening :which is not 'too dissimilar to interstellar

reddening (R ss !J.V/(!J.B - I1V) '" 4.3 for RY Sgr, '" 3.6 for R erE,

:::: 3.1 for iD.terstellar). If we consider the apparent extinction

of R OrB during the 1972 min:imum. as due to a fraction iJ. of neutral

extinction and (1 - iJ.) of 'T ,..... (1/),) extinction, Le, fl[). ] ..

C[iJ. + (1_ iJ.)(0.55 I!/A)], then iJ. ranged from iJ. ",,1 JD s -+1396,

1-1",,0.7 JD+1401, 1-1""0.4 JD+1455 and 11",,0.3 JD+147T. The component

of extinction 'Which is ..... "mterstejj.er", Le. 'fA "" 1//.., could be

produced by a uniform cloud of small (a ;s 0.1 11) graphite grains

in our line of" sight to the hot star. The "nearly neut.z-ej," ccmpanent

AA 0.36-1 1-1 could be exp1.ained "by either larger graphite grains

(a;:: 0.25 11) in the line of Sight or, alternatively, spatial

inhomogeneities in the cloud structure across the face of the

projected diSk of the star. If the cloud structure in our line of

sight to the surface of the star consisted of a fraction f of very

optically thick structure "0.5511 » 1 with the remaining fraction
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no

(1 - f) relatively t.hmner 'fO•55
J.L ,..., 1-5, then the fraction f of

the star's light would be cOllJIl1etely extinguished, as in a geometric

eclipse, and the remaining fraction would show reddening. The true

picture will be, of course, more cOIr.qllicated; there must probably

be a distribution of grain sizes in the first model and in the

second, a distribution of optical depths across the surface of the

star. In addition, a cloud (or grain) which is very optically

thick at one wavelength may not be very optically thick at a longer

wavelength. Further,;re have not included the effects of light

scattered in our direction from other cloud structures surrounding

the star -- this may be important near minimum. Taking the simplest

model described above and ignoring scattered light, the parameter

).L represents in the first model, the relative extinction at V due

to large (a 0.25 u} grains as compar-ed to s:maJ.l (a ;s0.1 IJ.) grains.

The decrease in j.L indicates relatively more amal.L grains were pr-e-

sent toward the end of the minimum. On the cloud structure model,

the decrease of IJ. indicates either (1) the cloud. structure became

more homogeneous as the minimum progressed and/or (2) some of the

optically very thick 1" » 1) cloud structure became just optically

thick (1" ""'1) as the minimum progressed.

The questions of time_dependent reddening, large optical

depths, and short t:iJne scales "Will be discussed in the next section

in terms of their possible interpretation on the two models

proposed.
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E. Difficulties of Models

Each model has some problems in explaining all the charac-

teristic visual, infrared, :polarization, s.nd spect.roscopac variations

of the R OrE variable stars. The single star model has the initiel

advantage of simplicity (i.e. Occam's razor), invoking only two

c cmponents, star plus circ\.JJllStellar cloudJ instead of three J 2

stars plus c1.rcumstellar cloud. We vill try to summa.rize the

prilllary difficulties of each model -_ at this time the reader must

decide for himself which model seems more satisfactory, as

definitive test has as yet been maile.

i) Single Star

(a) Infrared Periodicity

ss mentioned ebove, a periodicity in the infra_

red, if it is established, presents grave difficulties for the single

star model. If the 3.5 IJo light curve is Mira-like, it would seem

reasonable to attribute it to a Mira variable in the system. We

discuss in the following section (VI-E-ii) characteristics of the

light curve observed to da.te -which are distinctly non-Mlz-a.-Lfkej

further infrared observations should be able to settle this point.

On the single star model, varia.tions in the infrared are attributed

to variations in the cloud cover surrounding R Cz-B as df.scuesed in

Section VI-G; to date they do not seem to be inconsistent with this

model.
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(b) Lack of Visual, Infrared Correlation

The near independence of the Visual and infrared light

curves presents a challenge to the single star model. In particular,

the aforementioned infrared maximum of R OrB indicated O! ::::: O. T

while the star was at visual maxfmuni, On the single star model,

this is interpreted as being due to a dusti-cj.cud complex surrounding

at least O.T of the 4TT sterradian solid angle surrounding the star,

yet there was apparently no trace of this in our line of sight to

the star. It can be shown, however, that if the clouds are
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would have continued the decline following the maximum on JD +1033,

this could indicate an actual increase of f,a '" 0.1. Thus if a new

cloud was responsible for the minimum, it apparently covered at

most 6.Q! '" 0.03_0.10' of the 4TT sterradians surrounding the star and

we were fortunate to be in the", 3-10% of possible directions in

space from which this event could be observed in both the infrared

and the visual. on the other hand, the visual light was a.1Jnost

completely blocked by this cloud so that the cloud radius, r c' must

be larger than the star radius, r *' The solid angle of this cloud,

as seen from the star, will be

1T4

where R is the star_cloud distance. Then we havec

optically thick in the infrared, an Q! '" 1.0 is possible even if

only 2TT sterradians around the star are covered. This is the case

if the star is at the center of an optically thick hemisphere of

dust with the observor in the unobscured anti-dust direction. a's

much larger than this would require increasingly specialized and

unlikely dust diStributions to explain.

The converse behavdcr , represented by the March_June 1972

n '"c

R '"c

rr/4 r 2c

7

::::: (0.8 - 1.4)rc

minimum of R OrB When the visual nux decreased by at least a

factor of 250 but there was little change in the infrared, must be

interpreted in terms of the geometry of the occulting cloud.

Either a pr-e--exdatdng cloud passed across our line of sight or a

new but small cloud was formed in our line of sight to the star.

Forrest et a1. (1972) noted that there was a small but noticeable

increase of ,.... 10% in the 3.5-11 ).1 fluxes across this minimum (Fig.

32) which represents an increase in Ct by '" 0.03. If we suppose that

in the absence of the event marked by the visual minilll.um the flux

for !J.a = n/4TT::::: 0.03-0.10. Thus, for Rc ;:: 8r*, which was found

by O'Keefe (1939) and Galatola (1968) to be the distance at which

graphite grains start to condense (a;e , .ror Rc < 8r*, a small

graphite grain would evaporate), we require r c '" 6_10 r*, so that

complete occultation doesn't require perfect al.Lgnmerrt of the cloud

in our- line of' sight.

(c) TiJne Scales of Minima

On the single star hypo'theeLs , the time scale of' onset of

a minimum could be due to (1) the motion of' a pr-e-exdetdng cloud



Thus, in the absence of large magnetic t-orques and other non-radial

forces the net rorce will be '" radial and the angular momentum vill

be conserved so at a distance Rc from the star we will have:

r*
V (R ) < V (r*) --
.1. c "" J. Rc

and for Rc 7 r* necessary for grain condensation we have

V (R ) < 10 kw,Is
" 0

So the time scale for changes due to motions perpendicular to our
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carrying it across our line of sight to the star or (2) the ccnden-,

sation of dust grains out of gaseous material a:lready eng;olaced in

our line of sight to the star. The AAVSO visual light curve for

R OrB (Mayall 1973) has numerous examples where in the initial

decline from maximum, a drop of at least one magnitude takes place

on a time scale t 10 days (the 1972 minimlIlll, Fig. 32, is one

exa.m;ple) • If this is due to cloud motion, this implies a cloud

must have covered at least half the projected surface of the star

during this time and implies a cloud velocity perpendicular to our

line of sight of
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line of sight to the star would seem to be (VI_2)

loss mechanism imparts a large tangential velocity to the escaping
which is too long.

wher-e t "" 10 day-s and we have

104 ;'0 and T* "" 6000 oK::: T0 •

taken r * = 100 r <:I corresponding to t*
On the other hand, unless the mass

Alternatively, the tame scale could be due to the conden-

sation process and one bas to explain how (1) a suitable mass of

gas of sufficient density gets to the distance from the star

(Rc 7 r*) necessary for grain condensation and (2) how the grains

can suddenly condense on these short time scales, t :::: 10 days.

Since the whole queat.Lon of grain formation around stars in general

is not really understood in detail, this may not present too much

of an obstacle in the case of R OrB. O'Keefe (1939) called to

mind the action of solar prominences and suggested that anal.ogcus

activity in R OrB on a much larger scale might be responsible for

material, the tangential velocity VJ. at the star's surface,

R = r*, will be limited to the escape velocity.

where we have in addition taken = 1 M0• Now as the material

moves orrtward the :forces acting on it will be (1) gravitational

attraction, (2) radiation pressure, (3) magnetic, (4) turbulence,

shccks , etc. The graVitational force will be radial. The radiation

field will :probably be nearly radial, eSllecially far from the star.



the initial mass ejection. Both O'Keefe (1939) and Galatola (1968)

found that once Rc :2: 7 r * was achieved, sufficiently rapid grain
condensation would be expected. On this model, there should be

activity indicative of gas outflow and mass loss which precedes the

onset of a minimum. "In the case of R OrB there may be some evidence

for such pr-ecunsfva activity. Espdn (1890) observed the spectrum

and color of R OrB visually. From March and April 1890 to September

1890 the stars' color changed from "yellowish white" to "pale

orange," absorption bands appeared in the apect.r-um (Illhich Berman

(1935) attributed to the Swan bands of the 02 molecule), and a

possible emission line or lines appeared, all while the visual

magnitude remained steady at V ,..... 6.0. By October 1890 the abeorp.,

tion bands had faded and the spectrum was nearly back to that seen

in March and April, the color was again "ye'l.Lovfeh lIlhite," and the

visual magnitude remained at V ...., 6.0. Some time in mid-1891, the

visual magnitude dropped to V,...., 12, though a causal relationship

is not proved, there is some evidence for precursfve actiVity

,..... 100_200 days before the 1891 mfnfmum, Unfortunately, since this

time, there has been little df.scuasdon of possibly disturbed con-

ditions preceding a minimum, most of the studies concentrating on

the "normal." maximal spectrum or the very abnormal minimum spectra.

Berman (1935) does note the abnortnaJ.ly low (t..e. blueshifted

,..... 5-10 km/s) radial velocities obtained in 1922 preceding the

1923 short-sharp minimum by '" 250 days, but this could be at least

in part due to the (small) pulsations of the star noted earlier.

The recovery from minimum generally takes longer than the

initial decline and this is especially true folloWing long, pro-

tracted mdndma , on the single star model this could be explained

by gradual dissipation and/or smsJJ. tangentisJ. motions of the cloud

or clouds causing the minimum. However, there are occasions

following short-sharp umtne where the recovery from minimum is

qu'rte rapid, the 1972 minimum of R erB (Fig. 32) being one example.

If the return to maximwn results from cloud df.asdpat Lon , it could

be due to (1) expansion of the cloud or (2) evaporation of the dust

grains. If the dust grainS evaporated, we would expect a decrease

in infrared flux: coincident With return to maximwn which is not

seen for the 1972 minimum, so this can probably be rejected. If

a small cloud of optical depth -r is expanding radially outward at

a velocity Vr from a radius Rc' the t:ilIle scale t r for change in -r

due solely to this radial expansion 'Would be

So a change on an ,...., 20 day tame scale, as for the 1972 minimwn,

would require a radial velocity

v ,.....
r 2

for Rc 2: 7 r*. This is considerably larger than the apparent

velocity of,..... 30 kID/s derived in Section G of this chapter, but

is on the order of -the c-, 200 km/s gas velocities implied by some

of the em.ts.sdon/abso.rpb Ion line observations. If the V ...., 30 km/s
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is to be accepted as a typical dust cloud radial velocity, a rapid

rise of light on time scales of t ,...., 20 days would seem to r'equfre

either rapid tangential expansion or tangential mass motions, the

latter :implying non-radial forces such as magnetic torque act on

the cloud.

(d) Low Albedo of Dust Clouds

During the March-June 1972 minimum of R CrB the vasuaj,

flux decreased by a factor of ,...., 250 while the infrared was nearly

constant at 0'''''' 0.3. On the single star hypothesis thiS Imp'Lj.es

that at least 30% of the solid angle surrounding the star was

cover-ed by dust clouds, yet this dust was seen in reflected

light to at least a factor of 250. This imp_lies that the geometric

visual albedo, Ac ' of the dust cloud complex must be exceedingly

small. We define the geometric vrsuea, albedo of the cloud complex

by

;;c(scattered)

;;c (absorbed) :+ ;;c (scattered)

where ;;c(abs) is the apparent total flux absorbed and then z-e-.

emitted in the infrared by the clouds and ;;c(scatt) is the total

flux scattered by the cloud complex. Then for the March_June 1972

minimum, ;;c(abs) and ;;c(scatt) ;:5 1/250·;;*, so

0.004 _2
Ac;S 0.004 + 0.3 ;S1.3 x 10
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which is much smaller than the A ,...., 0.5 thought to be appropriate

for interstellar grains. As pointed out by Solomon (1973), it

should be emphasized that this refers to the apparent geometric

albedo of the cloud crmp'Lex as a whole and not necessarily to the

individual dust grains. It does seem to imply that very few of

the photons incident on the front surface of the cloud manage to

escape by scattering. This condition could possibly be met by

invoking (1) very smaJJ., a;: 0.02 j.1 graphite grains which scatter

very little because of the (2m/i\.) 4 scattering dependence (Appendix

B), (2) very large a.::: 1 j.1 grains with roughened surfaces or

(3) cloud geometries during this minimum which inhibited scattering

to obser-ver-s at earth. It might be pointed out that the fact that

there appears to be an absolute m.in:iJnum to the visual flux from

R erB, t ,e, V never- drops below V "" 14, may be evidence that there

is scattering from the clouds which limits the depth a minimmn

can reach.

(e) Time Dependent Reddening

As discussed earlier the wavelength dependence extinction

during a minimum appear's to be time variable, nth the initial

decline showing nearly neutral extinction but later, on the rise

to nexmom, reddening not too diss:iJnilar to interstellar extinction

occurs. Nearly neutral extinction could be due to large grains

but one would probably not expect large grainS to appear first and

small grains afterward because the growth process would lead to just
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the opposite. One would have to invoke some sort of' destructive

or dispersive mechanism to convert initially large grains into

smaller grains. On the other hand, the appearance of localized

condensations within the (small) cloud causing the minimum is not

too unreasonable and we might expect these knots to expand with

time thus giving relatiVely more reddening (due to the small. grains

within the cloud) as the minimum progressed and the cloud became

more homogeneous across our line of sight to the star. On this

model, one has to include the contribution to the observed flux

due to scattering from other ccerponerrts of the cloud cover around

the star; because of the low effective albedo (A;S 10-2) this will

only be important near minimum. The initial inhomogeneity could

be due to (1) inhomogeneity in the gaseous material out of which

the grains condense or (2) grain growth which starts at different

times in this material, thus certain volume elements may condense

all their condensible material, be optically thick, and give

geometric (Le. neutral) extinction while other volume elements are

still in the process of condensation, are relatively opt fcajLy

thinner, and give reddening.

11) Double Star

(a) Statistics

The double star model r-equfr-es an apparent coinCidence of

an unusual. hydrogen_deficient, carbon-r-ich .(HdC) star in orbit With

the also somewhat unusual infrared star. If there are, say, 103

l8l

such HdC stars and, say, 10 4 infrared stars, out of a total of

'" lOll stars in the galaxy, and every HdC star is in a binary

system, the probability that this association would happen

even once by mere chance is

3 104 I -4p",lO x::rr"'lO
lO

which seems rather unlikely. Thus, this Situation, which holds

for at least 30 stars in our Galaxy, would seem to require a ccemon

evolutionary history of the pair of stars. We show in the succeeding

sections that the stars must be well separated (!12 .::: 70 AU) in

space so this common evolution must be a rather subtle effect.

(b) Dust Ex:clusion __ Large star Separation

One severe constraint on the double star model is posed

by the strong repulsive field for dust grains set up by the hot

star due to radiation pressure. This force will tend to exclude

dus-t from the immediate Vicinity of the hot star, thus making

occultation events quf.be "Wllikely if the system is viewed :from

directions opposite to the cool star. Such a radiation pressure

meclJ.anism has been invoked by Gehrz, Ney,and Strecker (1970) and

Humphreys, Strecker and Ney (1972) to explain the absence of excess

emission due to dust for certain cool stars with hot, companions.

Whether or not the hot companion here actually prevents the formation

of a circumstellar shell around the cool star, its radiation

pressure field will most certainly affect the motion of the dust

streaming away from the cool star. In the case of R CrB, the
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luminosity of' the cool component relative to the hot star has been

observed to range from r:i ""' 0.7 to c¥ ""' 0.2 with a time average of

(ct) ""'0.3-0.4. In the case of small grama, the average radiation

pressure efficiency of a grain, (Qrp) (see Chapter vrrr) , will. be

relatively larger for the,..., 6000 OK radiation f'ield of the hot star

than the ..... 2500 OK radiation field of the cool. star, which will

tend to enhance the r-epusfon of' grains from the Vicinity of the hot

velocity v r"'" 25 ± 5 km./s, which agrees with the Velocities found.

in later years: Herbig (1949) Vr ,..., 26 kJIJ./s; Keenan and Greenstein

(1963) Vr ""' 24 kJIJ./s; Fernie et aL (1972) Vr ..... 27 ± 2 k.mjs. Thus

over 70 years the radial velocity has changed by less than ,..., 5 km/s,

which would imply I12.?: 50 AU (unless the orbital plane is nearly

perpendicular to our viewing direction), for otherwise we would

see radial velocity variations due to orbital motion. Jux:r symbi_
star. otic relationship !: V<is evolutionary history would be difficult

An approximate treatment of the dust grain orbital problem to maintain at such a large separation, though the stars COuld,

indicates that dust exclusion f'rom more than 2TT sterradians eurroun; perhaps, have been closer together in the past and moved apart as

curve over the last ""' 120 years. This means our line of sight has

cates there has been no modulation of' the characteristic R OrB light

d:ing the hot star will result unless I12 > 100 AJJ, "Where 112 is the
separation between the two stars. Now the visual light curve indi-

(d) Large Separation __ Occultation at a Distance

due to occultation at a distance, L,e , the optica:lly thick cloudlet

that on the doubj.e-atar model, minima in the visual flux must be

This large separation and the dust exclusion effect mean

a result of mass loss from one or both stars.

Therefore,not passed through the excluded region over this period.

the orbital period T must be longer than ""' 240 years, t ,e,

T "
R]f2(AU}

years > 240 years
;;tJ2(0)

or ":t2 :: 70 AU

traversing our line of Sight to the hot star must be far from the

hot star. There are several problems with this interpretation.

Spectra of R CrB stars during minima shaw evidence for activity

where M := + is the sum of the stars I masses, taken to be

..... 6 Me here.

which cannot easily be explained by a remote occultation mechanism.

First are the emission lines. Of the 382 emission lines observed

(c) Constant Radial Velocity __ Large Separation
by Alexander et (1972) during a minimum of BY Sgr-, could

be identified with hydrogen. Thus, the emssaon lines must arise

A similar result would follow from the lack of radial from the hot, hydr-ogen-def'Lcderrt star, unless one is to suppose

velocity variation for R CrB found by various coaervcra, Berman stars are hydrogen deficient. The absolute strength of the emission

(1935) from many spectra over the period 19=12-1934 found a radial lines is observed to decay with time after the initial drop from



maximum (Herbig Pa.yne-Gaposcbk.:in 1963; Alexander at aJ... 1972),

ind:icat1ng dynamj.c activity in the hot star during the event.

Herbig (1949) has also presented evddence that some 01' the emission

lines actually grow in absolute strength dur-Ing the onset of

minimum, which is further evidence for actiVity at the hot star.

The velocities of emission lines also indicate actiVity at the hot

star. The narrow em:i.ssion lines are observed (Herbig 1949; Payne-,

Gaposchkin 1963) to have radial. velocities which are blueshifted

'"" 12-15 km/s relative to the stellar spect.r-um, thus indicating

matter is streaming toward the observor. There are also broad

emission lines indicating velocities of "" 300 m/s in expansion or

turbulence (Herbig 1949; Payne_Gaposchkin 196'3). There are also

both broad and narrow absorption lines blueshifted "" 200 G/s and

possibly "" 40 b/S from the stellar velocity (Payne-Gaposchkin

1963; Alexander al. 1972) again indicating material is streaming

the ccservor ,

In summary, the spectroscopic evidence points to actiVity

around the hot star and indicates mass loss is occurring from the

hot star during a minimum. Redshif'ted circumstellar lines, as due

to material streaming toward the hot star, are not seen. Hydrogen

emission lines are not seen. It is difficult to see how this

activity could result from occultation at a distance as required

by the double star model. On the other hand, one naturaJJ.y would

expect to see such stellar activity in coincidence with miniEa on

the single star model; if we did not see evidence for activity,

we would be suspicious of the single star model and might be lea

to consider a remote occultation mechanism.

I
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(e) Time Scales of Minima

If the minima are to be explained by remote occultation

by an optically thick caeca, the,... 10 day time scale for onset which

is not uncommon requfres (1) a sharp leading edge to the cloud and

(2) a cloud velocity V.L ;: 80 km/s {eq, VI-2) perpendicular to our

line of sight to the hot star. If the leading edge is not sharp,

the velocity would have to be higher. on the other hand, the obser-,

vations of mass loss from Labe-Lype stars (Chapter VIII) indicate

radial dust velocities of"" 15-30 kID/so In particular, the ocser-,

vations of CO absorption in the Lat.e-Lype "infrared" carbon star

IRC +10216 indicate a gas outflow velocity of"" 20 m/s (Geballe

et 1973) and. from the considerations given in Chapter VIII this

wiJ.J. :iJJl;ply a dust velocity ;s30 m/s. The projection of these

velocities perpendicular to our line of sight mil be even smaller

so the large V "" 80 km/s implied by the light curve is difficult...
to explain. This velocity requirement depends on the somewhat

uncer-tatn r* and could be reduced if the LundnosLty were lower or

the terqperature were higher than we have assu:med for R CrE

4(s,* == 10 s'01 T* == 6000 OK).

If the rapid onset of minimum can be explained by remote

occultation on the double star model, then the nearly as rapid

(t "" 20 days) rise back to maximum must be explained by the char-ac-

-t.er-Lst.Lcs of the trailing edge of the eLoud, r.;e , in addition to

the fairly sharp leading edge, the Cloud must also have a trailing

edge which is nearly as sharp. We are for-ced to consider the clouds

as being very optically thick entities which also have fairly sharp

lB6



(;:: 1'*) edges. On the other hand, the clouds must have been produced

at the cool star and travelled a distance on the order of' the star-

star separation, I1.2' before occultation and this will take a time

TO AU "'" 4 years
80 kJn/s

It is hard to see how the cloud integrity could be maintained over

the several year period between production and occultation.

(f') Time-Dependent Reddening

On the double star model, the apparent increase in reddening

with time discussed earlier could be explained by postulating that

the leading edge of' the cloud, which initiates a minimum, is either

composed of large grains or has a very patchy structure, while the

trailing edge has progressively smaller grains or a more homogeneous

structure. As discussed above, unless we are viewing the system

from a special direction, the travel time of' the cloud between

production and occultation is several years. In the absence of'

specialized mechanisms (Shock front, 1) it is difficult to see how

the necessary inhomogeneity of a cloud could be maintained during

this long journey.

A mechanism which may be capable of differentiating the

cloud with respect to grain size, at least for an optica1J.y thin

cloud, is radiation pressure on the grains. In Chapter VIII we

found that the terminal velocity 6Vt of a grain with respect to

the gas for a given mass loss rate is proportional to

18T

where '(\1'> is the extinction efficiency for radiation pressure of

a grain averaged over the radiation field of the star. For pure

graphite grains and a T* ..... 2500 OK, ..... 1_2 for a grain radius

a > 0.25 and (G, ) < 0.5 for a < 0.1 u, Thus small grains will...., llr "" "'"
reach a terminal velOCity a factor of two less than the large grains.

If the dust velocity Vd' '" Vgas + 6Vt ::: 80 km/s 1'01' the large grains

and Vgas ;S 20 kJn/s, as is indicated for late-'type stars, then for

the small grains Vd ..... (20 + 30) ...., 50 kJn/s, and these grains would

only arrive at the occultation region in a time t ::::: d ...., 6.5

years, Le ...... 2.5 years after the large grains. Thus, the time-

dependent reddening during a short (t::: 0.5 years) minimum, as for

instance the 1972 minimum of' R GrB, is difficult to explain.

Perhaps by including the effects of optical depth and the strong

repulsive force due to the hot star such a compact, rapidly moving,

differentiated cloud could be produced.

(g) Infrared Spectra

On the double star model, the infrared excess is attributed

to radiation from the cool companion and its associated dust shell.

We might theref'ore hope to identify the companion through a

comparison of' the detailed spectral energy distribution in the

infrared to that of other, known, objects. The broad band energy

distribution in the infrared of the excess of R GrB (Fig. 33) is

fit well by a blackbody function of a single t.emper-at.ure , This

immediately rules out a star with a large, optically thin "silicate"
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" (Hz)
1014 10'3

is from Table za, These epochs represent respectively the

following observing periods:

Symbol, 0 Jj. ¢ 0
JD 2,440,000+ 1033 lo63-1115 1360-1500 1728-1850

'temperature of the excess observed to date. The data

maximum and minimum of the infrared flux and apparent

below represents the average infrared excess for the

time. The data .rcr JD +1033 [ss J]J 2,441,033) and JD +1740

Broad band energy- distribution of ·R Cz-B as a function ofFig. 33:
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emission feature at 10 lJo (see Chapter V) as the companion star.

High resolution spectra in the 2-2.5 region of R CrB and 89

Her were obtained by Gillett al. (1970). The spectra are

essentially smooth, in particular there is no indication of the

abaorpt.Lon bands due to CO for A. ;<: 2.3 \-1 which have been found in

all Labe-Lype M stars observ-ed to date. In particular, the extreme

infrared M stars :NML cs«, IRC +10011 (CIT 3) and IRC +50137, which

have broad, b'Lackbody-d.Lke energy distributions and the less extreme

M stars VY CMa, :NML Tau, and VX Sgr, which show evidence of the

10 j.1 "silicate" feature all. show these 2.3 j.1 CO absorptions (Hyland

1972). Infrared S stars, such as WAql described in Chapter

V, have not been studied as yet in this wavelength range, so the

appearance of the 2.3 j.1 CO bands is unknown. The carbon stars show

progressive weakening of the 2.3 j.1 CO bands as the energy distribution

becomes redder (Frogel and Hyland 1972). In Chapters IV and V this

has been attributed to overlying emission from the circumstellar

shell. An extreme example of this is the extreme infrared carbon

star IRC +10216 in "Which the bands are entirely absent (Beduin

al. 1969). Thus, the binary companion, if it is to be a known

star, would seem to be limited to the extreme infrared carbon stars,

as red or redder than V Cyg and T Drs. (Chapter IV) of this study.

Typical examples would be IRC +10216, CIT 6 (= IRC +30219) and

IRC +40540. On closer fnspect.Lon, however, the Lat.e-Lype carbon

stars do show features. In the 8-13.5 region there is an

emission feature from,",", 10-12.5 j.1 which has been attributed to

emission from small, noncspheracaj., silicon carbide (SiC) grainS
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as discussed in Chapter V. In the above mentioned

examples aJ.J. show this "SiC" reatuee on several. spectra taken (Fig.

29, Gillett and Forrest 1974; Merrill 1974). The narrow band spec-

truro. of R erB appears in Fig. 34. The).). 8-12.5 IJ. spectrum (t:."/,, ......
0.015) was taken point-by-point in March and April 1973 (no.rmaJ.ized

to March 1973) and calibrated vs , 01 Tau, assumed to be a. 3500 OK

blackbody normalized to its broad band fluxes (Table 2a). The

total integration time 'WaS ...... 8000 sec and the error bars represent

the 1. CYm statistical deviation. It is seen that, within the

statistical errors, the spectrum appears smooth and is fit by the

...... 600 0 K blackbody which also fits the broad band energy distri-

but ion (Fig. 33) except for a possible slight upturn at " < 9 IJ..

The upturn may not be real because (1) a scsnesaat uncertain air

mass correction" ;s 8.5 IJ. is possible and (2) the broad band 8.4 IJ.

nux (open triangles Fig. 34) taken on the same night as the first

spectrum is also higher thaD subsequent broad band measures (open

squares) during that period. In particular, there is no "silicate"

feature peaking at A ...... 9.7 IJ. or "SiC" feature A" 10-12.5 IJ., either

in emission or absorption, ap.parent in this spectrum within the

statistical errors.

I.f, as usual, we "" [F,,(exceas) _ F,,(continuum)]

then we estimate the spectrum would be inconsistent

with a "silicon carbide" feature as df.spj.ayed for several carbon

192 193

Fig. 34: Spectral energy distribution of total observed flux from

R Cr-B as described in the text.

stars in Fig. 29 unless 0.1.

for aJ.1. carbon stars in this program

This is smaller than observed

(Fig. 29) includ:lng the spectrum

of mc +10216 in that figure taken in April 1973 "When the star was
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near maximum and '"-' 0.23. It is also smaJJ.er than the observed

feature in '" 5 independent spectra of CTI' 6 taken from 1971-1973

indication that the strength of the feature has decreased toward

IRC +10216 could accompany R OrB and still not be distinguishable

and Forrest 1974j Merrill 1974) for which ,"-,0.3-0.4H"
obtained by Hackwell (1972, 1972) of CIT 6 for which

appears in Fig. 34 was actuaJJ.y obtained a year earlier, in March

particular, the narrow absorption feature at 3.1 i-1 seen in a.1l

seven of the carbon stars studied by Johnson and Mendez (1970) in

the carbon stars V Hya and. Y CVn by Gillett and Forrest (1974) in

the carbon star R Lep by Forrest and Merrill (1974) and in the

extreme infrared carbon star me +40540 by Merrill (197%), is not

This portion of the spectrum is also smooth and featureless. In

in the 8-13 j.1 region.

The Af.. 3-4 j.1 filter 'Wheel epectrum (I::.f../t.. '"-'2%) which also

1972, and is arbitrarily normalized to the 1973 broad band fluxes.

(Gillett

amfmun (i.e. 0.1 in early 1974, Merrill and Forrest 1974),

so it is not inconceivable that an optically thicker version of

here, IRC +10216, has the smallest "SiC" feature and there is an

and that

13
1111

'"-' 0.4. It is also sma1.1er than the feature observed in

IRC +40540 (Merrill 1974). The reddest carbon star considered

on

CD

Q

N evident in thiS spectrum.

In summary, the xx 2-2.5 11, 3-4 ).1, and 8-12.5 ).1 spectra

of R CrB are, to the accuracy obtained, completely smooth and

featureless. This is inl,distinct contrast to most j ete-t.ype M, S

w
b

( ,_71,-';0M)'<c3

and C stars studied to date whj.ch show some emission or absorption



features in these regions. 'I'he'r'e , of course, may be extreme trrrra;

red s-tar-s , such as the S star WA9.l, Fig. 28, with smcobh, featureless

continua, but they are probably rarer than the well-known stars

discussed above which do show features and this would seem to make

the chance association with the unusual R erB star even less likely.

(h) mfrared Light Curve

Though the observed infrared light curve of R GrE may

superficially resemble that of Mira variables, as pointed out by

Humphreys and Ney (1974) J there are at least two characteristics

"Which differ in detaiL FirstlYJ the detailed shape of the 3.5 I-"

light curve of R GrB (Fig. 32) is unlike that of the Mira variables

studied here (Chapter IV) and by Strecker (1973). In par-tdcu.Lar-,

consider the behavior through the Mar-ch-Tune 1972 minimum; the flux

actually increased by 10% over a period of 150 days while J on

the do.uble star model, the second star would be on the declining

branch of its light curve. Such behavior is never seen in the

S and C Mira variables in this study and that of Strecker; the fall

of 3.5 I-" fluxes to minimum is aJ.ways observed to be monotonic with

time. If the minimum were due to a mere chance occultation-at-a-

dast.ence , we would expect, no such hesitation in the infrared light

curve. On the single star model, on the other hand , thi.s hesitation

can be naturaJ.ly explained as due to a Small, b.ct 0.03-0.10,

additional component to the already existing cloud cover surrounding

R CrBJ possibly associated With the minimum.

aecccznv, the variations in infrared colors (Table 1) and

in the color temperature of the excess of R GrB (Figs. 33J 35) are

greater than those observed for V Cyg and T Dra (Table I J Fig. 20)

which are late-type carbon stars With large in1'rared excesses. For

V Cyg and T Dra Trna.:JTmin '" while for R GrB Tmax/T
min

L4-L5.

(i) Final Point

FinaJ.J.yJ we wish to point out that the "infrared" stars

(for instance WA9.1) proposed as the binary companion to R OrB are

not known also to be R OrB stars when observed in non-bfnary systems.

That iS J they don't show the characteristic audden , unpr-eddctiabj.e ,

large drops in visual light of the R OrB stars. If these stars were

continuously emitting discrete, very optically thick cloudlets of

matter interspersed with nearly clear areas, one might expect sorne

R erE-like behavior in their visual light curves. This queat.Lon

should be investigated for some of' the extreme infrared stars which

can be quj.t.e faint at vtsuei, wavelengths.

iii) Su:rmnary

In sumaary, the entire mass of observations present a

challenge to either the single or double star model to explain in

toto. For the single star model the primary difficulties weuld seem

to arise from (1) the short time scale of minima" especially the

relatively rapid rise back to maximum sometimes ooser-ved, (2) the
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apparent lack of strong visual and infrared correlation in the case

of R OrB and possibly (3) the low apparent albedo, A < 10-2c _ '

What is needed are simultaneous photoelectric measurements in the

visual region and the infrared. R CrB itself is not so favorable

inferred for the cloud complex. For the double star model the because the alt!Plitude of visual oscillation is Small, AV '" 0.2 mag,

principle of dust exclusion from the vicinity of the hot star and but this still should be attempted. RY Sgr is a better case,

the lack of periodicity in the visual light curve implies a large

st.ar-utar- separation and, consequent-Ly, that the minima be due to

remote occultation. Then the.i:-e is difficulty in explaining (1) the

short time scale of minima and the appat-errt -tdme-dependenf reddening,

(2) the visual spectroscopic observations which indicate activity

AV '" 0.5 mag, and fluctuations in the infrared of this amount would

be easily detected.

F. Ooru;eiluences of' the Single Star Model

for the Dust Surrounding R OrB

at and mass loss from the hot star during minima and (3) the (veek)
i) Evidence for Dust Ejection

correlation in the infrared light curve with the March_June 1972

visual minimum of R OrB. Further, the completely smooth infrared The infrared and optical observations of R OrB indicate the

star. Cloudlets optically thick at vasuaj. wavelengths are inter-

spar-sed with relatively clear areas. The depression at 3.5 1-1

circumstellar dust grains are distributed asymmetrically about the

that even '[3.51-1 > I f?r some cloudlets some of the time.

anal.ysLs of the observed inf'rared fluxes in terms of

indicate

in Chapter VIII and ccnsddered in Appendix A is of questionable

absorption and emission by independent grains as has been applied

during the :March_June 1972 minimum (Fig. 32) when AV > 4 mag may

Thus,8n

out either model; however, we believe that the single star model

spectrum reqUires additional assumptions on the dcubfe-s'tar- model

radiation from graphft.e grains, which are expected to give reature.,

but is naturally explained on the single star model as due to

vations available at present are inSufficient to definitely rule

less emission in this region. Infrared periodicity, if it exf.atis ,

would argue for the double star model. We believe that the obser-

more naturally and simply explains these observations and will adopt,

this point of view in what follows. validity for R OrB. However, we may consider the optical properties

A truly definitive test of this queat.Lon would be given

by the short pul.sabLon period of the hot star (t '" 40 days) mentioned

earlier. On the Single star model, the infrared Lumfnosftiy , which

of the cloudlets themselves __ in many respects they seem to epprcxt-,

mate the "ideal blackbody" as defined by Van de Hulst (1957). The

aforementioned low visual albedo, A < 10-2 implies the cloudletsc_

derives from absorbed and then .re-emtt.t.en starlight, should also

show this periodicity while on the double star model it should not.

absorb almost all of the visual flux incident on them and scatter

very little of' it (besides the forward scattered diffraction pattern).



exc obs
the cloud complex and FA FA - FA*, where FA* is here
represented by a"", 6000 OK blackbody run through V ::: 6.0 and is

The broad band infrared energy distribution at various epochs, Fig. 33,

seems to fit well by a blackbody of a single temperature from 3.5 iJ.

to 20 1-1. The higher resolution (DoA/A "" 2'M infrared spectrum (Fig.

34) is remarkably smooth, showing no obvious emtss tcn or absorption

features AA 3-4 1-1 or AA 8-12.5 1-1. The ensemble of cloudlets thus
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where 0d :::

€Ac ::: const.

rtri
2
/ D2 , D is the ddstence eear-eertn, and :::

i
is the effective average emissivity VB. wavelength

(vI_4)

for
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would seem, on average, to eIlI.it as blackbodies of a single tempera-
assumed constant, aside from occultation events. Defining, as

derived by fitting a blackbody function by eye to the derived

usual :J e fa FA dA, the parameter Q' defined by eq, (VI_I) is a
-tur-e over the range 3 1-1 to 20 iJ.. Now as a clouill.et moves away from

the star, possibly because of the action of radiation pressure on

the grains (Chapter VIII), the temperature 'Will be a decreasing
relative measure of the amount of excess emission. T has beena

function of the distance from the star, Ri• A cloudlet of radius

r i 'Will absorb stellar radiation at a rate

(VI-3)

where S,,* is the total stellar luminosity (ergs/sec) and e . c is
. VlS

the absorption (and therefore emdas tcn] efficiency of the cloud

averaged over the stellar radiation field. The aforementioned low

albedo and large optical depth imply z: 1. The infrared

emission observed from a particular cloud at a given wavelength

Will, in general, depend on the viewing direction. In the limit

'fA »1, the cloudlet appears somewhat as a planet, with the apparent

brightness temperature depending on the phase angle and the cave-

length of observation. On the average of many cloudlets 'With many

phase angles, the infrared observations indicate the flux can be

described by a un-ique apparent temperature, T
a,

r..e ,

excesses, as in Fig.' 33. The quantities Ta, a, and the apparent

angular size 0a e 0d ::: (Ta) are plotted ve , time in Fig.

35 for the time period JD 2,441,033 to JD 2,44l,780 (early 1971 to

early 1973). The three quantities are not aJ.J. independent, i.e.

From the figure it is seen that following JD +1033, When the tn.rra;

red flux was the max:imum which has been observed to date, Q' and Ta

decreased monotonically with time, 'While °
80
increased by small

amourrts , This is just 'What would be expected if a. dust cloud. or
clouds formed on or about JD +1033 subsequerrt.Ly moved away from

the star. We know that the dust distribution surrounding R OrB

is highly asymmetric. In the infrared, however, we can. potentiaJ.l.y

receive radiation from the dust grains in clouds in all. directions

around the star. If ve are not in a preferred direction with

respect to the infrared emission, then the total emission by the
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Fig. 35: Derived source parameters of the excess as a function of

time for R Cz-B as described in the text.
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dust cloud or cloudS eur-roundfng R CrB will be

This must De su;pplied by the absorbed starlight (eq, VI-3) so we

have

which reduces to

where Rd is the average distance of the clouds from the star and

2 4the star's Lundnoaf.ty has been represented by'£* '" 4TTr* aT*. This

is identical to the expr-ess Lon given in Appendix A (Eq. A-laC) for

the 'tempez-at.ure of a single dust grain at a distance Rd from a

star, only here the s's refer to the apparent effective enusstvt.t.tee

of the cloud or clouds and Ta refer to the observed apparent

temperature of the inf'rared excess. Assuming T* '" 6000 OK and

.£* '" 104 $.,0' the quantity Ra == Rd '" r*(T.jTa)2
has been plotted vs , time in Fig. 36. It is seen that, as adver.,

t.Lsed , the apparent distance from the star Ra, increased with time

following the maximum on J1) +1033. In fact, it appears that the

increase is approximately linear, r.,«. at apparently constant
velocity. The straight l:ine in the figure has a slope
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Fig. 36: Apparent distance of the dust from the star as a function

of time for R CrB as described in the text.

27 kIn/s (V1-5)
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For the apparent average recessional. velocity of the dust cloud

or clouds. If' this model for the infrared radiation from R OrB

v. = =27 km/s

/

the material must have left the stellar surface, Ed :::: a time

constant velocity before JD +1033, as it appeared to after, then

for the single star model of' dust leaving the star is found if we

Whatever tbe true velocity of recession, intriguing euppcr-b

and if this recession 'Was ease occurring with approximately

v "( C)_1/2 V
d E:IR a

and if d/dt 0 following JD +1033, t .e , the cloud

structure vas fairly stable with time, then the true velocity is

R "( C)_1/2 R
d E:m a

between the true and apparent distance fran the star

run the recession linearly backward in time (L,e , continue the

straight line ,in Fig. 36 to the left). We have tine relationship

is correct, this would represent the first direct observation of

absorption lines found by Payne_Gaposcbkin (1963) for R erB

(Va"'" 5-35 km/s) during the 1961. minimum if the shift is due to

scattering off of a radially expanding dust cloud.

dust leaving a star, without depending on Doppler velocities which

refer to the gas. Interestingly enough, this velocity is also in

the range one would derive from the apparent redshift of stellar

18001200 1400 1600
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'" Ea (JD +1033)

Va
640 days

c
€viS ..... 1 for the cloud cover between J1) +1033 and JD +1780, then

the remaining unknown quantity is

at about this time. A causal relationship between the earlier

agreement does seem very suggestive.

c
'IE

ex,
represented by Fi\. '" (ld Bi\.[TB(i\.)] where TB(i\.) is the average

brightness temperature of the clouds at the wavelength 11.. The

fact that €i\.c is approximately constant {t , e. the spectrum appears

to be a blackbody) implies €i\.o '" Bi\.[TB(i\.) J!Bi\. (Ta) '" canst. One

solution to this is TB(i\.) '" Ta and then €i\.c '" 1. Other solutions

(» c), care possible, if TB II. < Ta, then €i\. <::: 1, t ,e , em can be greater

or less than one and the actual average cloud velocity could be

Now the apparent infrared flux from the cloud comp'Lex can be

Interestingly enough,eer-Lfer-, i.e. on or about JD ..... 2,4-40,390.

clouds surrounding R GrB. The geometry and optical. depth of the

there was a brief' minimum in the visual light from R GrB (Fig. 32)

clouds not in our line of sight to the star is unknown. If we assume

visual event and aubsequetrt infrared event is not proved but this

To interpret th1.s apparent velocity in terms of an actual

velocity we must treat the problem of radiation transfer in the

that we are not in a preferred direction -with respect to the infra_

red radiation, then a lower l:illlit to the average visual absorptivity,
c

svis' te given by

greater or less than the apparent velocity, 27 km/s.

An aspect of the minima which may be related to the cloud

a =

•
Therefore, on JD +1033, we have

c
SvlS:': O•T

This agrees with the observations of clouds wbicb have

cover surrounding R OrB stars is the appearance of "veiling" or

apparent weakening of the stellar absorption lines during a min:iJnum•

Payne-tjaposchkfn (1963) has interpreted this as due to incipient

emission in the core of the absorption line, but Herbig (1949)

points out the line weakening occurs even in lines which are

seen strongly in emission. Alexander et aJ.. (1972) have interpreted

this as at least partially due to the appearance of a continuum

appeared in our line of Sight, i.e. "vis »1, and the low cloud
c < _2

albedo derived from the March-June 1972 minimum, t ,e • Avis ..... 10 •

These data would :iJr(ply .... 1 for the c'Louds , If 'We assume

of overlying emission during minimum -which they suggest may be due

to the electron attachment spectrum of ON. An interesting alternative

explanation has been suggested by Woolf (1970) and Jones (1973).

They point out that the photons scattered off of dust grains in an
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expanding envelope surrounding a star will be redshifted. For

.scattering at an angle 8, the linear momentum transferred to a

grain of mass M will be 6P '"'"' (1 _ cos e) h\ll C J and the change in

energy of the photon will be BE ,...,h\!(l _ cos 9) Vic, where v is
the original frequency of' the photon and Vd is the radial velocity

of the dust grain. This predicts that a narrow line will be

broadened and redshifted by a relative amount 5\)/'J Vd/c upon

scattering off the envelope. The line broadening will mean a

reduction in the central depth of an absorption line and may con-

tribute to the line weakening which occurs during a minimum.

Interestingly, Payne-rjaposohkfn (1963) has reported an apparent

redshift of the stellar absorption lines during the 1960 minimum

of R Cz-B, The shift amounted to '"'"' 5-35 kln./s and was only apparent

when flV > 4.5 mag. The author attributed this shift to the appea-

rance of blueshifted emission lines distorting the spectrum,

however, a shift was observed in lines which appear in

emission so an interpretation in terms of scattering off an expen-

ding ctxcumstelj.ac envelope would seem to be a possible alternative.

This could be further suppm-t, for the Va""" 27 lwl/s recessional

velocity found above.

ii) Mass Loss From R OrB

The prevtoas section indicated that dust grains produced

on or before JD +1033 were subsequently ejected at a velocity,.... 27

lwl/s. This in:qJlies mass loss is occurring from the star; the
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aforementioned appearance of blueshifted emission and circumstellar

absorption lines during a minimum also indicate maas loss is

occurring. For the R OrB stars, the mass loss is apparently of an

impulsive nature., rather than the more or less steady state mass

loss Which is observed (Chapter VIII) in late-tYIJe stars. We will

apply the methods developed in Chapter VIII to measure maea loss

to the impulsive event occurring on or before JD +1033.

(a) Weighing the Dust

In the case of R CrE, the viSual spectra indicate the phot.o-,

sphere is carboncr-Lch , Lc e , NC > NO' so we would expect, as for the

carbon stat'S, graphite to be a primary constituent of the condensed

grains. The detailed- spectrum (Fig. 34) suppor-ts this suspicion --

the spectrum appears smooth, as would be expected for graphite, and

in particular there doesn't appear to be any large emission or

absorption features which could be attributed to the silicates or

SiC -which are seen in the 8-13 spectra M stars and carb on stars,

respectively. The actual relative abundance of carbon in the

photosphere is somewhat uncertain because of the near absence of

hydrogen and the unobservability of helium in the photosphere.

Helium is believed to be the most abundant constituent in the

atmosphere in order to (1) provide the necessary continuous opacity

in the photosphere (Berman 1935; Warner 1967) and (2) conserve

the mass of the presumably initially normaJly abundant material

which has presumably undergone nuclear processing to give the

observed anomalous abundances (low H, high C). Wallerstein (1973)
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under the second aasurapt.Lon gives a mass fraction of carbon in the

photosphere of fCC) ...... 1/13.3 but also suggests that it may be a

factor ...... 4-10 less, Lce , fCC) ...... 1/50 - 1/133.

In Chapter VIII, we derive an expression for the mass of

dust radiating at a eenperabure Td around a star of radius r* and

temperature T* in the optically thin case (eq, VIII-4):

absorption coefficient of the radiating dust grains. If the cloud

is optically thick at a given wavelength, the actual mass of dust

will be greater than this. If we associate the apparent blackbody

temperature Ta with tho:: dust beraper-at.ur-e , this becomes

Lse , the inferred mass is directly proportional (aside from the

small deviations from a blackbody) to the apparent solid angle, 0a'

which is plotted vs , time in Fig. 35. The proportionality constant

M(i\) is given in Table 4, assuming T. '" 6000 OK S, '" 104 S, and, * 0

appropriate for small graphite grains (Appendix B, Chapter V).

From,..... JD +1100 to ,..... JD +1800 the!J and therefore thea

inferred mass of dust at any given wavelength increased only ...... 20,%,
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TABLE 4

Malna for R erB

'(") 3.5 4.9 8.4 11 l8 Ave 3.5-11

M(') l.37 2.37 6.0 10.0 25 4.9

40x 10 gm/ster

which is consistent with the model of dust made on or about JD +1033

being subsequently ejected from the vicinity of the star. The

appar-ent, increase of mass with wavelength couj.d be due to (1) opti-

cal constants less wavelength dependent than those of small pure

graphite grains, for which "A ...... 1/i\2. This could be due to

(a) larger gr-afns , though the aforementioned reddening seems to

imply at least some small, a ;:s 0.1 grains. Graphite grains

larger than a ...... 1 would be required, (b) impure graphite or some

other grain material; though the detailed spectrum (Fig. 34)

indicates any proposed radiating material must have quite smooth

emissivity vs , wavelength; (2) at the longer waveLengt.hs , we are

detecting cooler dust grains "Which are left over from earlier dust

production or (3) the cloud or clouds are optically thick., thus

at longer wavelengths we see deeper into the clouds and, correctly

infer a greater mass of dust. Assuming (3) to be the case, the

longer wavelengths would give the best estimate of the total amount

of dust. To investigate the poaafbj.e optical dep't.h we consider what

the optical depths of a given inferred mass would be if the masa
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And, if a mass fraction f" of the gaseous material is in the form

where f' :s f(C), the mass fraction of carbon in the photosphere.

From the previous discussion, fCC) is thought to be f"'" V1 3• 3 but

1 1
could be as low as f ,... 50 133 so

(VI-1)
Md _8M ,...17 x 10 M Iyr

d 3 years 0

of dust gz-aans , the total mass loss rate will be

Inferred OpticaJ. Depth of' Shell Surrounding R Or-B

TABLE 5

were distributed in a thin unr.rorm shell at R ,..., R from the star.a

Taking M(A) ,..., 5 x 10 40 gm/ster, 0 '" 0.8 x 10-1 4 ster and R ,...,a a
l.5 x 10 9 cm, Ls e , as at the beginning of expansion on J1l +1033

2
we get, for '\ = 1J. (Mi4rrRa ) = the absorption optical depth

through thickness of the shell, the result shown in Table 5.

0.55

64

3·5
3.1

8.4

0.71

11

0.42

18

0.17
-6 /M0yr (VI-8)

(b) CODBervation of Momentum

On this shell model, our line of Sight passes through more than

one thickness of the thin shell, so this shell would be opticaJ.ly

thick at all wavelengths except posa Ib'Iy II and 18 IJ.. Since the

shell must be inhomogeneous, as on JD +1033 there was, for instance,

no dust (V ",6.0) on our line of sight to the star, the actual

The mass of dust produced on or about JD +1033 was there-

after continuously absorbing linear momentum from the stellar

radiation field (see Chapter VIII) at a rate

dP,
at

Therefore, from J1J +1033-1800 it received an impulse
distribution of' dust will probably have an even larger optical

depth. Therefore, we take as our est:imate of the mass of dust

associated with the JD +1033 event the mass inferred at 11 f.L, Le.
1800

L33
" at

2.4 x 107 sec

_26 _8
Ma",lOxlO gm",,50xlO Me (vI-6)

which, is, integrating Fig. 35

£*
c

Now if events of this type occur, on the average, every three years,

the dust loss rate will be For a given total mass Mt ot' this would result in a change

of velocity



But the observed apparent velocity, Va' was approximately constant

(Fig. 36), i.e. hVa 5 km/s, so

taking £O. '" 104 £ we geto
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iii) Intrinsic Polarization of R OrB

The large polarization (,..., 3% at B and V) during the March_

June 1972 minimum. was explained (Coyne and Shawl 1973) in terms

of scattering off an asymmetric envelope surrounding the star.

The authors, however, assumed optically thin ('ro•5511:: 0.2)

clouds and it is not clear what will be the effect of the optically
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This is to be compared with the total mass derived by weighing

the dust, Le.

and the two methods agree fairly well, the second method being

(VI-9)
very thick clouds indicated by the visual light curve and the dust

mass considerations above. On the other hand, a small net aJ.ign-

ment of grains on our line of sight to the star, as discussed in

Chapter VII, could give the observed polarization. The low

apparent albedo of the clouds would seem to favor this mechanism

over one requiring scattering. The"'" 3%polarization at V on

JD +1425-+1435, when hV ,..., 6 mag requires an alignment of grains

independent of the uncertain quantity f(C). Again, if such events a", (Tmax - 'rmin)/(Tmax + 'rmin) as discussed in Chapter VII, '0
-typdcajLy occur every ""' 3 years, the inferred mass loss rate is

This result is quite comparable to the...., 3-20 x 10- 6 M,.j"year mass

loss rates derived in Chapter VIII for the quesd-at.eedy-atet.e mass

loss rates from M and C type Mira variables. The dust loss rate

is, however, considerably higher (factor,..., 3-10) thus supporting

the belief that the fraction of condensible material, 1'(0), is

higher in the atmosphere of R OrB and aj.so that much that is

condensible does condense.

Pv 0.03
a""'-""'-55 ",,0.0055"v .

Le. less tbtm 1% net alignment. The "-' 0.2% polarization found by

Serkowski and Kruszewski (1969) when /),V ...., 0.6 wouJ.d require

-3
2xlO ,,-,00036a...., 0.55 •

L,e, a similar small net alignment. The...., 80_90° change in position

angle of polarization between these two measurements (see Fig. 32)

could be due to a change in the alignment of the grains, similar

to what could explain the position angle variation in the long

period variable stars. Similar values. of P/T" and large poaLtif.on



angle changes have been observed in RY Sgr by Serkowski and

Kruszewski (1969).

Alternatively; a model of an optically thick, asymmetric

envelope with absorption; such as that discussed by mearn et aJ..
(1973) IlllW be able to account for these rather modest polarizations.

Then the ,.., SKJo position angle change would represent e. xe-e.Ltgnnent

of the envelope. Also net polarization could possibly result from

scattering off of discrete, optically thick cloudlets distributed

asymmetrically about the star.
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VII. INTRniSIC POLARIZATION

A. Introduction

Observations of intrinsic polarization from a celestial

polarization. High spectral resolution polarimetry by the Russians

(Dombrovskii 1970; Derbiz and Dombrovskii 1973) indicates the same

amount of polarization in the depths of a strong TiD absorption

bend as in the continuum. The rtuxes. in and out of the band must
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in the stellar atmosphere may produce the required amount of

source potentially conveys information on the geometry of the

radiation mechanisms which are operating in that source. Here

we take the term radiation in its broadest sense, including emission,

scattering, and absorptian of photons. The linear polarization of

the stars in this program has several characteristics which any

proposed mechanism must be able to explain. The polarization is

time variable, in both degree and position angle. Polarization at

a particular wavelength can increase (or decrease) by a factor of

2-3 or more in a short time, .:: 30 days. The position angle can

also change by a large amount (68 .... 90"') on these short time scales.

There is a tendency for the polarization to increase toward shorter

wavelengths and when the polarization is high the wavelength

dependence tends to be steeper- (t ,e. there is less relative change

in polarization at the longer vavej.engt.he}, There may be some

regularity in the variation of polarization with time, I.e., peaking

at visual min:1mum or on the rise to maximum, but superimposed on

this are more or less random variations in -degree and position

angle of The average amount of polarization of a

star is well correlated with its infrared excess, as measured by

the flux ratio Fll/F3. 51Jo (Dyck et 1971, Fig. 1).

Harrington (1969) has pr-oposed that scattering on molecules

originate in quftie different layers in the stellar atmosphere so

this result would seem to rule out an atmospheric origin for the

polarization. It would,also seem to rule out polarization due to

an additional overlying po'Iar-Laed emission mechanism, as for example,

synchrotron radiation. For then, when the stellar continuum is

depressed by a factor of' two, as is the case in the TiD bands J one

would expect tbec-etat.rve amount of polarization to increase by a

faetorof two, 'Which is not observed. Iii addition, both these

mechanisms fail to explain the correlation of polarization with the

infrared excess, which is pr-esumab'Iy due to emission from a shell. of

circumstellar grains. One mechaniSm which is consistent with the

above observations and the correlation of polarization with infrared

excess is the conversion of initially unpolarized starlight to the

polarized light observed throUgh absorption and/or

scattering by dust grains in the circumstellar envelope surrotinding

the suar., We will explore the implications of this model in the

following discussion.

Discussions of the production of polarization in a circum-

stellar shell of dust grains have centered on two posadb'Le mechanisms;

(1) scattering of light off an asyaraetir-Lc , aJ.igned envelope of

freely oriented (un_aligned) grainS ana. (2) scattering and absorp-

tion Of. light by aJ.igned grains in a symmetric (or un-aligned)
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envelope. In either case, if the mechanism is shown to be capable

of' pr-oduc Ing the characteristics of' the observed polarization, a.

physically reasonable mechanism for producing the necessary ,align-

ment must also be considered. In the first case one must explain

how the envelope as a whole came to be asymmetric, and hOW" this

asymmetry may vary in order to give the observed variation of a

polarization with time. In the second case, one muat, exp'Lafn

(8.) how the grains came to be asymmetric, '(b) how asymmetric gra.1ns

come to be aligned) and (c) how the changes in polarization may be

related to this alignment. In order to guide this discussion we
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and

where I* = total unpoj.ar-fzed intensity of the star in the absence

of a circumstellar shell, 'TT(AA) = total optical depth of the

shell along our line of sight to the star to radiation With E-

vee tor ill the ¢ direction, =1ntensity of unpolarized scattered

light 'and = intensity of polarized scattered light. If

+ ll.'TT and 6:rT« 1, eq, (VII-l) reduces to
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present a highly siIl![ll1fied, phenomenological. model which displa,ys

the parameters which each of these models must hope to explain.
(VII-2)

B. Polarization Model

The linear lJolarization at a particular wavelength A. is,

where IS :: Iv + lp :: total. intensity of scattered light and
TT :: [TT($max) + ]/2 :: for Ll.'TT «'TT' If we

further define an alignment parameter by:

by definition,

(VII-I)

this becomes, for a « 1,

(VII-3)

where is the intensity of light linearly polarized at an

angle ¢and l max is the intensity maximum obtained at ¢max = e"

the position angle of polarization. We have

p = (vII-4)

The total intensity of light scattered to a given observer-

will depend on the shell geometry and the optical depths for

scattering and absorption. If a fraction g of the light is

polarized, the polarized intensity will be



and eq. (vII_4) becomes

p- (VII-5 )
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each sector iJS.5 ;:; 9fF'. With this most favorable envelope they

found a limit to the amount of polarization for non-ebecrpt.tve

particles (albedo A = 1, 'fa = 0) when X = 2rra/A .:5 1 and Tmax = 0.88,
for which Pmax ::::: 5.5't. For optical depths greater or less than

this, the polarization vas decreased. For absorptive particles

with optical. constants approximately those of graphite at A = 0.55 j.!
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On the aligned envelope model, a .is taken to be zero and

the polarization properties are ascribed to g, which is a function

of shell geometry and optical depth. For .single rp scattering off

of small grains g ..... 1 is possible. For !!J.1gned envelopes of the

type considered by Kruszewski et al. (1968) and Shawl (1971, 1972)

there is a maximum of g .... 0.3. The polarization of scattered light,

g, is "diluted" by the lUlpolarized transmitted starlight 1* e-TT

so .tbat P :s; g. On the aligned grain model, a f- 0 and g may be
positive or negative, I.e. the scattered light may increase or

decrease the polarization due to extinction by aligned grainS

on our line of sight to the star.

c. Aligned Asymmetric Envelope

Models of the aligned envelope type have been presented

by Kruszewski et a1. (1$68) and, m-mcre detail and generality by

Shawl (1971, 1972). Kruszevski et aJ.. considered the maximum

polarization attaJ.nable from a "double sector" shell geometry,

which can be visualized by imagining one were viewing a peeled

orange pole on .with all but two opposite sections removed. They

found the maximum. polarization vas given 'When the opening angle -of

they found a somewhat lower maximumpolarization (Pmax..... 3't) at a

sonevnat higher optical depth {Tmax ....L2)for x := L [there is an

error in Kruszewski et al..• (1968) on this point. Eq, (li7) .shcul.d

read Zmax e-Tmax := [AI (2 A)1 (J2iA - 1) for the cpt.Lca.L depth

giving maximum polarization. In the paper the third "A" is missing,

so the results only differ for A f- 1]. The authors suggested that

higher polarizations may be produced if there is an additional

component of the cloud -which' happens to be on our line of sight to

the star, thus blocking the direct, Wlpolarized starlight.

Shawl (1972) considered other shell geometries in addition

to the double eect.or and found, in the optically thin limit, the

wavelength dependence vas relatively invariant with respect to

shell geometry but the degree of polarization vas greatest for the

double sector. He thereafter considered the-wavelength dependence

of poj.ar-Laat.Lcn which would be pr-oduced by grainS of a specified

size with specified optical constants. In particular he considered

the optical constants that .wou'Id be appropriate for Silicates,

graphite, and iron. He then compared the observed -wavelength

dependence of polarization for a number of stars vith the wavelength

dependence derived fran this thin) model to derive



field.

particle species" size" and column density. In general most of the

stars could be fit, at one time or another" by one or more of the

models, but often no fit could be obtained. In addition, no attempt

was made to fit the degree of polarization or the position engle of

polarization. The optical depth of the envelopes was limited to

1" 0.4 in order that secondary scattering be negligible.

one objection to these well-ordered asymmet r Lc envelope

models is the limited amount of polarization they can produce. The

maximum_polarization given by the (thin) envelopes considered by

Shawl (1972) was Pmax ;: 2'-?%. Kruszewski et (1968) considered

the dependence on optical- depth and found there wa,s a limiting

polarization (the "Kruszewski limit") of P < 5.5% for dielectric--(non-absorptive) grains .and Pmax 3%' for absorptive grains (.... like

graphite or iron). on the other hand, many late_type stars show

intrinsic polarization ea large or larger than this. For exam:ple

V CVn: Pmax ..... % (Kruszewski et a1. 1968), V erE: Pmax ..... 10%

(ShaWl 1972), R Gem: Pmax ..... 5% (Dyck 1968). And stars vith large

infrared excesses can have even larger polarization: VY Clola

Pmax ..... 20i (ShaWl 1972), IRC +10216 Pmax = 24% (Dyck et 61. 1971),

:NML Tau Pmax .... loi (Kruszewski 1971a), CIT 6 Pmax ....15% (Kruszewski

1973). Neither can large polarization always be due to a fortul_

tously placed cloud blocking the direct" unpol.er-Lzed starlight for

in several cases {ecg , R Leo, oCet, R Gem, X ere, S CrB, R Hya in

Chapter _IV) large changes in the degree of polarization are not

accompanfed by corresponding changes in the vis ual light.
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In SUDllllaI'y1 a well ordered, asymmetric envelope model seems

able, at least to fit the observed polarization

of at least some of the stars at least some of the time. We will

consider physical mechanisms which might produce such an asymmetric

envelope. Consideration of the mass loss from these stars (Chapter

VIII) indicates that a dust grain, once it has condensed, will be

driven aut from the star by the very strong stellar radiation

If the radiation field is radial, then the subsequent

motion or the particles 'Will also be radial and the asymmetry of

the envelope aust; be introduced at the time or particle condensation.

Possible sources of this initial asymmetry are -the angular momentum,

the magnetic field and possible non-radial osCillations of the star.

The angular momentum of the star provides a symmetry axis with"

respect to vtucn the physical characteristics of the star ma,y

depend. Rotation will result in a non-spherical shape for the

star. The equatorial radius Will-be· larger than the polar radius

.ro.ich id11. result in the gravity g, being relatively

smaller on the equator. B:r Von Zeiples theorem, the surface tem.-

peratUre on the equator will also be smaller (T ....i/4)surface •
The net effect -will be to increase the scale height' [h ....., kT/mg .....

• - 3/
4_) and reduce the fa tsur ce em;perature in the equatorial

regions, whi'ch should enhance the grain product ion rate' near the

equatorial regions. Another physical process which may be impor_

tant in the production of grains and vhtch will be affected by the

stellar rotation and magnetic field is convection. It is believed

that for Lat.e-t.ype giant and supergiant stars the energy which is

gener-at-ed-by nuclear reactions deep in the stellar interior-is
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If this mass loss is to be

transported by convection to the stellar surface and thence radiated

to the observcc-, :rills picture 150 supported by the observed surface

abundance encaej.tee in these stars, which would naturally result

fran nuclear-processed material 'fr-om the core being transported to

the surface. The existence of stellar rotation and magnetic field

will affect this convection and it Yill not necessarily be spher-L,

ca.ll.y symmetric. The appearance of convective cells at the stellar

surface may, in tum, affect the production rate of dust grains,

which lrl..1l then be asymmetric. AJj a specific example, consider

the sun -- sun spots are relatively cooler areas on the sun's

surface which are believed to be due to a local condensation of

magnetic field which inhibits the convection at that point. Further,

sunspots are observed to be conrfned cetveen >- ± 45° of solar lati-

tude, Le. they appear in an asymmetric manner. If any dust grains

were produced in a sunspot and repelled radially by solar radiation

pressure, an asynnnetric envelope would result. For such a mechanism

to be effect-ive in producing an observable envelope, the stellar

analogs of sunspots would have to be much more extensive and active

than those on the sun. In SIJJIllllB..rY, it is not difficult to think

of mechan.isms which, at least qualitatively, might lead to the pro-

duction of an asymmetric envelope which may be properly aligned ldth

respect to an external observor. A quantitative treatment of the

possdb Le effects would be much more difficult, combining little

known aspects of stell.ar structure in which geometry is important

with the little known process of grain formation in a stellar

atmosphere.
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A major difficulty facing explanations of the observed

polarization in terms of an asymmetric envelope is the optical

depth of the envelope (see Chapter VIII). As usual, we define

0' as the ratio of the total excess flux in the infrared to the

total observed flux 0' = ;;:exc/;;:tot; O! is a measure of the amount of

- -« b )dust and is given approximately by (Appendu A) ct.,.. 1 _ e as,

where ('Tabs) is the average absorption optical depth of the shell.

For the Mira carbon stars, a ranges rrom e- 0.3 to 0.8. This means

that the absorption optical depth averaged over the star's

.... 2300 OK radiation field and the whole 4TT sterradians surrounding

the star ranges from e- 0.35 t.o e- 1.6. If the grains are concen-

trated :in asymme'trdc directions around the star, the optical depth

must be even greater in those dfr-ect.Lona, Now, if the grains are

assumed to be graphite and of small size, a.:: 0.1 iJ., an absorption

optical depth of 1 at h = IS iJ. will mean an absorption optical

depth of,.. at }" = 0.55 iJ.. These shells should be quite

optically thick 'to absorption at visual wavelengths. If some of

the particles ere large enough so that 2rra/h .....1 at these

wavelengths 1 they will ease be optically thick to scattering. For

the M and S stars the evidence for large vis ual optical depths is

less direct. The observed e-e m;.e small but the computed mass loss
_6 -r

rates are large, "" 3-7 x 10 MGiyr.

radiation pressure driven, this i.In];llies apr ,.", O'scatt 2:; 0.25

these stars. Thus Jo the scattering opt ical depth a.t ..... 1_2 iJ. must

be qujt e large, 'Tscatt .?:. 0.29. Small grains (a .... 0.1_0.2 iJ.) will
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have an approximately 10 times larger scattering cross section at

A = 0.55 fJo. ThI.lB, we expect "scatt(0.55 u) ;;: 3 for these shells.

As an example, consider the double sector model introduced by

Kruszewski et a1. (1968). The circum.stellar envelope only covers

2rT sterradians surrounding the star so, to explain the mass loss,

Cr'pr ;:, 0.5 over this portion of the envelope. Then "scatt (1-2 lJ.)

.0.7 and 'Tscatt(0.55 j.J.) ;;:. 7. For 'T = 7, the model gives on1¥ ..... 0.031>

polarization. Even for 'T = 3.5 the model gives only ..... 1% polari_

zation. Thus, even the most idealized, ma.x1JIla1.ly efficient envelope

configuration will. faU to give large polarizatibfis as the opticeJ.

depth is increased. It is not at all clear what the 'Wavelength

dependence of polarization "will be in this case. One might suppose

that as the optical depth decreases to longer wave'Leng'the , the

polarization should increase (since we are on the other side of

the "Kruszewski limit" at "max = 0.88) which is opposite to what

is observed.

Further problems with regard to optical. depth are encountered

if the more extreme "infrared stars" mentioned earlier are considered.

For these stars (ror- exanwle, the M stars VY CMa, :NML.cyg, NML Tau

and the carbon stars me +10216 and CIT 6) more of the observed

energy appears in the infrared which is pz-esumabLy due to thicker

shells around these stars. Eventually one would expect some sort;

of a "Kruszewski l:imit" to be reached and the polarization

would decrease due to multiple scattering and the resultant loss

of memory of asymmetry. Observations of these more extreme stars

(for example Kruszewski 1971a.; Dyck ..=! 1971) do not show this.
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The thicker shelled stars also show more intrinsic polarizatiolJ.,

even at the shortest wavelengths observed. Thus, if Fig. 1 is

to include these infrared' objects the trend indicated

there is merely continued, stars idth a large F IF
. 14' 3.5_

flux ratio invariably show large intrinsic polarization. This

effect has been independently noted by KrUszewski (1971b) -who

further emphasized that there is no case of' a late-type star with

large excess which' also has small average polarization. He, con-,

cj.uded that this was hard to understend on the asymmetric envelope

model and 'WaS led to consider aligned grains as a source of

polarization.

Gnedin et a1. (1973) treated the problem of polarization

produced in an optically thick, disk shaped envelope and found that

if there was some absorption, i.e A < 1, then a net polarization

can .result even if 'T »L In this case, as in: Harrington'S (1969)

model for the production of pOlarizat ion in the stellar atmosphere,

the preferred direction, with respect to which polarization is

produced, is pr-ovdded by the gradient of the radiation density 'Which

for A < 1 15 maintained in an asymmetric' envelope even as 'T » L

Their model gave a maximumpolarization of Pmax: :::::: 5i's.t Amax ..... 6.6

for viewing the thin disk edge on. This result was independent of

-r for 'T»1. For dielectric silicate grains, for which A ..... 1 is

possible, a gradient might be established by the tendency of grains

with 2rra/A 2: 1 to forward scatter, as discussed by Jones (1973).

Though thiS model appears to give polarization for large optical.

depths, it still fails to (1) explain the Fma,x> 5%which are
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observed, and (2) exp'Lafn the apparent increase of P with opticalmax
depth.

A final difficulty that any of themodel.s must race is the

observed rapid variability of the degree and position angle of

polarization especially at shorter wavelengths. It is hard to

imagine how an extensive asymmetric envelope could suddenly appear

{or disappear) on a time scale as short as 30 days, 'Which is a

tYJlical time scal.e over 'Which the polarization can increase (or

decrease) cy factors of 2 or' 3. It is even harder to imagine how

such an envelope, once developed, can shift in angle by goo as

would seem to be r-equfr-ed by the observed variations of the angle

of polarization. The characteristic time scale for mechanical

rearrangement of a circumstellar. shell'will be, in the absence of

magnetic forces, -r -.J R/v ;:: 'Where r* is the stellar radius

and Vmax is the maximum mechanical. velocity in the problem. For

Late-Eype stars, r ..... 4 x 1013 em and V < 20km!s so T > 0 6* max ..... ' ......
years which is .Lcnger than the observed ..... 0.1 year time scales.

As discussed earlier, sudden increases in polarization

Cannot be due solely to a decrease in the unpolarized

starlight [d s e , an increase in TT in eq, (VII-5)l as due to a

clowl structure which suddenly appears in our line of sight to the

star because there are rna.tlY cases where an increase in polarization

of more than a factor of two is not accompanied by a decrease in

visual light by a factor of two (-.J 1 mag). 'Rather, the increases

in polarization' would seem, on the asymmetric envelope model, to

be due to actual increases in g and/or IS is eq, (VII-5), t,e ,
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an actual increase in the amount of scattered light (IS) or in the

efficiency of conversion or- scattered light to polarized light

(L,e , g) •. Further, if Is ver-e to be increased by a substantial.
amount, it would imply a corresponding increase in the scattering

optical depth at visual wavelengths which would imply an ,increase

in optical depth at infrared (..... 1_2 wavelengths which wuld

imply an increase in absorption of the stellar 'luminOSity by the

cf.rcunstej.Iar envelope which should result in a relative increase

in the observed infrared flux at the wavelengths, Where the shell is

radiating (i.e. AA 8-13 This also is not observed (Chapter'IV),

Le , there doesn't appear to be any large increase in shelllumi_

nos L'ty (t ,e, a) coincident with the observed large increases in

polarization. (The time ecefe for a small grain to heat up to its

equilibrium'temperature is < 1 sec for any reasonable grain

parameters. )

Thus, it would seem that if the same grains which are

responsible for the infrared excess are also responsible for the

intrinsic polarization as indicated by Fig. 1,· the large and rapid

changes in polarization must be due, in large part, to changes in

g, the efficiency of the envelope in producing polarization.

Further, tbe tillle scale ar-gument, above seems to rule out changes

of the whole envelope, for which Ii 4 r*, on the observed short

t1me scales. Rather, on the asymmetric shell model, the rapid

changes must be due to much smaller regions, 1I1{< r*, perhaps closer

to the star vhfch represent only a small fraction of the total

"amount of dust. It
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It appears that "well ordered" asjwnetric envaLcpea of the

double section type are hard pressed to explain the observed

characteristics of, mtc-mar.c both vith respect to

optical depth and with respect to rapid time variability. A model

which may still be able to account for the observations without

resorting to aligned grains or some other mechanism is the "discrete

cloud" model. Here the star is imagined to be surrounded by an

extremely patchy cloud cover vith dense blobs of matter inter-

spersed with relatively oj.ear- speces , The average cloud cover, as

monitored by Ct, could remain relatively constant ;mile the detailed

distribution of cloud cover, as monitored by g and the observed

polarization, could change with time. Such extremely patchy distri-

bution of circumstellar dust grains is in fact indicated in the

case of R CrB (Chapter VI), whether it be a single or a double star.

However, the late-type long period variable stars do non, in 'general,

show the characteristic sudden, diminution 'of' visual light lIhich is

one of the defining characteristics of the R CrB ver recjes , In

addition, the observations of the absorption lines due to ctr-cua;

stellar gas (Weymann 1963) indicate both constant velocity and

constant strength with time; thus at some point the outfiow of

circumstellar material must become fairly uniform. In addition,

the time scale problem is still important and would seem to limit

the sizes of the polarizing regions possibly suggesting small

cj.ouds quite close to the star as being responsible. llie polari-

zation which results from such an array of discrete clouds surrounding

the star should be worked out .m detail and compared vithobservation

to see if' thiS mechanism will work.
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D. Aligned Asymmetric Grains

Aligned grains are familiar as they have been invoked to

explain interstellar polarization. The situation in a circumstellar

environment is, however, quite different, with hi.gher gas densities,

higher temperatures, probable turbulence, and supersonic streaming

of grains relative to gas. It is not clear that a mechanism which

may work perfectly well in interstellar space will work ina

clrcumstellar shell. Even if alignment can be achieved, it must

be, shown that the desired polarization properties are produced.

The existence of interstellar polarization implies the existence

of asymmetric, alignable grains. It is probable that trrterstej.Lec-

grains either are entirely produced or subsequently grow from

nuclei ....'bich are produced in circum-stellar space. In either case,

we would expect at least, some circumstellar grains to be asymeeta-tc,

In the case of carbon etec-s , the -well known hexagonal, flaky

structure of graphite leads one to expect smaJ..l grains of graphite

to exhibit same asymmetry. .Jn the case of M and S stars with

silicate minerals as the probable grain material., the observation

of infrared po'Lar-Laat.Lon in the Orion Nebula (Dyck et' a1. 1973)

vhlch'ls' correlated 'With a silicate absorption feature (Gillett

and Forrest 1973) probably mdacat.es that silicate grains'ma;;--

also be asymmetric and a.LdgnahLe , We will therefore consider some

possible alignment mechanisms and the polarization, both visual

and infrared, ..mtcn might be expected due to allgned grains.

Some of the grain alignment mechanisms 'Whicb have been

proposed, and may be .ilIlportant in the circumstellar environment are



(1) gas streaming (Gold 1952, Z1rin 1952), (2) photon stl'eaming

Harwit 1970), (3) magnetic: (a) paramagnetic relaxation (Davia

and Creenstetn 1951), (b) "compass needle" (Spitzer and Tukey .

1951), (c) eddy currents (Davis and Greenstein 1951). We vill

consider the likelihood ot: these in turn.

i) Alignment by Streaming

Since the grains are being driven by radiation pressure

through the gas in a circumstellar envelope (see Cha:pter VIII), it

'Would seem natural to consider alignment mechenfsma which might

derive from this situation. Uni'ortunately for any such alignment

scheme, there can be no net alignment cr grains when viewed along

the streaming direction because then there is no furthersynnnetry

which provides a preferred direction a. Assuming the photons are

streaming approx:1lllately radiaJ.ly away from the star, the grains

will also be streaming radiaJJ.y with respect to the gas. 'll1en

there can be no net alignment of grains along our line of sight-

to the star,which is necessarily radial. This implies that a = 0

in equation (VII-5) and the primary advantage of aligned grains,

that polarization be directly proportional to 1", is lost. Further,

though grains along any particular radial direction may .eppear

aligned to an externaj, observer- in another radial dtrectron, there

Will be' no alignment unless the streaming motion, projected on

the pj.ene of -the sky, has some net asynnnetry. 'll1us, f'or net

alignment there must also be an asymmetric envelope. Further, the

streaming will aJ:ways be present as long as the star is luminous
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and the rapid variability of' polarization is left unexp'Lafned , We

therefore reject grain alignment purely by radial streaming as it

has no apparent advantages over the asymmetric envelopes considered

earlier.

11) MagnetiC Alignment

It is i.rDportant to note at the outset that. if the magnetic

field is radial along our line of sight to the star, there again

can be no net alignment (a ,e, a = l!.-r= 0) perpendicular to our line

of Sight to the star, as for the purely streaming mechanisms, since

there 'Would be no further preferred direction for grainS to be

aligned with respect to. It is only if there is a component of

magnetic field, perpendicular to our lines of sight to the star that

grains along those directionS can have a net alignment and a f 0
in eq, (VII-5).

We will consider the general rotational. motion of an

asynnnetric dust grain oubJected to all the forces (torques) which

can act on it rn cdrcumst.ejj.ac space. First, we list the posarbj.e

forces which can act on a grain:

(1) Magnetdc

(2) Photon pressure

(3) Collisions with gas atoms

(4) Collisions with other dust grains

(5) Gravitation

(6) other (shocks, turbulence, ece.}

(7) Dipole radiation reaction.
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(VII-8)

Bdnce 'We 'Will be iliterested in alignment and therefore in rotation,

only forces which can couple to produce torques on a grain need be

considered. Three rotational parameters will be important in this

problem

(A) torques r i

(B) rotational. and alignment energies, E
1

(C) tilne scales 'l"i for rotational equilibrimn to be

achieved.

The radiation reaction force (7) will limit the angular velocity w

that a grain can spin at. The disalignment forces, (2}-(6), ;dll

act in a statistical manner to try and destroy any alignment that

the coherent magnetic forces, (1) may result in. This means that

ve must treat the effects of (2}-(6) dtiferently than those of

(1), the ticrquee r i in the first . case must be handled statistica1J.y

while the magnetic torque r 1. is coherent and can result in ordering.

The most convenient way of doing this is by considering- (E) and (C)

above. A magnetic mechanism will be considered to be potentially

effective for alignment if the (negative) magnetLc alignment energy

E). satisfies
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Uow if a statistical process is is occurring at an event rate N.
a

and transferring an average angular momentum to the grain tu.
i
per

event, the time '1"1 for this to result in a transfer of net angular

moment llID L to the grain is

( L)2 l'l"i = llL
i

-;-
1

,To determine the appropriate L2 which will control all. of

these time scales we note that, as shown in Chapter VIII, the grains

are streaming through the gas with a terminal Velocity AV
t
which is

greater than the thermal velocity of the gas, V
t h"

From the point

of view of the grain, gas atoms are seen to be .racfng around it with

velocities of order Vt h plus a net translational velocity lJ.V
t

in the anti-radial direction. Thus, averagerms vei.octw or gas

atoas- as seen by a dust grain is

2 - -t 2 '22
V = «(Vi + 'Vt) ) = Vt h + 'Vt

Now if the grain were at rest in the gas, it 'WOuld acquire, in thermal

equilibritun (3 degrees of freedom), a rms angular momentum given by
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(vII-6)
'Where m = average mass of gas atoms. In a one-dimensional stream

of velocity V, a grain 'WOuld acquire a rotational energy

or if the time necessary for magnetic alignment '1"1 satisfies

(VII-7)
This is the angular momentum at which the drag' due to differential

rotation in the stream just balances the random imlking rate of L.

men in the combined case it should reach
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L2 (1 2. 1 2) 3Er ot = 2I = m '2 (Vt h) + '2 fN t = 2' k'l'eff

were T· == T + 1fT ", Taking m = m., T = 103 OKeff g stream !i,2' g ,
7.5 Junjs typic.aJ. of circumstellar streaming, we have

for a grain a distance R from a star of radius r*:

'Which is much less than the "'"1 year time scale for a dust grain

and

- 6 -12Er ot - 1.1 x 10 ergs Nowphoton pressure, 'Which is providing the terminal

velocity, will have

Nov assume the grain is of characteristic size a ,... 0.1 nth

characteristic mass M,... j TT Pgrain a3 With Pgrain"" 3 gmfcm
3, and

characteristic' moment of inertia I ..... M a2 Then but much smaller 8L's

6 -24 2I ..... 1.2 x 10 gm. em

and

L ..... 1.72 x 10-18 gm cm2 sec-1
-23h.L2b '" h « m ve ..... 3.2 x 10

and

w = L/r ..... 1.36 x 106 sec-I (" ..... 2. x 1.05 Hz)
1. e.

so T2 10
4
1'3 and is therefore negligible.

Likewise collisions with dust grains are negligible because

the mass density of dust Pd 15 approximately

density, so

The time needed to establish this angular mOmentum is
. 1
N3 zx TT a VpgTA- ,given by (VII-B) with L given above, tiL

3
::: (a V m)

2 2 1/2 / .V"" (ll.Vt + Vt h) ..... 8.3 km 5, where 0g as the gas

M
T
M

'Which is the time necessary- for the grain to sweep' out its ID8.BS

gas atoms (Purcell and Spitzer 1.971). NumericaJ..1y, for a =0.1
3 • 6 .

p = 3 slew. M = 5 x 10- M Iyear :for the stellar gas lossgra.in ' g (3

rate end V = 10 Jrm/s, we get for the disalignment (equilibrium) t:1llle

So the time necessary to' sweep out a grain's mass in other

grains will be

Gravitation can apply no t.or-ques so 1'5 ..... co. A grain

rotating with angular velocity w with some dipole moment p 'W'ill



radiate at a rate

Thus,

1 I

'" 2 2 -3 2'3p c w

Spitzer (1968) shows that in equilibrium a grain in an ionized gas

acquires a negative charge such that the grain potential U is

given by

e U =-2.5 kT

'Ibis is the potential necessary to repel electrons so that the

collision rate of the grain 'With the faBter lOOving electrons equals

that with the positive ions. For T ::: 10 3 OK, a = O.l this means

a charge
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grain. We consider:

(a) Paramagnetic Relaxation

This is the magnetic interation considered by Davis and

Greenstein (1951) as a poserble source of alignment of interstella!'

grains currently believed (Purcen and Spitzer 1971) to be the

most favorable alignment mechant.sm in interstellar space. From

Purcell and Spitzer, the relaxation time i'or this mechanism. is

T - L - I , independent of L
la-rla-KV'B2

were KaJ = X", the imaginary- part of the volume' magnetic suscept.L,

bility, V = volume of grain, and B = the magnetic field. Taking

-12/K .... 3 x 10 Td appropriate for a dielectric (i.e. Silicate, silicon

carbide) at a temperature Td(OK) (Spitzer 1,968) we get, for a '" 0.1 IJ.,

Td ,.,. 500 OK:
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so see

Other forces l t ,e, (6)] may be present in the circumstellar

environment. The appearance of strong emissioil lines is suggestive

Therefore, for this to be effective in.alignment we require (eq.

VII-7)

of shocks, turbulence, convection, etc. However, no nodej.s of these

processes 'are available so "1"6 must remain an unlmown quantity.

If the magnetic field is Dot zero, there are several mag-

netic field-grain interactions 'Which can result in torques on a

or

. I / 1/2B :: 4.1 gauss (r., R) (0.1 " 0) (VII-9)



Now if the star's field is dipole, B(R) ..... B*(rJR)3, so

(VII-10)

is ittq>lied for the surface field. Taking R ..... 2r*, we need B ;;: 2

gauss and B* ;;: 16 gause, These seem like entirely moderate mag-,

netic fields. EVen if R ...... 4r*, B ..... 1 and E* ...... 100 gauss ,

In addition, Jones and Spitzer '(1967) speculate that if iron atoms

in a grain (as, for exampj.e , {I>fg,Fe)2Si04 Silicate) are present in

cltmqls, the necessary magnetic field may be reduced by an order of

magnf't ude or more ("super par-amagnet.Lsm"},

(b) Diamagnetic Relaxation

Graphite is a fairly good conductor so it exhibits diamag-

netism (induced magnetic moment opposite to B field). Wickramasinghe

(1967) claims that measurements at room temperature, in oscillating

fields imply a X", if spin-lattice interactions are negligible,

x" 10(1 )K = - 2.9 x 10- -
w TO

. This is ,... higher than the K Used above, so the Wagnetic field

strengths reqUired to align graphite flakes around carbon stars

vould be ...... 10 times lover, r ,e, B ..... 0.2-0.1 gauss and B* ....,1.6-10

gauss. However, Greenberg (1968) reports and modifies the 'Work of

Cayrel and Schatzman (1954) which indicates

X" 8 _13(1)2--,... xlO -
w TO

for graphite. AtTa ;;: 500 oK this is ':"" 2000 less than the K used

for paramagnetic relaxation so it would ind.icate pure graphite

flakes would requfre magnetic fields,:"" 45 times larger.

(c) lTCompass Needle"

If a material has an anisotropic magnetic susceptibllity

or a permanent magnetic moment, there rill be a tendency for .it to

line up in a magnetic field. In the :first case, if the volume

magnetic susceptibility is 'Xma.x: in one direction and \tin in another,

there vill be a tendency for the Xma..x direction to align with the
magnetic field and the negative energy of alignment will be

2":ce = - ("max - "min) V B

Vhere V is the volume of the particle. In the second case, if the

permanent magnetic moment is 11, there will be a tendency i'or I.lo to

line up with the magnetic field with an energy of alignment

;;: - 1-1. B

This second is the reason a compas s .needj,e points north. Pure

iron grains have not been positively identified in interstellar

or circumstellar space. In addition, the abundance of iron (the

mass fraction of iron for cosmic abundances is f(Fe) ..... l/gyJ)

lower than for silicates and graphite (r ..... 1/300). We thus don't
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expect iron grains in great quantitIes in clrcumstellar space,

though they aren't ruled out by observation. A emal.L grain of

iron might take the form of a "vhfeker" (Le, as in 'iron filings).

'Iben the magnetic moment would be IJ. = IV, 'Where V 1.5 the volume of

the grain .... 4 x 10-15 cm3 for a .... 0.1 fl. and I = 2000 cgs (Greenberg

1968) and the condition for alignment is

l".te.I""
or

B 0.145 gauss

pz-ovf.dfng the grain temperature is below the Curie temperature

for iron (1043 OK, Kittel 1966). This condition is independent of

the distance from the star. If the star's magnetic field is dipole,

grainS at .... 2 r* require B* ....1.2 gauss and grains' at .... 5r* require

B* ..... 18 gauss for alignment. These are quite small fields. If pur-e

iron were present as a 10% :Impurity in a, dielectric or graphite

grain, the magnetic field requt.reaerrte would be .... 10 times higher,

though the direction of alignment ndght not conform to one of the

natural axes of the vnoj.e grain.

Graphite can fonnin fiat hexagonal plates with grossly

different physical properties along the short ("C") axis as compar-ed

to the long axes. In particular, as graphite is a fairly good

conductor it is dimnagnetic and has a volume susc'9ptibllity parallel

and perpendicular to the C axis of:

WlckraJnas:1nghe (1$67)

_ -6
X - -1.1 x 10 cgs
.L

ThUS" there will be a tendency for the "O" exrs to lie perpendicular

to the magnetic field, (Xmin = XII)' The condition for alignment

is

2
(X - XII) VB> E tJ. - .... ro

which for a .... 0.1 IJ. particle implies

B ;z:: 2500 gauss.

This mechanism 15 therefore much less effective than the ones

previously discussed and can probably be ignored. Thisconclusion

is quite different than that arrived at by Donn.=! (1966) but

I believe they made two errors. Firstly, they concluded the c-exts

would align parallel to the magnetic field, 'Which is not so serious

but, I believe, wrong, Secondly, they stated the condition for

alignment to be

'Which is thennodynamically unt.enauLe ,
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(d) .Elidy Currents

This mechendsm vas considered by Davis and Greenstein' (1951)

and found to be negligible in the interstellar case. The basis is

the fact' that in a conductor placed in a time varying magnetic

field eddy currents "Will be generated which vill exert torques on

the grain. Tb,e condition for alignment to be possible is (Davis

and Greenstein 1951):
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(el Sommary

In summary, it appears that the "parama.gnetic relaxation"

mechanism is potentially able to align dielectric grains (t;e,

silicate, silicon carbide) in the circumstellar environment with

the required field at the grain's radius __2';'1 gauss and an implied

field at the star's surface, if the field is dipole, of _16_100

gauss. If "super paramagnetism" is important, the field requirements

may be reduced by a factor of", 10. Jones and Spitzer (1967) re;

0.65 x >1 examined the tevre-nreenstern mechanism from a statistical mechanics

point of view. Their approximate but analytic treatment of the

where 0 is the conductivity. For the c.ircumstellar case, T'" Te f f
600 , -6/ 45 K, a '" 0.1 1-1, Mg "" 5 x 10 ,M0' yr, .£lE- '" 10 .£0' this becomes

_2 1
B 7.2 x 10 -:JJ1' (rJRl

a
gauss

problem essentially confirmed the results of nevra-nreeneeetn, i.e.

that under the stated conditions there wou'Ld be net aligmnent of a

noncspher-Ica'l, grain. In addition.' they found the condition T F Tdgas
to be necessary for alignment. If Td < Tgas alignment is such that

the exes hav'lng the largest moment of inertia tend to aligned with

For pure iron at 573 OK, p::::: 25 x 10-6 ohm em «> ,1/0

50

B(tron) 2; 360 (rJRl gauss

25 x 10 3 cgs, the magnetic field. If Td > Tga s ' the reverse is true. In the

circumstellar case, Tgas '"" Tef f ,..." 5600 OK »Td, so the first case

will always hold -- polarization reversers cannot be due' to alignment

reversals in a fixed magnetic field. Purcell and Spitzer (1971)

presented a more general, Monte-Carlo analysis of the same situation

For the conducbIvIt.y Is a factor of _ 30 less, so

B(graphite) ;::,2000 (r.JR)

The result is thus similar to Lc above, Le. not very effective

for alignment.

and, again found alignment to occur, in agreement with the earlier

analyses. In addition, they concluded that alignment was more

favorable for nearly spherical than for highly elongated grains

because of the larger surface/volume ratio of the latter

disalignment being proportional roughly to surface area and align-

ment pr-cpor-t.Lcnad, to volume. Thus all studies indicate that this



And

10 km/s, we

mechanism vi1l give net alignment in a sufficiently strong magnetic

field, if T FTd"gas
To see if rapid changes- in polarization are allowed under

this necharrtsm, we note that if aJ..ignment is to occur, the magnetic

aJignment time :l..ri a given magnetic field "Will be {eq, VII-7):

So for R = 2r*, 1"1 < 1.2 x 103 sec ...... 3 are and for R' = 5r..... - *' 1"1
20 hr-s and alignment changes on time scef.ee of ...... 1 day are possible.

The time scale for a change of the magnetic field in the cfrcun-

stellar envelope will. be given.by TB '" where Va is the
t. • 6

Alven speed. For M '" 5 x 10- M Iyr R-g , -

have Pg "'"' 4.1 x 10-15 gmJcm3 or ",",2.6 x

And changes on tillle scales of ...... 10-1 yr would seem to be a11.owed,

even for extensive regions of the 'Whole clrcumstellar envelope

(R.<: 4r*), if the magnetic field of the star changes on these times.

For_graphite flakes 1 the same mechanism will work but the

magnetic field required is uncertain because of the uncertainty in

the X"/w appropriate for graphite. The magnetic field required

may be ..... 10 times lower or ...... 45 times higher than the fields quoted

above, In a.ddition, Purcell and Spitzer (1971) point out that very

thin graphite flakes will take;:: 10 t.mes larger 'field for alignment

than for dielectric cylinCiers because of their large surface/volume.

On the positive Side, because .of the very anisotropic optical

properties of a small graphite flake, a sma1.ler net alignment woul.d
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In the low temperature (T* "'"' 2500 OK) radiation field of the star,

the ionizationvill be suppj.fed by the abundant metals with low

ionization potential. AsSuming a.ll·the metals (Mg, Fe, .etc.) are

singly ionized, N ,..., 10-4 N.. and m /m.._ "'"' 40 so for B '" 2 gauss,e -li iOUli'

Va
C'" 4TTpplasma

be sui'ficient to produce a given amount of polarization.

Small. iron needles may also be aligned by fields which are

"'"' 5-10 times smaller than those' :required for dielectric grains.

If the iron is present as an ...... loi ferromagnetic "impurity" in a

0.1 l.l. grain, the fields required would be about 'the same as for

paramagnetic relaxation. The orientation given by this "compass

needle" mechanism. is such that the magnetic axis of a needle lines

up with the magnetic field, which is orthogonal

So the characteristic time scale will. be

orientation. In addition, the. field r-equf.r-ement; is independent of

distance from the star so a dielectric grain with ferromagnetic

impurity might be aligned by tne "ccarpess needle" mechanism -while

near the star and the orthogonal nevas-creenstem mechanism when

further avay,



iii) Magnetic Field Measurements

The status of direct measurements of magnetic field

rn and around late-type stars is unsatisfactory. In the method of

Babcock (1960) the longitudinal magnetic field averaged over the

surface of a star is measured ,by observing the splitting of the

op'posite Circularly polarized components due to the transverse

Zeeman effect. The photographic technique employed limits one to

stars which are bright visuaJ.ly, have narrow lines, large (..... 200

gauss) average fields and even then requires a large telescope.

In the comprehensive catalog by Babcock (1958) there are several

giant and supergiant 1-1 and S stars' vith large (..... 500 gauss) and

sometimes variable magnetic fields. Of the stars included in the

present study, R Gem was found to have an ..... 400 gauss field and

R Leo and R CrB were 'thought, to have probable but not certain

magnetif,c fields. unfortunately, since the important and fundaznen-

tal work by Babcock, there have been no further published studies

of the magnetic fields of these types of star. Babcock (1960), in

hiB review of the significance and prevalence of stellar magnetic

fields, says "there is support for the view 'that a majbrity of all.

stars possess magnetic fields of significant intensity" and specu-

lates that significant convection zones may be necessary for'the

generaticm of magnetic fields. He also states that "all stellar

magnetic' fields adequately observed are found to, be variable••• 01

Thus, there is at least a prillla facie case for time variable surface

magnetic fields on the order of severe 1 hundr-ed gauss fn .the Late-
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type stars of this study and R CrE. What is needed are stUdies,

possibly using sensitive photoelectric techniques, of the magnetic

fields of these stars.

Woolf (1973) has suggested that the observed OH and maser

em1.Ssion lines, may contain, information on the circumstellar magnetic-

fields of these stars. The SBJIle 1angitudinal Zeeman effect would

cause the positive and negative circularly polarized components to

have slightly different energies end result in a splitting. The

magnitude of splitting due to a magnetic field B will be

and

so

(VII-11)

where IJ. is the magnetdc moment of the upper (or lower) energy

state. In an atom or molecule with non-zero angular momenttun.. jJ.

will be of the order of !J.B, the Bohr magneton. Note that for a

given magnetic field, the Zeeman splitting will be relatively

greater for a transition with energy- (.hV). '!hus, the splitting

of the radio transitions of a molecule are relatively much larger

than the splittings of the optical. transitions which are used to

determine the surface fields of a star. For the OR 18 em ..... 1700 MHz

maser transition the splitting will be
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or
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is Inddcat.ed, which is a quite small field. A model for the- OR

emission presented by Wilson and Barrett (1970) indicates the

For the ..... 1.35 em transition the corresponding sensitivities

be

or in terms of Doppler shift, fJV

B 2. 10-3 gauss
!J.V "'" x km/a

or

b"" 0.45 x
lOw3 gauss

KHz

C (!J.\l/v),
emitting region is characterized by a kinetic temperature _ 500-1000

-16 3 15°K 7 density ;S 10 gm/cm and an OR.cloud length 2 x 10 em.

For a mass loss of 5 x 10- 6 l-ldyr7 the dens ity requirement implies

;::. 5 x _1014 cm ..... 10 HIE-" Thus 1 the OK emission regions must be

well separated from the star. If ROH is taken to be '" 2 x 1015 em ....

-250 R*, and the star's field is dipole, BOH;S 10 gauss implies

B* 1250 gauss. ThuS7 the low magnetic fields indicated by the

OR observations may not be inconsistent with the possible high

sur-race fields indicated by the work of Babcock. In addition,

10';3 gauss
x k1iiJ s

Scoville (1974) has pointed out that the interpretation of maser

emission features in terms of Zeeman splitting due to magnetic

The observed OH maser emission from late-type long-period variable

stars consists generally of two lines, one at approximately the

stellar pootcepner-j.c velocity and one bLues rrffued from that

velocity ""la-50 km(s. There is a good correlation (Dickinson

and Chaisson 1973) between the ve'toc t'ty separation and the pulsation

period of the variable, the longer period stars shoving greater

separation, but the interpretation of this in terms of shell

geometry, etc. is not cert.e.tn, The individual lines are narroll,

.::.s 5 km/s Wide, and may be more or less unpoLar-Lzed , though in some

cases there is some linear and circular polarization. If we niter-

pret the lack of splitting of' the lines as due to a. lack of magnetic

field then

fields 7 or the lack thereof, is not straightforward due to -the

complicated radiation_transfer problem presented by maser emission.

The H20 1.35 em maser 'etnfsa ton from long-period variable

stars appears as' a single line, ;S 2 km/s Wide, at a velocity

between the velocity of the star and that of the blueshifted OR

component (Schwartz and 19TOa,b). The-emission is variable

in strength, but constant in velocity to _.:. ± 0.5 km/s (Schwartz et

;:!;. 1974). If eq, (VII-ll) is now applied blindly, we would infer



Models of the H2O emitting region are in an even less satisfactory

state than for OR. The lack of velocity variation implies that

> r* (Schwartz et a.1. 1974) and Schvart.z and Barrett (19701)

indicate that ;;: 1016 cm-2 is necessary in order to support

maser action. The model atmosphere of TsllJi (1966) tndace.tea that

in the extreme outer layers of a late-type M star,N /NH 0 .... 1800.gas 2
If this is taken to hold in envelope and a mass

105S rate of .... 5 x 10-6 lof Iyr at V ....10 kID/SiS assumed,o gas
16 _2 17 4 *NH20dR ;: 10 em implies 3 x 10 ern - 10 R for aes tng

4action to be possible. Thus, we have r* 0.8 x 10 r*.

Taking .-. 1015 em ....25 R* and assuming a dipole field, the

above limit on implies

B* ;s800 gauss

vhic.h is not a strong constraint. Again this interpretation in

terms of.a lack of Zeeman splitting is uncertain because of the

complicated nature of the radiation transfer problem in a masing

source.

Scoville (1974) also pointed out that the transitions

of the CO molecule in the radio region are potentially more tnrcr.,

mative regarding magnetic fields because the radiation transfer

problem is. better understood. TherJllO.l emission from the J =,1 _ 0

rotational transitions or CO (2.6 1IIi:Il.) and HCN (3.4 mrn) has been

detected from the late-type carbon Mira variables IRC +10216' and

IRC +30219 (CIT 6) (Wils.on.=! a1. 1973). The lines are broad
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kIn/s) and nat-topped, suggesting saturation and/or expansion

in the sources. Applying eq, (VII-n) we have

. gauss 4
BCO,HCN 0.12"'iiilfS' 2. gauss.

Thus, the magnetic field in the region of line formation could be

qujt e high. In the case of' IRe +10216 the CO emission source was

resolved on the sky and found to have an angular diameter of

.....-138-;' which is much larger than the inferred diameter of the star

(9* ....o.of') and the diameters of the optically thick (9 <" 0.4")

-and optically thin (8 ,..,. 2';;') components of the dust shell surrounding

the star measured by lunar occultation (Toombs et a1. 1972). Thus}

the magne t Ic field at the emitting dust shell coul.d be as high as

6.... 10 gauss and not result in a detectable Zeeman splitting in the

extended CO emitting cloud. The HeN source was unresolved and

therefore ;S' 40" in diameter. This limits the magnetic. field to

;5 1.5 x 105 gauss at the emitting dust shell 'Which again isn't a

very stringent limit.

Geballe .=!: (1973) have observed absorption due to the

fundamental !J.\! = 1. vmrat ton-c-ctattcn bands or CO at 4.7 IJo in

IRe +10216. The lines were all narrower than the instrumental

resolution (....20 kIIl/s) and blueshifted by .... 20 kmjs from the

radial velocity of the star measur-ed by Herbig and Zappalla(l971).

From the existence of absorption from high rotational levels, J = 23,

of the CO molecule the authors concluded that the CO giving rise

to the observed absorptions was probably associated with the ..... 2';;',

400 OK component of the shell. The magnetic moment of a J g3



level of CO v1l1 be

and eq, (vrr-u) becomes

z; < 3.3 gauss
tJ.V .... kiii7"5

And since bV;: 10 kIn/a (r ,e, half the instrumental'resolution)

.B(2'ii' h 11) < 33 gauss,e _

This is probably the most stringent limit on the magnetic field in

a circumstellar ehell, free of the complications of maadng, 'Which
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iv) Polarization Resulting from Grain Alignment

If asymmetric gradns in a circumstellar envelope are aligned

by the action of a magnetic field, the resultant linear polarization

as seen by an obeervor in a particular direction but far from the

star vill be a complicated function of cloud geometry (grain distri-

bution, v.ith respect to R, a, and grain cpecdtdes , magnetic

field geometry, grain alignment (with respect to R3 8, optical

dept.h , etc. A realistic model which takes into account all the

relevant parameters would be quite difficult 3 even if the relevant

were jciovn, and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

This is especially so because the inferred optical depths of these
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is available at

implies B* ;:: 2 x

the present
610 gauss 3

time. If the t'ield is dipole this

which again is not much of' a 1im1t.

shells (Chapter VIII) are in the range Tv i s :::: 1 3 which is the most

difficult radiation transfer problem to treat. If the particle

In suemary, the direct measurement of stellar magnetic
j

f'ields (Babcock 1958, l$6d) indicate surface fields on the order

of several hundred gauss are possible. Measurements of the magnetic

fields in cf.r-cumsteLl.ar--apace are in a more primitive state but 5,0

far do not seem to contradict this. It would seem that the magnetic

fields necessary f'or grain alignment (.... 2_1 gauss in c1rcumstellar

space3 '" 16-100 gauss at the stellar surface) may vell exist.

Further, it appears that the time scales for-magnetic propagation

and magnetic alignment in ctrcuuatejj.er- space are sufficiently

small toallov the observed rapid changes in polarization to be

due to changes in alignment.

albedos are high, which is the case for silicate and SiC grains

and, to a lesser degr-ee , large graphite gretna, the contribution

to the observed polarization due to (multiply) scattered light

(r ,e, g in eq, VII-5) must be included. The condensation of grains

near a stellar surface may depend on the magnetic field strength

vhfch may be 1IlOdi,fied by or may modify the convection patterns of

the star.

In order to make progress at this point 3 'We- will consider

a simplified mode.l, for the star + magnetic field + ct.rcumate'Ll.ar

grains. Consider the star to be inert, the magnetic field to be

dipolar, and the circumstellar shell to ce, aside from the mag-

netic field 3 sphericaLLy symmetric vith respect to the star.



Consider first an Observor Who views this system along the magnetic

pole. He will see radial symmetry of the magnetic field-line's and

therefore of 'the aligned grains and no net linear polarization :will

result. In this way, the aligned grain model is like the aligned

envelope models in that the polarization goes to zero when viewed

along certain symmetry directions. However, in the aligned grain

case, a change in the axis 01' the magnetic field can introduce

changes in polarization on time scales ;s 3 days without reqUiring
the envelope as a whole to be re-aligned. The maximum radial

asymmetry will obtain for an observer- in a direction perpendicular

to the magnetic axis of the system, so we consider observation from

this direction. In the Davis-Greenstein alignment scheme,

asymmetric grains end up spinning preferentially about the grain

axes which have the largest momentum of inertia and these axes are

also aligned a'Iong the magnetic field. A needle-like-. grain ends

up spinning about its short axis and its time_averaged extinction

efficiency be approxiIDately the same as a f];at disk With its

short axis aligned along the magnetic field 11ne.

Consider a magnetic field Bdue to a magnetic dipole ii at
the origin aligned in the +Z direction with the observer- in the +Y

direction. The magnetic field at a point It from the origin will
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± Y directions. However, there is more surface area of the sphere

corresponding to aligl'..ment in the ± Z directions, i.e. {(:8 • £)2)1/2

0.65 while «B· X)2)1/2 = «B· 1)2)1/2 =0.54. On our line of

Sight to the (R "" R f) the magnetic field is in the _ Z direction

and grain aligrlment rill be in the ± Z dfrect.Lcne (Le. long axes

in the ± X directions) which will result in a net alignment, a'; 0

in eq , (VII-5) 1 on our line of sight. The polarizationwlll be

such that the electric field lies in the ± Z direction. These

grains can also emit polarized light in the infrared (E-vector in

± X direction). In addition, grains in other directions can

polarized light. lLe , g i 0 in eq. (VII-5)] and 'Will also

emit polarized light. We will consider these possible effects.

The grains aligned in the ± Y directions will give no net

polarization in emission or by scattering. The grains aligned in

± X and ± Z directions will tend to emit and scatter light prefe-

rentially in a direction perpendicular to the alignment direction

so, in the optically thin, spherically symmetric case, we might

expect a net polarization from these processes. If the- (emission

or scattering) opacities of the grain perpendicular and parallel to

i are A and B respectively, with A > B, the net polarization v1ll

be (for the emitted or acatrt.ez-edd.fght.}
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be given by

3R(R . iii) - m , it "" m Z
R3

(Jackson 1962). At a given distance R from the star there -will be

regions on the sphere.where Ii points in each of the ± Z, ± X, and

p _ "x - "z _ O.U(A - B)
- Ix + Iz·- L19(A + B) + LoB A

where we as s ume

±x direction



and

forB"" O.5A, i.e. a", (1'"x - 'TZ)/(TX + TZ) (A - B)/(A +.B) -0.33

in eq, (VII-3L which corresponds to either"" 33i aJ.lgnment of

perfect potec-tzere .or- ..... 10;0% alignment of "'"" 33% polarizers, we have

P -0.019 -1.9%, ± X direction.

The net polarization of the scattered starlight and the

thermal emission from the grains may not be too large even if there

is extensive alignment. Thus, the aligned grain model may be con-

sf.atent with the small (p Ii) 10 IJ. polarizations found by Capps

and Dyck (1972) for stars with ;1ntrinsic pcilarizat ion and infrared

excesses. In addition, we shall find later that smaller net allgn_

ment.s , a ;S0.I, are probably sufficient to explain the observed

visual. polarizations, so this polarization would be decreased even

more. Finally, as the optical depth increases, the net polarization

in the scattered (or emitted) light will decrease. Therefore, ore

shall consider the case that the scattered light from the star is,

on average, unpoj.ar-fzed , This means g := 0 :in eq, (VII-5) and the

polarization-will be
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where, as usuej., 'fT := ('fX+ 1'z)/2 "'''x is the mean total optical

depth, our line of sight to the star, the alignment peraneter

a :=- (TX - "y)/ ("x .+ TZ) and we z-equf.re a « 1 and a TT « 1 for this

expreeeton for P to hold.

The effect of the scattered light, IS' is to dilute the

polarization imposed on the direct starlight by the grains aligned

preferentially in the ± Z direction. If' the grain albedo, A, is

zero ate. particular wavelength, IS = O. If' A -f. OJ then the
determination of IS 1s again a difficult problem in radiation

transfer which is further complicated by the assumed grain alignment.

We define an effective average overall cpt.Lcaj, depth of the Shell,

where Ill- is the intrinsic monochromatic apparent flux and IobsP.)

is the observed apparent monochr-omat.Lc flux at a wavelength A.

short enough that grain emissi::>n can be ignored. Now 'We also have

L,e, the 'obee rved flux is the sum of the extinguished dfr-ect, star-

light plus the light Which1s scattered .transmitted through the

shell. Then
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± Z direction (VII-12)

I =1 _,I.e- TTscebb obs



and eq. (VII-12) becomes
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'0
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pZa
P ....a TT (a, a TT < 1)

And 5% polarization for 'TT = 1 requires a ;: 0.05 and a smaller

Jones (1973) has considered the problem of optical transmission

through a spherically symmetric cloud as a function of grain albedo,

A, and phase funct.Lon , g = (cos 8). This solution is only

valid in the limit 'T » L, but the results may apply, at least

in the,. ,...1 region which is appropriate for most

of the stars considered here. We identify our, TT with his T
g
, Le.

the geonetir-Lo line-of_sight optical depbh of the shell. For most

reasonable grain parameters he found

net alignment would sur race .

In conclusion it appears that within the limits of the

discussion above, a moderate proportion (a .... 0.1) of aligned grains

on our line of sight to the star would be sufficient to give the

degree of polarization which is observed in the Lat.e-ctype

The rapid changes in amount and position angle of the polarization

could then be due to rapid. changes 'in a, the alignment of the

grains, without requiring an overall change in the amount of dust

(i.e. 'f). The increase of polarization toward shorter wavelengths

and the ccrrtdnufng increase of polarization for more extreme rnrra;

Thus we :immediately have

For a gfven a" Pmm will.be .... linear with 'T for'T .:::. 1 wi.1l reach

a peak at T .... 2.0, and thereafter decline. To get -.. 5% polarization

-with,'T .... 'We require a.:S 0.08, i.e ..... 8% net alignment of the

grains on our line of sight to the star. For small (a.:::. 0.05 Ik)

graphite grams, A < 0.2 and g ;5 'for A = 0.55 Ik and for these

(for a 'TT « 1)

red stars could be due to increases in 'TT. In addition, it appears

that the modest .amount of alignment required may be' consistent with

the. observed Small. infrared poj.az-LaatLons , PIOI1 .:s if the dust

cloud is roughly spherically symmetric and the grains are, aligned

by a dipole-like field rather than being in a "picket fence" array.

This, of course, does not prove the case for aligned grains but

only indicates the plaUSibility of the mechanism and some of the

features which might be expec-ted under the .admittedly highly

parameters
Simplified model consfder-ed-bere , More detailed calculations,

using realistic grain opacities, etc. should be attempted.to see

if other details, such as the wavelength dependence

of pcrec-rsat.aon, could be explained by such a model.



We suggest two key tests which should be able to distinguish

between the aligned grain and asymmetric enveLcpe models. Firstly7

meesurenent.e of the stellar magnetic field simultaneous vith the

linear polarization could be made. If magnetic fields can be detected

and changes in the magnetic field are correlated vith changes in

intrinsic pc'Lar-Lzat.Lon, it 'Would support the magnet.Lo aJ.ignment

model. Conversely7 if low limits can be set on the surface

(B* ;: 10 gauss) or circumstellar (BCS':: 1 gauss) magnetic fields 7

the magnetic alignment mechanism will be in trouble. Secondly, high

spatial resolution, polarimetric studies of some of these stars

should be able to distinguish between the models. The aligned

grain model predicts that the core of the observed image, cor-rea-

ponding to e*, should be polarized while the aligned envelope
models predict that polarizatiw will only arise from regions of

the shell which are away from the star, so that 50° scattering can

occur.

E. ConclilSion

In conclusion, it appears that .scattering and absorption

by circumstellar dust grains is able to account for at least some

of the properties of the observed intrinsic linear polarization.

Y.odels of the: aligned, asymmetric envelope type (Kruszewski et al.

1968; Gnedin et aL 1973) give a maximumpolarization of P
max

.... 5<,t..

In adddbdon , Shawl (19n, 1972) has shown, us Ing the cpt.Lcaj,

constants of' realistic grain materials J that the wavelength

dependence of polarization can also be explained on these models,

at least in the optically thin limit. The primary difficulties of

these models are the apparent continuing increase of polarization

with optical depth of the shell and the rapid changes in polari_

zation which are not correlated with the iJifrared or visual light.

;rf the radiation from the -stec- is spherically symeetc-tc, the rapid

chengee in ·polarization seem to limit the region responsible for

polarization to R .... r* so perhaps a model in terms of discrete

clouds of gas and dust close to the star is more appropriate.

The aligned B.Sj'IIlmetric grain model has. been investigated

and it is found that (1) alignment can be expected rca: moderate

magne't Ic fields (Bshen .... 1-2 gauss, B* .... 16_100 gauss), (2) the

expected infrared pol5.rization from the aligned grains may be

sciaJ.l, (3) polarization proportional to opticaJ. depth is expected

in the simplest model, With P > 5% possible for moderate degrees

of alignment, and (4) rapid changes in polarization are possible

through rapid changes in alignment without requiring an overall.

change in the optical depth and infrared excess of the shelL

Further, this model predicts that (1) changes in polarization

should be correlated with changes in the magnetic field and (2) most

of the observed polarization should come i'rom 'the central regions

of the circwnstellar shell.

If either of the above models are shown to be insufficient

to explain the observed polarization, perhaps a combination of the

two, or an asymmetric stellar light source, or an entirely different

mechenfsm vill have to be considered.
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VIII. MASS LOSS FROM M,' S, AIm C STARS

A. Introduct ion

Mass loss from stars is potentially important for at least

three reasons. For the star itself, if a mass loss at a steady

rate J.l is occurring, the lii'etime 1" of this phase of a star's l:l,fe

is limited to 1" S M",,/M. In addition, if some of the mass lost Is

converted to solid grains, the appearance of a star to an outside

observer may be quite different due to the scattering and ebsorp.,

tive properties of the grains. For the galaxy, the existence of

very luminous stars with theoretical lifetimes· much less than the

age of the galaxy (.... 1010 years) implies there is a continuous

production of such stars from the interstellar medium. Unless

the interstellar medium was much more dense in the past, this

implies a constant replenishment of the interstellar medium, and

stars could be an important source. Finally, observations in our

Galaxy and others indicate the presence of dust grains in the

interstellar medium. The average visual extinction in

... 1 mag/kpc J implies a fraction of mass in grains to mass in gas

of ...... 1/200. In addition, these grains are not uniform,ly distributed

but are concentrated along the spiral arms and in association with

regions wher-e stars are being formed. Thus the dust grains may be

important to the process of star birth. Production of dust-gra,:1ns

from gas in interstellar space is difficult because of the loy

-3 ddensities, NH .... 1 em • Grain growth may occur in the denser
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regions, NH ...... 102 - 105 cm-3, but this process requires seed

nuclei to be initially present. If some fraction of the mass

lost from stars is in the form of dust grams , this may help

explain the existence of interstellar dust.

B. Observations

The spectroscopic evidence at visual wavelengths for mass

loss from stars has been sumaar-dz.ed and discussed by Deutsch. (1960)

and Weymann (1963).. The observational evidence is the exfst.ence

of very narrow, very deep absorption lines from the ground state

of atoms 'Which are blueshifted by ...... 1.0-20 kIn/s from the stellar

velocity indicated by the normal stellar absorption lines. The

supposition that these lines arise iIi cool, c trcumstet.Lar- gas

leaving the stars' is strongly supported by the discovery by

Deutsch that the sam,: lines are seen in the G_type visual ccta-

panion to a Her vhfch is at least 100 AU away from the M5 pr:illlary"

(Deutsch 1960). A notable feature of these circumstellar lines

is that they remain quite constant in both velocity- and strength,

to the accuracy of meas uremerrt , with time.

The difficulty in explain.ing this mass loss by hydrodynamic

means (analogous to the explanations '.of the solar vmd} is evident

in reading the account of Weymann (1963). Most troublesome are the

lov temperatures and turbulence of the circumstellar gas (narrow

lines, low- excitation) and the moderate and evidently constant

velocity of cut rj.ov, On the other hand, Gilman (1972) has shown
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that sokfd grains in a circumstellar envelope -which are being

accelerated outvard by the strong'l- "" 104 !. ) radiation field• 0'
vill be effectively momentum coupled to the gas, that is collisions

with gas atoms occur frequently enough tic transfer the momentum

derived from the stellar radiation field to the gas. Thus", radiation

pressure on the dust grains could be the agent driving mass loss.

and Woolf (1971) have used infrared observations to estimate

the density and radii of circumstellar envelopes and the spect.r-o-,

scopically determined velocities to g-lve the rate of out.rfcv to

derive mass loss rates for M stars. This technique will. be re-

examined here and two other vaye of der-Iv-Ing mass loss rates frem

observations of infrared emission by circumstellar dust. villbe

Ccnsddez-ed ,
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condense in the atmosphere of cool C stars characterized by NC > NO

(O'Keefe 1939j Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 19/52j Gilman 1959) and is

the most plausible explanation for the blackbody-like excesses seen

fn the carbon Miras (Chapters D1, V). The optical constants for

pure graphite (Taft and Phillip 1965) and pure SiC (Spitzer al.

1959) have. been measured and the relevant opacities are discussed

in Appendix B. The situation for silicates is less clear-cut but

'We vill assume that at least the opacity :in the 10 1-1. region is

fairly well established.

(a) Observed Emission

The monochromatic flux observed from an optically thin

shell of dust greene at' an average temperature Td 'Will be
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c. Two Methods for Measuring Mass Loss

1} Weighing the Dust

(VIII-I)

If a par-tLcul.ar- species of dust can be identified through

its observed spectrum (e.g. Silicates, SiC) or inferred on theo-

retical grounds (e.g. graphite, iron), then the observed fluxes

cen.be interpreted in terms of the amount.s of material, its tern-

perature, and its distribution relative to the exciting source

(star), using opacities derived from laboratory measurements of

the optical constants of that material. The probable identification

of silicates around M and S stars and silicon carbide around C

stars has been discussed in Chapter V. Graphite is expected to

where is the absorptive per unit mass (cm
2
/ gm) for the

grains (see Appendix B), Md == :£m. is the total mass of dust
i 1

radiating, D is the distance, star-earth and 11.. (T) is the Planck
function (wcm-2 ster-I). This result .discussed, from a

slightly more general. point of view, in Appendix A [see eqs , (A-3,

_20 and-21)]. If either the shell as a whole or the individual

particles -go optically thick, the nux rill be reduced frcm this

value. If the particles resonate ('2:rta./"A ..... 1), the flux may be

increased. The star, of radius r* characterized bya teI!!Perature
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and in the case of a shell optically thin at a wavelength. A the

gm

For M and S Mira variables, ..... 104 s: , T. "" 2500 OK =>• 0
r* .... 600 "e "" 4.2 x 1013 em, The broad band [11 opacity of

small silicate grains is .... 2 x 103 cm2/ gm and it is probable

that < so that the true temperature, Ta, lIill be somewhat

less than the observed color temperature of the excess Tc (ll 1-", 20 1Jo).

From Table 2b Tc ..... 350-900 OK so we will take Tc ..... 5.00 OK as typical.

Also ....._1_2 for these stars. Ell. (VIII-4) now gives

(VIII-3)

(VtII-2)

T*, as observed at distance n vill radiate approximately;

observed flux will be the sum of (VIII-I) and (VIII-2). Now from

Appendix A,eq. (A_14) the definition or" gives, with the con:"

tinuum being identified with the star;

cr

For the M supergiants W Per and RW eva, \ihich have "silicate"

H Ta < Tc (ll 1-", 20 1Jo)' the masses 'Would be correspondingly ,higher.

For Moon rock no. 14321 (Perry et ej., 1972, Table 6), lJ.l.1Jo ... 2
so Tc = 500 OK indicates Td '" 300 OK, and these masses should be

multiplied by ..... 6.

this mass refers to the observed radiating material fairly close

to the star. For a constant mass Loss rate Ceq. VIII-5) Pd ..., 1/R
2

so a true tctal meas of dust - t 'd 4nl\2 dR will diverge as

- co. The mass calculated here refers to the dust at a cnerec-

'terIs't tc temperature Td which by eq; (A-IOc) of Appendix A means

dust at a characteristic radius Rd'

....6 so the

emphasized that

'features (Table za, Chapter V), !. ..... 105 r. and• 0

above mass is multiplied by ..., 30. It should be

(VIII-4)

arid the initial result, namely "weighing the dust," has been

achieved. Here _we are using the star itself as a "standard

candle" to estimate the quantity n2 in eq , (VIII-I). We vi1l

assume the total luminosity of these stars is knovn (roughly) and

can be used to estimate D from ;fibs", !.J41TD2• This observed

luminosity is represented here by the bes-t blackbody fit to the

energy distribution, though it is not cructej, to this discussion

that the temperatures assigned by this method, T*, represent an

actual stellar surface temperature. The blackbody fit can be

thought of as a ,fiducial mark for scaling FAd.



For the Mira carbon stars the circumstellar shells may be

going optically thick at shorter 'Wavelengths. In edddt.Lon, the

observed "s must be corrected due to the extinction of the star

by the shell. To f'irst order -(neutral extinction) this 'Will be

where Ci = :Jdust/:Jt ot 15 the relative bolometric excess as defined

in Appendix A. The color temperatures for the "blackbody" excesses

of carbon stars is (Table 2b, Chapter IV) Tc (3 . 5 6.4_ iJo) .....

900-1000 oK. As discussed later Td ..... 0.65 TBB for small graphite

grarns , so taking Td '" 620 OK for a = 0.1 j.L grains but Td ..... 950 -x

for a = 1 j.L grains which are more nearly gr-ey-bod'Iea the opacity

appropriate for graphite grains (Appendix B), and R Lep as an

example, assuming .£-*_ = 10 4 .£- we use eq, (VIII-4) to calculate thee
graphite dust mass Md. The resUlt is show in Table 6.

TABLE 6
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The masses determined at 3-.5 j.L and 4.9 1.10 around the peak of the

energy distribution of the excess are comparable to those derived

for M stars. At longer 'Wavelengths especia.lly- 20 the derived

masses are much larger for small grains (a .:: 0.1 1-1) because of the

steep wavelength dependence of the opacity of graphite (itA. ..... 1/12,

Appendix B). One has to invoke quite large grains a .::: 1 to

increase the relative opacity at longer wavelengths (this is due

to resonance effects) and bring the estimates more nearly into

agreement. Perhaps at longer wavelengths we are seeing the effects

of a much more extended, cool shell which does not contribute at

3-5 j.L because of its lower temperature. Perhaps there really are

some grains vhich are large (a.2: 1 IJ.) in at least one dimension and

thus able to radiate effectively at 20 IJ.. Perhaps the radiating

material is not graphite. The masses of dust observed for V Cr'B

and V Hya -would be about the same as for R Lep vtu.Le those for

v Cyg and T Dra would be "" 2-3 t.tmes hdgher-,

The total mass loss rate from. material of 'space density

p, at a distanceR from the star Leav-Ing at a velocity V is
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Md :for R Lep (Graphite Component) • 2
M=4,nR pV (VIII-5)

pressure is given by:

three forces acting on it. (1) The outward .rorce due to radiation

3.5 j.L 4.9 " 8.4 " 201J.-

1.1 1.8 3.5 5.0, .
T.

.a = 0.1 j.L [ 12.6 10.5 16.5
53 J 620 OK

a = LO 1.10 2.4 2.1 2.8 7.8 950 OK

M., 10-8 M0

Observations of the

state, p .... 1/R2•gas

gas indicate Vgas = constant so, in the stee4Y

A dust grain of radius a will have at least
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The terminal velocity is independent of R and depends on the

or" USing Eq. (VIII-5)

and M whichgasMie_theoretical (0. ), the observed V and s,.,"pr gas

is one of the quantities 'We wish to cajcujat.e,

(vnr-6)

scatter:!ng efficiency and the phasefunctlon g = (cos 6)

were (\r) is the efficiency factor for radiation pressure

averaged over the star' 5 radiation field.. \r may be expressed

(Van de Hulst 1957, p. 128) in terms of the absorption efficiencyp

= Q.ab s + (1 - g) Q.s ca

(see Appendix B).

(2) The inward force due to gravity:

(VIII-71
An important point to note here is that if a small mass

loss rate Mgas is claimed, this will imply a ll.Vt which, for

a given observed infrared excess will, by eq , (VIII-5), imply a

large dust loss rate, Maust" Putting in numbers eq, (VIII-lOb)

And (3) the .rorce due to gas drag.

(VIII-B)
becomes

1/2 (V as )'
/ 2('0-6MJyr.)'/2( £. J'/245(0) 10

gkm/ . -.--:- km/s
'pr- 5 M lOt.

gas ,.

and l\ .... 1-5 M0' Fp r »Fgrav and the grain vill be rapidly

accelerated -outward to supersonic velocities, V > Vt h =- J3kT/Tllf2 ....
3.5 liJrJ.fs, so the gas drag -will be given by the supersonic drag

(vrrr-ioc)

M bas been estimated by Deutsch (1960) and Wey:maJlIl (1$63) forgas

M stars. If Deutsch's results on earlier spectraJ.. types (ML-M5 III)

(VIII-9)

'Where l:J.V ::> Vdust - Vgas The dust grain will be accelerated until

it reaches a terminal. velocity l:J.Vt , where Fp r ::> Fdrag , a.,e ,

are extrapolated to .... 1-17 appropriate for the Mira variables studied
• -6 7here, M 10 _ 10- Mr!yr. Weymann arrives at mass loss rates

approximately an order of magnitude higher than Deutsch. ThUS, we

expect

(VIII-lOa)

If Mga s is much less than this:. so that gas drag is negli-

gible, a grain of radius s., .densfby 3 gmjcm3 1nitia.ll.y formed -at



a Ho from the star 'W1ll. be eccerereted by radiation pressure (eq,

VIII-6) to a velocity
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(VIII-l2b)
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which for any reasonable values of (Q ) and:R will be muchlOr 0

greater than the observed Vgas and much greater than the escape

velocity for that radius which by eq, (VIII-B) is

(VIII-lad)

(VIII-10e)

Using eq, (VIII-il) we neve iIilmediately

(VIII-13)

2Vgas ts given. by the optical observations and R Pd can be estimated

frOID. the infrared .observetacce , Further, only a mass fraction f

of the gas in the. stellar photosphere is available for condensation

into a part.icular'species of dust grain. For (Fe,Mg)2Si04 silicates

in an M star f ..... 1/300. For graphite in a C starf ..... 1/300. For

SiC in a C star f ...... 1/1000 (abundances from Allen 1963; Wallersteiri

1973). If the outer iayers of a star· are not to be depleted of the
Gi1lIlan (1972) showed that for M stars this terminal velocity condensed elements, we must have

is reached in a time short compared to the time for mass motions

of the shell T "" R/V7 and that thereafter the momentum given to the

dust via radiation preaeure vas dumped into the gas. The outward
(VIII-14)

velocity of the dust grains Vd >rill be given by In the case there rs convective mixing from deeper Layer-s in the

star, the factor 1/f may be determined by the detailed balancing

(VIII-ll)

Nmr consider the t'WO observed species in a eLrcumat.ej.Lar-

envelope, gas and dust. The steady state mass loss rates (eq.

vrII-5) for the gas and dust, respectively, will be

of dust loss, Mdust' with the re_supply of cccdens tng elements

due to mixing. In the steady state the f's should not differ too

much from the values quoted above for otherwise the observed

relative surface abundances of stars losing mass would depend on

the mass loss rate.

(VtII-l2a) If the rim of density of dust in the envelope is Pd and
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the run of temperature is T(R), the total emission observed vUl

be:

So 411 R
2
KA Pd BA{T) dR

D2
(VIII-l5a)

and, using eq, (VIII-12b)
or, using eq, (VIII-l2b)

(VIII-16)M '"d
(VIII-15b)

(MJVd) "A B" (T) dR

D2
d SoFA = =-"--",,--"--"---

From eq, Appendix A, we have
This is an integral. equation involving the unknown quantity Md,
which may be a function of R if condensation continues as the dust

and gas move outward. Our knowledge about the amount of dust and
(VIII-17)

its distribution with respect to the star essentially emounte to

two facts: (1) The relative flux level ,aA (or and (2) a color

temperature Tc' Assuming the optical constants '\ are jsnown,these

may be interpreted as an average'dust temperature Td which, in turn,

implies an average distance from the star Ra by eqe , (A_lO)

Appendix. A, and a "mass of 'dust" radiating Ma as daacuased 'earlier.
Thus, solution of the integral equation will not be attempted' at

this t:tme BJ1d instead ire adopt 'a simplified order of magnitude

model, which hopefully will display the important physLca'L parameters,

to derive a mass loss rate.

The "observed mass" of dust Ma wi1l. be assumed to be

uniformly distributed in a region at a characteristic distBJ1ce Rd
from the star 'of a characteristic vOlume,j IT Rd

3 (i ,e, as if

Combining eqs , (VIII-17), (VIII-16), and (VIII-4) we get

(VIII-IS)

(1) M and S Stars __ Silicate EXcess

For M and S Mini.s aA is observed at 11 I..l. and Td'is estimated

from the 11-20 I.!. color of the excess. Defining SA. (Td,T*) e

[B)" (Td)] (Ta!T*)2, 'We get the results shown in Table 7.

Sill..!. is only weakly dependent on ten;peratures and SIll..!. ,..;. 1 for

observed temperatures. Taking SUj.J< ::::: 1, eq, (VIII-lB)

reduces to:



The chief uncertainties in these equations are now in Vd and

(en!CviS)' both of which depend on the grain opacities in the

crucial A.\ 1-3. IJo region vher-e the stellar energy distribution 1.6

TABLE 7

SIlIJo(Td,T*)

TJTd 300 500 800

2000 1.78 0.84 0.70

2500 1.52 0.72 0.61

3000 1.33 0.63 0.53
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6.1 x 10-9

(, )'/2 V
eyis d

(VIII-l 9a)

(VIII-l9b)
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peaking. Unf'ortunately, no optical constant ueesurement;s of any

silicate lDaterla1 :in the range AA I.L have been published.

FortUOB:tely, a stringent lower limit on Mga s can be set

ror any star in which silicate emission is observed, even in the

absence of knovkedge of £vis' We have

'where bVt Is given by eq, (VIII-lCc). Now [eq; VIII-7)

by definition of evis (Appendix: A). So eq; (VITI-l9b) becomes



(VIII_20)

The dependence on €YiS has been cancelled and a small Mgas now

implies a large Md" Invoking eq, (VIII-14) nth l/f ..... 300 for

silicates and solving for Mgas we have

;, , 2/3 1.2 x 103)2/3 ,1/3 ( (_1_)
g ll\.l- \ '1J..jJ. TIl 104 !'e 10 kIn/B 300 f

'Where is the mass opacity for small grama , a is the grain radius

and p .- '= 3 gm./cm3 for silicates. Taking as an the K..gram A.

for HMix 2" of Moon rock no. 14321 (Perry at a1. 1972) discussed in

Chapter VJ we calculate the broad band opacities {x,..\. (averaged
o

over the filter bandpasses) and the xm.' ss ('\\)T
d
(averaged over the

blackbody function); the results are shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Average Opacities J "Mix 2" of Moon Rock No. 14321

28!t

Th:is represeritsthe minimum amount of gas vhLch is needed to keep

the observed dust grains from rapidly. escaping. By definition:

e -=.IR
f " "'(T.) d>

f "A(T.) ex

(VIII-21)
)..0: 8.4 " il" 18 " 20 "
("'), (10 3 cm2jgm): 0.76 1.85 1.15 0.92

0

Td (OK): 200 300 500 800

(x,) (103 ,m2/gm): 0.76 1.0 0.97-1.10 0.62-1.05

and, assuming 2rra/A « 1

so

The opacities ,AA 1-5 are not known, the smaller numbers

for in Table 8 hnl.d if the opacities are zero there.

Thus, for the likely range Td ...... 300-500 OK,

3 2/(lJ..)T ...... LO-Ll x 10 em gm and eq; (VIII-21) becomes•

IVgas )1/3( 1 ) _6\:10 mJs \300 f x 1.5 x 10MJyr



This represents the m1n1mum ,amount of mass loss in gas con-

sistent with the observed infrared emission. For SlllJo .... 1, the IR

o....aclties given above, a .... 0.1 1-10, S. ....104 S. , V _10_20 mis,* o gas

f .... 1/300, we get

This result te independent of the uncerta:in quantity

arid doesn't even r-equj.r-e rbhat, the radiation pressure on duet

grains ts responsible for the mass loss. For example, if M
g
vere

claimed to be much less than this, Vd would be given by VpT (eq.

VIII.IOd) and for Rd > Eo> Til-' but of the same order of,lDagnitude,

we have

v V (R) =0 [(0.1 ./a)'/2 (Or}1/2 1000 km/s]d pr d "II

so eq, (VIII-l9b) becomes
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independent of grain radius a. This' now implies, by eq. (VIII-14)

that

'Which 1$ much larger than the lower limit above. Bae Lcakl.y1 the

gas is needed to keep the dust grains from being rapidly ejected

by the very strong stellar radiation field. For the Msupergiants

RW Cyg and W Per, .£* ....105 £'0' .... 6, and the minimum gas loss

-6 M Irate is increased to ....., 23 x 10 "tzj yr.

For a lover limit on the dust loss rate we need an upper

limit on M in eq, (VIII-20). If the mass loss is driven by_gas
radiation pressure as discussed in Section a-H) of this chapter,

there is an upper lim1t to the mass 1055 vis:

Inserting this into eq, (VIII_20) with the opacities discussed

above gives
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And again ('\>r) a evi s so, using the broad band opae:itles of

Table 8
(VIII-23)

These rather rotmdabout -methods of uetermining the M' 5

have been forced upon us by lack of knowledge of €YiS for silicates.



(VIII-24)

However, the foregoing discussion has given a minimllJl1 for Mg and

if we assUme the mass loss is radiation pressure drive the dls_

cuss ten "in Section C-ii) allows us to set limits on £vls' As

diScussed there

and using the lower limit on M of eq, (VIII-22) nth a ... 0.1g
f ..... 1/300, we get

But apr is related to the observed quantity o by eq, (vm-36).
4Taking """ 1.4, Vg -10 n/s, .£* ....10 .£0 and a ... 0.014 (r;e.

as for oCet), we get

so

using eq, (VITI-7)

«1 - g) Qsc.tt}
5.7
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NoW, for sny size grain, g'::: 0 and Qscatt .::s 2, so

&viS s; 0.35

For small. grains (a·;s 0.1 1Jo) we have (from Section C-ii)

«(1 - g) Qscatt ) ;:;; 0.3 so, using the silicate opacities above,

'iR-- > 0.75 (./0.1 .)
'vrs -

must hold for the silicate material around the Mira variables if

the mass loss is to be radiation pressure driven.

we can now safely take .:: 1 in eq; (VIn-1gb)

'Which, With 'flllJ. """ 2 x 103 cm2/ grn.. gives Md ... 5 times higher than
the lower limit given by eq, (VIII-23). NowM >1/1' Md so

g-

Mg [1 + r.e x 10-
6
MrJyr

where !lVt - (0. )1/2 (if )-1/2 V 1/2 is given by eq, (VIII-IDe).
'pr g g

This is therefore a cubic equation in M1/2 which has one realg
solution. Taking (\r) - 0.1, as indicated in Section c.u), the
real solution is given in Table 9 for various stellar parameters.

For the Mira variables ..... 1-2 (Table 2b, Chapter V) and
4

.£* ... 10 £0' so

M _ 3-7 x 10-6 Mdyrg .
. -8
!'-fd - 1_2 x 10 MJyr

ll.Vt .... 5-8 kIll/s

288



TABLE 9

Mass LOss Rates and Terminal Velocities for Stars with

Silicate Emission Features

V '11" 'Vt M Mdg g
< s

10 1 7.8 3.2 1.1

10 3 4.9 8.1 2.7

104 !. 10 5 4.0 12.5 4.2o
20 1 8.8 5.2 1.7

10 1 12.5 12.7 4.2

10 3 8 31 10

105 1- 10 5 6.5 47 15.6o
20 1 14.2 19.5 6.5

-.m!s -.m!s -6 Md x 10-8 MJyrxlO .yr

289 250

For the Msupergiants WPer and RW Cyg, aUI-" ...... 5-6 (Table

2b, Chapter V) and .£....... 105 !. soe

-6 M IMg ...... 50 x 10 "vyr
• -8 /Md ...... 16 x 10 MCEiyr

'Vt - 6 km(s

Le....... 10 times the rates for the Mira variables. The mass losses

for the other tol and S stars with silicate emission features in this

program.will be somewhere between these values. These mass losses

are larger but comparable to the M..... 2 x 10-6 M Iyr estilnated by
g '"

Gehrz and Woolf (1971) for Mira variables. The more general

analysis presented here, which applies to any star with a silicate

feature and Td ..... 300-800 OK, actua.lly increases the (already large)

mass loss rates given by those authors. We find that if there is

any observable silicate features 0.2), then there is a

minimum mass loss rate (eq, VIII-22) of it > 0.5 x 10-6 H Iyr.
g d

One important additional result which follows from the

analysis presented here is that the terminal velocity of the

dust grains relative to the gas is limited to tNt': 5-10km/s for

these stars because of the requirement M > I/f-ifd on the gas loss
g-

rate for a given dust loss rate. If a large terminal velocity is

supposed, this implies a large Md 'Which implies. a large Mg which,
in turn, limits the terminal velocity through eq, (VIII-IOc).

The mass loss rates are also corspareb'le but smaller than

the limiting value for radiation pressure driven mass loss derived



in section O-H), a,e, Of '£1 => M:S: 20 x 10-6 M Iyr for theprg 0
Mira variables. We can nov turn this argument around and derive

I 1/2 /a limit on (em which will imply a l:iInlt on Rd r .. "

Using the above limit OnM, eqa , (VIII-1gb) and (VIII':"14), andg

ell\J. ..... ·1-2.5 we have

(
' rR )'/2

:S: .5-3
"i5

which, rrcei eq, (VIII-IT) and assuming Ta::: Te(ll jJ., 20 IJ.) ..... 400-500

OK (Table 2b) implies

for the Mira. ver-tabj.es ocet , R Leo, R cas, and S OrB. Thus the

shells vould appear to be well separated frem the stellar surface.

Another of this analysts 15, since

In order to drive the:mass loss, the scattering optical depth of

these shells at visual wavelengths must be quite large. We have
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These shells appear to be opticall.y thick (t > 1) to scattering-

at visual. and shorter wavelengths. Any analysis of the observed

polarization at these wavelengths must take this into account.

This also predicts that angular size measurements at visual wve-

lengths Vill be larger .than the actual stellar sdae , r.,e ,

The large scattering enveLcpe may be hard. to detect in

comparison to a central condensation from the forward-scattered

image of the star because of its low surface brightness,. i.e.

Ra!r* 4 "'> the shell will have only ...... 1/16 the stellar surface

brightness. Attempts should be made to detect this low surface

brightness halo around these stars.

(2) Carbon Stars

The emission feature 11.11. lO-12.5!-L seen in the spectra of

carbon stars is probably due to SiC grains (Chapter V), and in this

And for small grains (a;5 0.1 ].J.) <\1'> .:s 0.1 but Qscatt (0.55 jJ.) Z 1

1'. .... aO.551J. pz-
Qscatt(O.55' jJ.)

<'\or)

way could playa role anaLogous to silicates in Mstars regarding

"weighing the dust" and estimating mass loss. Unfortunately,. there'

is no of estimating the characteristic t.empez-at ure , Td,. of the

SiC grains so the techniques developed in the preceding sectaon for

so observed silicate features no longer apply. There vill st1l1. be



a limit of the type given by eq, (VIII-22) on mass loss, Le,
. -6
M e order of (10 - M Ip ) in order that we observe any SiCg f1
feature, for otherwise the grains would be too rapidly .ejected by

radiation pressure.

IT-the "blackbody" excess disc-ussed in Chapters IY and V

is ascribed to therInal. emission from c1rcumstelJ.a.r grains, the most

likely candidate isgraphlte (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 1962;

Gilman 1969). Since &).. ,,... 1/)..2 for small (a;: 0.25 l-L) graphite

grains (Appendix ;3), the observed blackbody spectrum, U 3.5-20 lJ.

implies either: (1) There 15 a range, of t.emper-at.ur-ea in the shell,

the cooler grams contributing relativelylllOre at 20 ]J., (2) the

grains are large (a;:; 2 J.l.) in at least one dimension and so can

radiate ei'fectively at A ..... 20 (3) a combination of {L] and (2),

or (4) the emission is due to some other type of grain with a more

nearly "grey body'! emi.ssivity. We will tentatively assume (1) iB

the case in the follOWing discussions.

The expression for dust loss gdven by eq. (VIII-18) could

be applied to 'the observed 13},.' 5 for 'carbon, stars (ass uming the

e)., appropriate for graphite) as for the Mand S stars. Hovever ,

ea the discuSsion on the mass of dust indicated, this procedure is

not ",-ell, defined for graphite, as we would infer larger masses at

longer wavelengths. '1.herefore, we adopt an integrated .form of thiB

equation for.the carbon stars. The total observed nux from a

cloud of small dust. grains optically thin at iIifrared wavelengths

is given approximately by
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vaere Ma 1s the total mass 'of dust radiating at a characteriBtic

temperature Td and "rs is the mass absorption coefficient averaged
over B"(Ta)-. The total flux from the star in the absence of a
dust shell can be vrd'tten

Kat ot _ *
-4rrD2

From the definition of ct we have

so

For the range of temperatures appropriate for these stars .... 500..1200

OK, xIR for small (a .:5 0.1 l-L) spherical grapJ::ite grains can be

represented by (Appendix B)

so 'We have



It is seen that the calclllated Ma's;rill critically depend OD.the

characteristic Ta "Which is assigned to the observed excess. For

the "characteristic temperature" Ta'we.will choose the temperature

such that eTa) peaks at the same wavelengths Rathe energy

distribution of the excess. '!he energy distribution of the excess

(see Chapter IV) is fit quite well by BA. (TBB) and since (Appendix B)

£;). ...... 1/t..2 the relationship be"tween-Ta and TEB' is

60

( )(W30Kj6 8Ma :::: et ·-T--- x50 x 10- M
lOS. BB 0o

TBB is in the range ..... 9OO_1000'oK so Ta 600 OK. a ranges from

.... 0.3-0.4 for R Iep, v c-s, and V Hya to 0.8 for V Cyg and T Dra

(Table 2b) so Ma ..... 18-54 x Me for the Mira carbon .stars here.

Tl:iis is higher than the ..... 2.5-5 x 10-8 M estimated earlier fOT Mo
and S Miras using Ta ..... Tc (11 20 1-10) but 1s comparable to the

masses inferred if it.J.l\-l> ..... 2 which gives approximately -6 times

higher masses.

Proceeding to mass loss using eq, (VIII-16) we have (u,sing

eq, A-lOb) fox -,« = 0)

Nd g-lC.)

x 2.9 x 10-8 Mdyr

The factor g(a) is necessary- to correct eq, (A-lOb), Appendix A,
ofor the Rd appropriate for an optically thin shell, 1. eo

To calculate g(a) requires J even if the scattering is small,

solution of the. radiation transfer equations through the envelope.

There are (at least) two competing effects here. The

first 1S, as .Hi increases 1 a dust grain sees more and more of the

1000 OK radiation field. Thus., the effective SviS for the outer

grains is more ·like <&A.)lOOQoK 'Which, for sma.11 graphite grains,

fa less then (eJ...)2300oK,appI'Opriate for the stellar radiation

field. This voul.d make Rd < Le, g < L The second is, if a

considerable fraction of starlight as converted into dust emission
in the shell, the radiation field no longer goes down as fast as
l/R2 (L.e,' there is back-heatIng .of the inner shell regions by the

outer shell regions). This implies the temperature of a grain no

longer goes down as fast as lin. which means > Le, g > l.

g(o:} thus could be greater or less than 1. This unknown factor

will become increasingly important as a .... 1.



Again using the opacities appropriate for small (a < 0.1 I!)

graphite spheres (APP.endix B) for 'which '.::: '" 8 x 10 3

cm2j gm, and converting from Td to TEB ..... 10 3 oK, the apparent bLack-

body temperature, we have

_1() -8 Ig a x 5.7 x 10 M/Jiyr

So for Vd .:: 10 kIJJ./s and g ,... 1 we get for the carbon Miras, and

V Hya,

previous, eq, is solved for the mass loss rates and the

terIllinal velocity... the results are shown in Table 10.

It is seen that, as for the M and S stars, the terminal

velocity is limited by the necessa.ry minimum gas loss rate,
. 1 .
Mg f Md, to the range tiVt ...... 5-10 m/s. The gas and 'dust' loss

rates for the Mira carbon stars are approximately a factor of 2

higher than those derived for the M and S Mira stars (they, of

course, depend on the l* and V assumed). The unknown factorg
g(c:r} which accounts for optical depth effects will become

increasingly important as 0:', ..... L,

• 8
Md 1.7-4.6x 10- M,lyr (b) Absorption of Starlight

The absorption optical depth of a circumstellar shell of

This equation will hold if the shell is optically thin to scattering

(VIII-28)

2
4 TT Ed (Tabs )V!S

Hovis

dust grains is given by eq, (A:"17) Appendix A which, for

I 2 .. 2
1 Rd ' €visna1 = )tv1smi becomes, solving for Md =

This ccmpares quite favorably with the dust production rate
• 8
M.a ,... 2.5 x 10- in small graphite grains predicted by Hoyle

and Wickramasinghe (1962) for carbon stars. Now, using

fCc) :. 1/300 and V. = V + tJ.Vt as before we have for M> l/f M•g g..... d·

-6 Ix17.1xlO

where AVt is given by eq, (VIII-lac). Gilra (1974) reports

measurements of circumstellar abaorpbfon lines for some sent-

(VIII-27)
near the peak of the stellar energy _ ,1-3 J,I. 'for, tete-

type stars. As discussed in the previous section Rd = 'Where

is given by eq, (A-lab) Appendix A, and using' eq, (VIII-25) for

Md (0') J the mass inferred from the observed emission, ve have

regular variable carbon stars indicating V ..... 15 Gis, -which isg

similar to the M stars dfscuesed earlier. As in Section (1)



TABLE 10

Mass Loss Rates and Terminal Velocities

for stars vith Graphite Em1.ssion

V • "Vt g(.) M g(.) Mds g
.$ ::: s

10 0.1 ll.6 3.7 1.2
10 0.3 7.3 8.9 3.0

104 s: IO 0.5 6.0 13.7 4.60
10 0.8 4.9 20 6.8
20 0.3 8.3 14.4 4.8
20 0.8 5.4 34.7 ll.6

10 0.1 17.9 15.2 5.1
10 0.3 ll.8 35.5 ll.8

105 10 0.5 9.6 53 17.8
10 0.8 8 78 26
20 0.3 13 54 18
20 0.8 8.8 125 42

km/s km/s 10-6 MJyr 10-8 MJyr

NOTE: These results apply to small grains (a < 0.1 if

a = 0.1 xIR is increased by ..... 1.37 and )l.v1s is
increased by ,...1.9 due to resonance effects. Thi,
means Md would be reduced by -.. 1.37 and Rd would be
increased by -.. 1.18 which 'WOuld reduce these mass loss
rates by a factor of -.. 1.6.
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So in the optically thin limit (Tabs)ViS ..... a « 1, g(a) ..... 1 and

the two expressions for Md agree as expected since they were

derived from the same phenomenological model. The choice of

which express ion, ell. (VIII-25) or (VIII-28), to use in thiS case

reduces to which pair, or (Rd,xvi s) is better known.

For the stars in this study there is little or no high spatial

resolution information so Rd is not a directly observed Iluantity

and ell. (VIU-25) must be used.

The bolometrically derived mass of dust given by ell. (VIII-25)

may be compared with the masses derived monochromatically (Le.

6,,) in the earlier dLscussdon of M and S stars with a "silicate"
excess. Taking := 104 ;'0' KIR ...... 10 3 cm2/gm, Td := 500 OK, and

IX ""'" 0.01-0.02 appropriate for the Mira variables gives

M
d
,....1.4-2.8 x 10-8 Mo

For Ta := 300 Ox these masses would be approximately 7.7 t.fmes :
larger. The agreement with the earlier estimates is quite good,

which means we have at least been sej.f-consLst.ent iri the calcu-

lations.

As the optical depth increases, the t'WO expreeetcne for Md
diverge, depending on the (unknown) cor-rectifcn factor

For t.he purposes of estimating mass loss ell. (VIII-25) 15 to be

preferred in this case because it more directly refers to the dust

grainS whose distance ,from the star, Ra, we can estimate from the

observed coLcr- temperatures of t.he excess.
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In conclusion, the identity of'the dust mass es't taet.es

given by eqs , (VIII:-25) and (VIII-28) in the optically thin limit

301

where M represents the total mass of the envelope 'Which Is being

accelerated by radiation pressure. Therefore,

302

means that the mass loss rates will al.so be the same. Thus, ve

have shown that "absorption of starlight" te on the other aide of

the coin from "thermal emission by dust" as could be expected.

dP" .
dt:=MV+MV (VIII-32)

ii) Conservation ,of Nomentum w_ the Inverse Rocket Problem

If the mechanism dr-Lvfng the mass loss in a star is radiation

where V is the change of radial velocity -with time and M is the

rate of change of mass moving in the radial. direction with velocity

V. Solving for M:

pressure on some component of the circumstellar envelope, 'We can

measure the rate by applying Newton's second la'W:
" (dP ")M '" - _MV Iv = (1 """':'"""-dt pr c Fgrav (VIII-33)

We de.rme a as the fractionpr

dP F F -Fdt:= := pr grav

to the radial motion of .tbe envelope as a whole. Fpr
(outward) force of radiation pressure on the envelope

the total (imlard) force of graVity.

(VIII-29)

is the total

and F isgrav

ThiS is essentially an "inverse rocket problem" with M representing

the accretion rate of the circumstellar envelope and, therefore,

the mass loss rate of the star. In the case V ,... const appropriate

for the gas loss in late_type stars, V,... 0 enave have

of the star's radiation :field 'Which goes into driving mass loss,

In order for radiation pressure to be effective in d.riv ing mass

i.e.

. -pr c (VIII-3D)

• 1 )M:=- (1 --F. <V pre g.rav ....
(1pr .1:* .
»r«: (VIII-34)

NOW' consider the ctrcumstellar shell to be composed of

D1aJly" discrete, radial elements nth masses fii moving at an average

velocity V radially outward from the star. Then the total raddal,

momentum ts given by

loss, we must have Fp r > Fgray. If we assume photons cannot

scatter back and forth across the envelope impart more than

hV/c of momentum to the envelope, then an upper limit to radiation

.presaure driven mass loss is given by Q'pr :s; 1, 'Which, for .1:* := 10 4 .te
and V = 10 kln/s, implies

(VIII-31)



Further consider a cf.rcumst.ej.Ler- shell where the radiation

pressure is exerted on the dust grainS and then transferred, to the
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is the outwar-d radiative acceleration per unit mass of dust and
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gas viii. collisions as discussed by Gilman (1972). In the optically

thin case the net force Fpr is the

vidual eq. so

sum of the forces on the indi_

is the inward gravitational acceleration per unit mass.

(VIII-39)

The gas

apr i
(VIII-35)

and dust densities are given by eqs , and ViVd::: 0.7

from the previous section applying eq, (VIII-14), we have

'Which can be related to the rejetnve bolometric excess Ct defined

in Appendix A (r.,e , eq , A-l7) by
(f'

apr
<),r)vi'
(Qa)vis

a.a (VIII-36)

x 46 > 1

'Where the subscript "vis" means averaged over the stellar radiation

field. This shows that the same grains which are responsible for

the excess emission (t .e , a, observed in the infrared must

also be responsible for the mass loss if this' mechanism is to be

effective.

The condition for positive JlJ.aSS loss to occur can be

written

as a necessary condition. Here fl ;S f is the mass fraction which
• I·

actually condenses to form dust, i.e. Mg = F Md.

(a) Carbon Stars

For 'small graphite .gratna, a < 0.1 1Jo, (Q ) .... (Q,,- ):='..... ""pr ans

0.25(8./0.1 tJ.) for T. = 2250 vx and this becomes (o hit'= 2.2gr-ap e

(VIII-37)

Fp r
-F- '" «' 300) 15.7 (VIII-41e)

'Where

(VIIr-38)

Gordon (1968) fotmd that the luminosities of the late-type carbon

4 5stars is in the range .L* ..... 10 -10 t..
0
' Eggen (1972) argues that

the masses of carbon stars lie in the range 1.5 M
0;::
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These results are to be compared with the lower limits (because
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of uncertainty in £1) on Mg derived by

dust" and given in Table 10. For'£* =(f' 300) 15.7

results

the method of' "weighing the

10 4 S. ,V = 10 km/s .theo g

are comparable but _Slightly less (...... 20,% less) then the
so if more than ..... 1/5 of the available carbon condenses to graphite

Fp r »Fgr av is satisfied and it appears that radiation pressure

driven mass loss-must be Further, since small graphite

grains have a small albedo, {A)ViS ;S 0.1, ·Qs «Qa and by eqs ,
(VIII-7), (VIII-36) o :::' a, so eq, becomespr

independent of f. The resultant mass loss rates are given in

results given t.her-e , '!'he rather good agreement between these two

videly different methods for estimating mass loss lends support

to the radiation pressure driven mass 1055 model and to the simpli_

fied shell geometry adopt.ed iri the previous section. If both

models are taken to be correct, it i.nIplies fl ...... f, t ,e, most of

the available carbon atoms are a.ctually ccndenedng In'to graphite,

and the Le'te-eype carbon stars would appear to be truly e'fficient

dust factories. Further, if V 20 km/s the gas less rates giveng

here are reduced by a factor of two while the minimum gas loss

Table II for various parameters. rates in Table 10 are increased by ...... 1.5.

more than this, there will be disagreement

If V is increased any
g .

even if .L* = 105 .to and
TABLE 11

Carbon Star Mass Loss Rates Using Conservation of MOIllentum

V a Mt ot
z:

10 0.3 7.1
10 0.8 ,6
20 0.3 3.5

10 0.3 7l
10 0.8 160
20 0.3 35

km/s x 10-6 MJyr

the particles are large (a::::; 0.1 fl.): 'rhus, we would predict that

measurements of,Y for carbon Hiras similar to the ones studiedg

here should give Yg. oS 20 km/s.

(b) M and S Stars

For silicate grains the opacities in the 1:3 flo region are

unknown but there is a lower limit of



For small grams, g ':::: 0-. n "" 1.65, k "" 0 (i.e. "clean

silicate" ,no absorption) the results shown in- Table 12 are

obtained.

TABLE 12
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this mechanism is to work. Smak (1966) reviews -the available data

on M-type l'oliras and concludes l* 00# 10 4 t.0 and, with less certainty,

M* ,..,1 M:0 for stars comparable to those in this study. Taking

Fp/Fgrav 3.1 eq; (VIII-34) becomes
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a
0.1 IJ.

0.2 IJo

2000

0.016

0.18

2500

0.039

0.30

3000

0.074

0.42

So apr;: 0.25 is r-equjred to explain the mass loss rates derived

earlier (Table 9). In terms of c-Eeqs , (VIIT-36), (VIII-7)] we

have

For small ,grainS ('\.r) W1l1 be very small because, of the
4..... (2na/k) dependence of Qscatt for 2rra/k < 1 (Appendix B) so

that any large grains (a > 0.1 1Jo) wil1. dominate the radiation

pressure. Taking a "" 0.15 IJ., <\r}::::: 0.1 and Pgr a in "" 3 gmfc:m3

in eq, (VIII-40) gives

where g "" 0 for small grains and (A) = (Qs!(Qs + Qa» is the grain

albedo averaged over the stellar radiation field. For the M and

S stars, '0:' is quite small(....0.01-0.02) so if thiS method is to

agree with the results derived by "weighing the dust" (Table 9)

we must have, even if f' "" f = 1/300 (r.,e, complete condensation),

:pr ;:: (f' 300) ( :* _\ 3.1
grav . 10 t.J "1l- _

(vIII-4lb)
1

1 _ (A) ;:: 24

or

The situation for the M and S stars appears to be less favorable

than for the carbon stars regarding radiation pressure on the grains

driving the mass loss. It ,would seem to require that either (1) all.

of the available atoms must condense to silicates (t;e, ff ..... f ""

1/300) or (2) there be some absorption H 1-3 ,,"by the grains, if

This result has been used in the pr-evfnue, section to derive a

limit on €Yis for silicate particles. We conclude that the silicates

around the M and S stars must have very little abecrptdon in the



wavelength range n 1-3 if they are .to be effective in driving

mass loss (large 0/ ) and st1ll show so little bolometric excesspr

(Small 0/). The case for this mechanism driving the mass loss in

Mand S stars would be strengthened if E."iS could be determined by

independent means, such as high spatial resolution studies giving

Ra directly or measurements of the optical constants of realistic

sUicate materials (for instance lunar, meteoritic, and cometary

silicates) in the range n lw3
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IT. CONCLUSIONS

This study'has been concerned with the dust around stars

snd some of its consequences. The time behavior and detailed

spectral distribution of the infrared excess due to dust have

been observed and are interpreted, using other observations,

laboratory measurements and the Lavs of physics ,. in terms of the

type of dust, the amount of dust, the possible polarization

due to dust, and the distribution and dynamics of dust in the

circumstellar envelope leading to information about mass Loea ,

1. As a result of the study of the variability of cool

stars at infrared wavelengths it must be concluded that:

(a) There is no evadence that changes in the intrinSic

polarization of starlight can be attributed to a significant change

in the total emourrt of circumstellar dust. Infrared emission is

interpreted in 'terms of the large scale emission 9f gr-ams around

the star __ condensing .ena being blown out through the gas by

radiation 'pressure (Oilman 1972; Gehrz and -Woo-lf 1971). The

changes in intrinsic polarization be interpreted in terms

of scattering and abaor-ptLon by much more localized and transient

regions of gas and dust or perhaps by aligned -gratns ,

(b) There is some evidence from the dependence of the

observed [11 1Jo] - [8.4 1-10] color of M_type Mira variables with phase

compared with that expected due to a constant amount of dust heated

by a variable stellar luminosity and tet!I.Perature that perhaps on

average there is more cf.rcumsteHar- dust at minimum phase than at
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maximum phase. This evidence is indirect tn that no [ll -[8.4

color 'change has been ccserved whereas a decrease in this color is

expected at minlinum-phase due to a decrease in the stellar lumi-

nosity and temperature.

(c) There is evidence for a secular decrease, of about

a factor of two, in the amount of dust surrounding ocet. over the

period 1961 to 1971. There is weaker evidence for possible secular

changes in the dust surroundllig R nen and V CrB. The 21 other cool

stars showed no evidence for secular variation, over the three year

monitoring period and in comparison with the earlier measurements

by Gillett et (1971), in the total amount of dust.

(d) There is no eVidence for any large sudden change, on

time scales much less tha.n the visual period, of the overall amount

of dust surrounding any of the cool stars.

2. The- data that has been obtained on the spectral energy

distribution of excess radiation from the stars indicate that:

(a) The characteristic "silicate" type emission profile

similar to that observed from the Orion Trapezium. region is found

in many 14 and S stars. Some variations in detailed shape, e s g ,

B Leo, are found. Effects of optical depth and grain temperature

do not sufficiently explain these variations. Lar-ge grain size,

a different chemical composition of dust, or a non-blackbody stellar

continuum. are possibly indicated-.

(b) The excess emission from cool carbon stars can probably-

be attributed to radiation characteristic of the emiSSivity vith
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wavelength of silicon carbide superimposed on a blackbody continuum..

The amount of blackbody excess is much stronger from carbon Mira

variables than from semi-regular variables.

(c) The spectral excess of the S star WA'll is unique

among the M, S and C stars of this study in that it appears smooth,

with no large emission or absorption features. It may be ccepared

with R Cz-B, vnose spectrum is also smooth.

(d) No spectra have been observed in this investigation

that require interpretation in terms of grains of exceedingly

different chemical compoSition than those discussed __ blackbody

gr-afns , silicate grains, and silicon carbide grains.

3. The data presently available is insu:fficient to

definitely decide between a double or Single star model for R CrB.

It is argued that the double star model requires additional

assumptions to explain some of the important characteristics of

this unusual object which are a more natural consequence of the

single star model and is therefore less likely. On the single

star model it is found that the behavtor of the ini'rared excess

flux with time can be interpreted as the departure from the e't'ar-

of dust formed. on or about JD 2,441,033 with an apparent recessional

velocity of 27 b/s. There is no vtsuej. event near this date but

if the recession.is extrapolated linearly back in time the material

would have had to leave -the star on JD .... 2,4-l!O,400 about which time

there was a visUSJ. event. The total mass loss rate for R CrB is

ana.Iyzed in terms of impulsive events and is found to be similar

to that derived for the Mira variables. A larger fraction of the
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the line of sight.

mass loss appears as dust grains for R CrB. The var-Iab'Le intrinsic

polarization of R CrB may be due to scattering off of dLscr-et.e ,

optically thick clouds or alternatively, aligned dust grains in

4. It has been, argued that the rapid variability of

Woolf (1971) ,so' that the secular stability of infrared excess

observed for most stars here implies a continuous condensation of

nev grains for both the large and small amplitude variables. In

order that the surface layers of the star not be depleted of con-

densed elements, the observed persistence of dust grains in the

need not be large.

'Well ordered asymmetric envelope model. On the other hand, since

intrinsic polarization, its lack of correlation with either infra-

red or visual flux, and the large shell o:ptical depths inferred

from the infrared observations are difficu.lt to reconcile tdth a

the optical depths are large, any polarization mechanism 'Which is

proposed must consider the effects of ecatrt.er-Lng and absorption

in this shell. A model involving small cr.ocas ; perhaps cLose to

circumstellar envelope in the presence of the strong radiation

pressure repulsion implies .a minimum .gas densLty necessary to slow
_6the outflow of grains leading to a minimum mass .tose rate 2: 10

MJyr. The large mass loss rates found by Gehrz and Woolf (1971)

are supported without necessitating large 10 j.L optical depths. In

addition, it is found that a self-consistent solution of the coupled

equat.Lons governing mass loss leads to a limit of 5-10. kln/s for

the terminal velocity of grains relative togas. Finally) it is

found that for the carbon ·Mires, the calculated mass loss rate,

The gas and graphite loss rates for the carbon Miras are

assuming graphite dust, agrees 'With the mass loss arrived at by z-e-,

envelope, thus supporting the idea of Gilman (1.972) and Gehrz and

Woolf (1911) that radiation pressure on- the grains may be the agent

driving mass loss in the cool, luminous stars.

found to be approximately twice the gas and silicate loss rates

of the H f.l:iras. Thus, since ..... '10;' of Miras are carbon-rich, the

Mira:s wi;L1 contribute a ratio silicate/graphite ...... 5 to the inter-

stell.a.r medium. If, as proposed by Gehrz and Woolf (1971) and

quirir:g conservation of energy and momentum in the circumstellar

Mass loss from Latievt.ype stars has been re-fnveet tgeced,5.

the star, may be able to polarize the starlight,and also change

rapidly but this light must then transit the extended envelope

Yhich is well away from the star. A possible alternative may be

asymmetric grains in the extended envelope aligned by the Davis-

Greenstein paramagnetic relaxation mechanism. The alignment time

scales are small., 1-3 days, and the field required is modest

.... 1-2 gauss. If the field is dipolar, a stellar surface field of'

,..., 16.100 gauss is implied and, while the grains on our line of

sight to the star may be in a "picket fence" array, the net aJ.1gn-

ment over the whole envelope and the resulting infrared polarization

Dust grains in the car-cums'teILar- envelope will be expelled by

radiation pressure, as suggested .by Gilman (1972) and 'Gehrz and
supported by the findings here, the Mira variables contribute a



major rrect toa cr the interstellar dust, we would expect the ratio

silicate/graphite .... 5 in interstellar space. The ratio silicon

carbide/graphite in the carbon Mira:s is uncerta.in because of' the

uncertain temperature and optical depth of' the silicon carbide

emission f'eature.
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APPENDIX A

mTERPREl'ATION OF OBSERVED FIlJXE3

The .monocnroaet.ac flux CW cm-2 !-1-l ) at wavelength k observed

from a star, can, in the absence of' interstellar reddening,

be characterized by approximately

(A-1)

where Fk* is the flux from the star which would be observed in the

absence of a shell, 'feC>") is the e-ffective extinction optical

depth of' the shell for our line of sight t.o the star and F\hell

is the flux which would. be observed rrom the shell in the absence

of the star. In the Lat.e-Lype stars and R Cr-B the component of the

shell which is for extinction of visible light ['TeC>")]

and radiation at infrared. wavelengths is most probably

dust. Jones (1973) has considered the problem of radiation trans_

fer in a ephertlcaj.Ly-nymmeta-Lc circumstellar cloud of dust grains

and finds expressions for the effec,tive optical depth Te in terms

of the geometrical optical depth (,. ) and the grain .albedo andg

phase runctt.cn Csee Appendix. B).

i) The Star

The flux observed from the star can be char-act.er-Lzed by
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(A_2)
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temperature and emissivity. For a single grain t., the observed
iflux FA will be

22''Where 0* :: nr* In is the apparent soJ..id angle 01' the star, r* =

radius 01' the star, D = dLs'cance , atiarc-ear-th, (T) '" Planck,

bIa kb (_2 -1 -1Lac ody function W em jJo, ster ), and TBP..) brightness

temperature of the star at vavekeng'bh A. ::: temperature of the radi-
i

were ';;. is the emissivity of the grain, which is a

(A-3a )

ating level where "1.. '" 1 in the stellar atmosphere. In actual.

fact this brightness temperature is a very complicated .runct tcn of'

A depending on the teIl!Perat lire structure, molecular abundances,

pressure, "turbulent" velo-cities, et.c , , and all these parameters

are trrterc.re.Lat.ed -- in short this is a clifficult and still current'

problem of modej, atmosphere calculation. lw the primary concern

of this thesis is the properties of the circumstellar dust grains 1

this problem will not be discussed further here. However, we are

aware that the devtentcns of FA.* from a blackbody can affect our

interpretation of observed excess fluxes as due to circumstellar

emission and to a certain extent make this uncertain. It is

function of grain compos,ition (i.e. optical constants), size, and

shape as discussed in Appendix B.

0i ::: rra//n2 is the apparent solid ang.Le of the grain of
radius 8., and Ti =: the temperature of .tne grain.

For a shell going optically thick, the observed flux Yil.l.

be a complicated function of the run of density, temperature; and

the individual particle opacities through the shell. In addition,

the observed I'Lux may depend on the viewing direction ("patchy

clouds"). For an aptically thin cloud, each individual dust grain

is observed independently and bhe' observed flux is given by

i
pointed out in the text when it is believed this uncertainty may

be significant.

ii) The Shell

In the shell the continuous opacity at infrared 'Wavelengths

is dominated by the solid particles (dust grains) of the c trcum-

F i
).

The- temperature of each particle 1S, in turn, determined by an

energy balance

(A-3b)

(A_4)

stellar .enveLcpe , The dust grains scatter and absorb stellar

photons, heat uP, and radiate in the infrared according to their
In the presence -of the very -intense stellar radiation field

('£* ,..;. 10 4 .£J the Ein term is dominated by absorbed stellar
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radiation which, for the optically thin case, is given by At the temperatures characteristic of the circumstellar

(A-5)

where Ed is the distance of the dust grain from the star. If we

shells in this study- (Td "" OK) the primary energy loss

mechanism is thermal re-radiation. A small grain will come to

thermS.l eq.uilibrium at a temperature Td and radiate over its

whole surface so we have:

further def:1ne an average grain emissivity" iviS", averaged over

the stellar radiation field as 4 - a
2 f [ ()J'" " rt B" Td d,o

(A-B)

<'-is (A-6) (A-9)

radiation (radiation at T = Td). Equation (A-4) now implies, using

eqe , (A-7) 'and (A-9) that

(A-lOb)

(A-lOa)(
n ) 1/4

= 4 a Oshell

.(. £. 2)1/4 ('Vis) 1/4
16 TT a Ed eIR

is the effective aver-age grain emissivity for the infrared

where'Where :J* '" J '" FA.* ax te the total. nux (w cm-2 ) received at
o

earth from the star, eq, (A-5) reduces to, variously,

2 2rr a
;JJ!- €vis (A-Ta)"" Oshell

I 2 £.
(A-Tb)Ein ""1Ta <'-is4 TT Ed

4 2 4
2 TT r* a T*

(A-Te)""TTa 2 eyis4 TT Rd

2 2'Where Oshell "" nRd In. is the solid angle subtended at earth by
a apher-Lcaj, shell at Rd and

is the total lum:1nosity of the star (W "" 107 erg e -1) 'Where T* IS,

by definition, the "effective temperature" of the star.
T. 1/4 1/2 (::, 1/4 (A-IOe)



A small. grey body, defined by t). :; e, ccnst or a blackbody,

e). 1, will came to a temperature

and a general grain reaches

l/4

('Vi£)Td:; T --
JlB 'IR

The observed nux from the (optically thin) shell l t.,e , eq. (A-3b)]
will now be determined by (a) the run of temperature (T

d
) and

density of grains through the shell and (b) the detailed grain

estservtt ree ell.. The grain opacities are discussed in Appendix E.

iii) The a and a of the Ex.cess

As a measure of the relative importance of the grain' com-

ponerrt we define a, the relative bolometric excess, as

32l

where the separation of observed flu.'\: into "excess" and "continuum"

is made in the text. a, can be related .t.o the amount of dust in

-two ways:

(a) Absorption of starlight

a represents the fraction of starlight which is absorbed

by the shell so from eq- (A-l)

(A-l5)

where (1 _ e- Te) is the effective absorption of the cloudvis

ever-aged-over- wavelength and over the 4TT sterradians surrounding

the star. In the optically thin case (T,a «1) we have
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(A-l3)
and

Where, as usual:; sa J '" FA dA. Under the assumption that the
o

fluxes are spherically symmetric, O! represents the fractional amount

of the total luminosity which is radiated by the dust grains.

Further we define a monochromatic measure of the relative

excess

i
Tabs(1)i

2
TT a i e).

'" 2
i 41THi

(A_l6)



where Ri is the dfs'tance of the i th gr-adn fran the star. Averaged

over the stellar radiation field tibia becomes
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(A-l8)
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i
(A-l7)

where J:* is the stellar lumin,osity. Using the definition of grn
(eq, A-9), in the optically thin case,

t..e , (Te)ViS is directly proportional to the total solid angle the

grains subtend at the star and is thus one measure of the "amount
(A-l9)

cif dust. tI

The case of an optically thick (T »1). spherically

symmetric circumstellar dust shell has been treated by Jones (1973).

He finds expressions for Te in terms of the geometric optical depth

Tg '" Tabs + "sceee for various ccnbrnet.tcns of the gra.in albedo, A,
and phase runct.tcn g '" (cos 8) (see Appendix B). For most reasonable

Again a is a measure of .t.he amount of dust.

A monochromatic measure of the amount of dust is given by

In the case of the "ccintinuum" by the flux from a star and

the "excess" is due to thermal re-redtetaon by dust grains. eq,

(A_14) becomes [using eqs , (A-2) and (A-3b)]in the ·optically thin

limit:

grain parameters and modest optical depths he found

(A-20)

and usual1.y

So again (Te)ViS wil:L be approximately linearly proportional to
• • _T )the r amount or dust' and a'" (1 _ e e vis will be an mcreasing

function of the "amount of dust."

Further, in the case (Appendix B) x 2rra/-A« 1, we have (eq,

where m • is the mass of the grain and x, , the mass absoz:ptiongram . I\.

coefficient, is dndependenb of grain radius a. Thus eq, (A-20)

becomes

(b) Thermal He-Emission of Light by Dust

By definition, in the spherically symmetric case,

(A-2l)



"" m i re the total mass of dust radiating and1 grain
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APPENDlXB

GRAIN OPACrrIES

i) General Formulas

is the average "source funct;i.on" for the grains. is

directly proportional to the total mass of dust radiating.
A spherical grain of radius a of material of bulk

optical constants m = n - ik '" Ji:; where m is the complex: index

of refraction and S '" sl - ie:2 is the complex dielectric conetenc,

Vill both scatter and absorb radiation incident on it. The

absorption cross_section is given by

crabs (:>..) (B-I)

The scattering diagram is in general also a complicated function

of scattering angle' polarization of incident light we will only

consider here the total average cross-section

and the phase function

2na (B-2)

g (cos 8) ""sr do'} cos 8 an (B-3)

Two important quantities are the albedo of the grain, A(>") defined

as
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(B-4)
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r,e , if 62 '" 2nk f 0, then Qabs » Q,scatt and A =::0 and the ecsorpt tcn

can be written as

328

t ,e , the ratio of scattering to total cross-section, and the

efficiency for radiation pressure (B-7)

= Qabs + (1 - g) Qscatt (B-5) 4 3'Where mgr a in '" "3 na p and '" grain density, gm/cm3 and

which debermfnes the force on e,' grain due to radiation pressure,

In the case 2rra/"A. Z 0(1), the opacity parameters are
i Im

16' the mass absorption coefficient, cm2/ gta, In the case of a

arrived at by applying Maxwell' 5 electromagnetic equations with

appropriate boundary conditions (== Mie theory) to the situation of

(gra.in + incident plane wave) as described by Van de Hulst (1951).

18 TT 1
-p- X

(2 +
(B-8)

The solution involves sums of Bessell functions 'and requires a

computer -- this irl.ll not be discussed further here but some con-

sequences of the large grain case have been considered in the text

in this case the computer program written by T. Jones (1974) for use

on a Wang 720C computer and tested against published solutions has

been used.

non.spherical grain, the absorption cross-section depends on the

orientation of the electric field vector with respect to the grain

axes (Van de Hulst 1957j Gilra 1972a). In the case of an .e.Ll.Lpscdd

with axes a j , j '" 1, 2, 3, the mass absorption coefficient for

electric vector parallel to the j th axis becomes

In the case 2rra/A. « 1, the solutions greatly' sin!Pl1fy to

(Van de Hulst 1957)
2 2+1] + LJ

(B-9)

( )

4 2 2
Q Im-II:::osea 3 -r. 7:'2

Q
abs -r- + 2

g

(B-6)

'Where L
J
is a shape parameter with the property

and the approximate relationship



(the exact rormutas are given in Van de Hulst ·1957). Thus, for a

sphere, L", (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) 'and eq , (B-9) reduces to eq, (B-8).

For an oblate spheroid of a2 » a
3
L .... (0, 0, 1) and for a

prolate spheroid '" "a L .... (0.5, 0.5, 0). For freely

oriented ellipsoids, the average absorption coefficient will be

given by

3

(b) Silicon Carbide (SiC)

Spitzer et a1. (1959a, b): optical constants from

1-25 for hexagonal and cubic SiC at room temperature.

(c) Graphite

Taft and Phillip (1965) optical. constants from 0.04

to for electric vector in the basal plane

(.1. to "e" axis", optic axas , t ,e , in the direction of

high conductivity in plane of hexagonal plates) at

room temperature. For 3 :5 i\. ..... 20 tJ., 5.9 )"(tJ.) +

10 » 1'&11 and eq, (B-9) reduces to
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for L
j
f O· becomes

If e1 c- 1, then the absorption cross-section has a maximum

for LJ "" 0, t.e , for radiation nth the electric field along the

long axis of an asymmetric grain. If &1 < 0, then. there are strong

resonances 'When L J "" 1/(1 - e1) or el '" 1 - (l/L
J
) .

.... 2 TT 1"A - -p- r
1 +

(E-10)

if) Specific Materials

The optical constants which have been used in calculating

grain opacities in the text are from. the literature as follows:

(a) Silicates

(i) Perry et a1. (1972): optical. constants from

.... 5-500 IJo for ..... 9 lunar s u.rcete samples at ..... 150 OK

and ..... 300 cx,

(it) Hufflllan and Stapp (1971) optical constants for

one terrestrial silicate (brown enstatite, (MgFe)S10
3)

from ....O.l-LO I.l. at room temperature.

1 1 1
P r [5.9 Al") + 101

j
1 1..... 2

1.2L j

Le, the absorption cross-section goes approximately.as 1/,,2 •

(E-11)
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